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Zusammenfassung

Modelle sind seit langer Zeit ein wichtiger Bestandteil in Systementwicklungsprozessen.
Insbesondere die Forschung und Entwicklung im Bereich der Modellgetriebenen Entwick-
lung (MDE) zielt darauf ab, einen problemorientierten Ansatz zur Umsetzung komplexer
Systeme zu schaffen. Eine tragende Säule dieses Forschungsgebiets ist die Verwendung
grafischer / diagrammbasierter Notationen, die dem Benutzer eine besonders intuitive
Interaktion mit dem Modell ermöglichen und dabei kognitive Fähigkeiten nutzen, welche
mit textbasierten Ansätzen nicht in Anspruch genommen werden können.

In der Verwendung dieser grafischen Notationen gibt es allerdings noch Potenzial zur Ver-
besserung: Die Unterstützung solcher Workflows durch Werkzeuge ist Untersuchungen
zufolge immer noch nicht optimal, da diese Applikationen oftmals schlechte Benutzbarkeit
und damit schlechte Modeling Experience, also Benutzererfahrung beim Modellieren,
aufweisen. Zudem sollen auch allgemein Entwicklungen in der Welt von Produktivitäts-
werkzeugen, wie das verteilte und kollaborative Arbeiten, Modellierungswerkzeugen nicht
vorenthalten bleiben. Dadurch gab es Anlass, mit einem neuen Framework für die Umset-
zung solcher grafischer Editoren zu experimentieren.

Gemäß dem Design Science Research Ansatz wird in dieser Arbeit ein modulares und
flexibles Konzept vorgestellt, welches – basierend auf kürzlich veröffentlichten Ideen
anderer Forschungsgruppen – die traditionell aus der Beschreibung von Notationen in der
Benutzeroberfläche von Editoren gegebenen Einschränkungen soweit wie möglich auf-
hebt. Dieses Konzept wird demonstriert in Form eines ausführbaren vertikalen Prototyps,
welcher zudem für die Evaluation der Performanz und der Schwachstellen des Konzepts
sowie seiner spezifischen Implementierung herangezogen wird.

Abstract

Models have long become an integral part of many system development activities. In
particular, research in the field of Model Driven Engineering (MDE) strives to facilitate
problem-oriented creation of complex systems. To this end, the use of graphical (diagram)
notations is an important cornerstone, providing users with an intuitive way of interacting
with models and taking advantage of wider areas of cognitive capability than possible
through purely text-based approaches.

However, contrary to these underlying goals, the support of such graphical notations
through appropriate tools is still believed to be not optimal, with the usability of such tools
being low, thus causing bad Modeling Experience. This is accompanied by new trends in
productivity at large, such as the desire to work collaboratively and in a distributed fashion.
From this, we saw a need for the conceptualization and development of a graphical editing
framework that works on premises different to previous ideas.

Following the Design Science Research paradigm, anchored on recent work from other
research groups, a modular and flexible concept is presented which strives to remove as
much limits as possible that are traditionally given by the user interface – and thus imposed
on the user – based on the definition of the supported modeling notation. This concept
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is also demonstrated by use of an executable, vertical prototype, which is furthermore
used for evaluating the performance and bottlenecks imposed by the concept and its
implementation.
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1 Introduction

Models are an essential part of software and system development. In the most general
sense, every piece of software can be seen as a model – an abstraction of the aspects
identified in its use cases and the external entities it interacts with.

However, when speaking of “models”, practitioners usually talk about a higher-level
abstraction of certain aspects, for example the description of a project’s data structures
and their relations in a class diagram like defined in the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
or a summary of a business process to be supported by a system defined in a process
diagram, such as a Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) drawing. It should
be kept in mind, though, that what is often colloquially referred to as a model is rather
the graphical representation of a model as a diagram, giving a hint that there is more to
modeling than just boxes and lines.

Often, such graphical modeling languages serve as an alternative to textual program code
for viewing and creating software systems, both as a pure documentation tool (to provide
an abstraction of a complex system for a certain end) and, in paradigms such as Model
Driven Engineering (MDE) and Business Process Management (BPM), as a self-sufficient
way and a primary artifact to create entire systems. In particular, so-called Domain
Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs), a term used to describe modeling languages
specifically tailored to a certain field of application, have been described as a way to move
thinking during the system design phase from the solution space, i.e. the technologies in
which a system will be realized, to the problem space, putting emphasis on the needs to
be fulfilled by the system in the future [1], and making the system verifiable against these
needs [2]. DSMLs also enable domain experts to be a more integral part of the system
development process, as they put systems in terms understandable for them, especially
when using intuitive graphical notations [3]. As a result of applying MDE in practice, it has
been shown that there can be tremendous increases in productivity, result quality and
learnability, for example in [4].

Already when modeling purely for documentation purposes but especially when applying
MDE, graphical modeling tools become an essential part of system engineers’ workflows,
akin to text editors and text-based Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) when
developing with a traditional code-only approach. The communicative and agile nature of
graphical notations is leveraged best if the modeling software itself is flexible, supporting
the workflow of modeling language design and use [3]. Furthermore, as both the general
technical environment and the graphical notations themselves are often dynamic and in
continuous development, it is important to have an easy way of extending, modifying and
adapting tools both to varying conditions and to changing requirements.

However, the general state of tool support in Model Driven Engineering is widely perceived
to be in need of improvement, with a big part of the shortcomings being attributed to User
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1 Introduction

Experience (UX) or, more specific, Modeling Experience (MX) in the tooling available [5].
Many potential ways are proposed to remedy this issue, for example better support for
domain-specific modeling tasks and collaborative modeling.

As one of the ways of improving the state of MX, the Blended Modeling initiative [6] has
been brought to life. The term Blended Modeling is described as encompassing two main
goals: The first one, from which the concept derives its name, is the possibility to use a
“blend” of different modeling notations, i.e. user-facing “interfaces” with which the modeler
interacts in some way. The “images” created using these notations (which do not need to
be images in the colloquial sense, but can also, for example, come in text form) are just
different representations of the same model, i.e. the “meaning” behind the images. This
draws a clear line and enables n:1 mapping between what is referred to as concrete and
abstract syntax, as explained in section 2.2, and makes it possible to take advantage of
the strengths of multiple styles of notations (e.g. text-based and graphical). The second
characteristic is allowing temporary inconsistencies in both the notation instances and the
underlying model, violating the construction rules provided for them.

While this is common in text-based tools, current editors for diagram languages often
include strict and implicit enforcement of the syntactical structure defined by the modeling
language. Traditional “top-down” approaches have been centered around the metamodel,
that means the construct which defines what elements can be contained in the model
and how they may be related. Modeling tools, if they support the generation of formalized
models at all, were then working on the premise that the way to achieve a correct model
is enforcing adherence to this metamodel at all times [7]. Therefore, editors for graphical
notations have often been implemented on the projectional [6] approach: The relation from
notations to the underlying models is hard-coded as an integral part of the purpose-built
editing frontend component [8], which also includes the translation of changes in “diagram”
instances into changes of the connected model. As the “image” manipulated by the user
is never regarded as an actual image by itself, but rather a projection of the underlying
model, the model’s definition (abstract syntax) presents a hard limit on the operations
done in the diagram.

1.1 Problem Statement: Relaxed Conformance

As tools should be designed to support workflows and not vice versa, graphical modeling
environments should accommodate the typical process of model development, which
goes through various degrees of formality as shown in [7]. As an example, consider a
user designing a model in an already well-defined language like the UML class diagram
notation. One may start out with an informal and incomplete model, omitting attributes like
edge end multiplicities and leaving dangling edges where the element that will be target
of the edge is not yet clear. These draft models can then serve as a starting point for
ideation, communication and discussion, and can be refined to become more and more
adhering to formal requirements as the system design process goes on. In the end, the
result would be a well-defined model that can be used for code generation, verification
and other MDE activities that need rigidly defined models.

2



1.2 Content Summary

Flexible or “relaxed conformance” approaches, for example proposed in [7], [9], [10],
solve the aforementioned challenge of tightening conformance requirements over the
course of a process from the abstract syntax point of view. That means, they support the
correctness checking of a given model in various degrees of strictness, either considering
the modeling process explicitly [7], or implicitly via disabling conformance checking for
certain metamodel aspects [9].

However, these approaches do not yet state how this relaxed conformance is to be
represented and implemented in the graphical editing environment, or only consider
text-based notations [7]. Furthermore, the relaxed conformance at the abstract syntax
level is in a way independent from the concrete syntax level – even if the conformance is
strictly enforced in the abstract syntax, users may desire not to enforce the strictness in
the concrete syntax at all time, relaxing the transition from concrete to abstract syntax until
they have actually finished their current editing task and want to proceed using the model
for operations that require complete and correct abstract syntax. Therefore, a relaxed
conformance editing tool would allow a bigger set of graphical operations than could be
directly mapped to conforming change operations in the abstract syntax. This stands in
contrast to the limitations imposed by the projectional approach usually found in diagram
editors, which directly translate user actions in the diagram into change operations in
abstract syntax, as the diagram only serves as a projection of the model [6].

As an analogy, rigid conformance graphical editors can be likened to an IDE for a traditional
text-based programming language that only allows the user to insert well formed, complete
blocks of code and edit them only in ways that are guaranteed not to produce a syntax
error. Such an editor is realized for example in the JETBRAINS MPS product [6], but that
is the exception. Instead, in text-based software development, developers expect being
free to enter any text coming to their mind, with modern tools trying their best to provide
helpful suggestions for fixing problems or for executing actions likely to be useful for the
task at hand.

1.2 Content Summary

In this thesis, an architecture concept for graphical editing applications, referred to by
the name of COUCHEDIT in the rest of the text, is developed, described and evaluated.
It strives to explore an approach similar to the one used by aforementioned text editors,
dubbed “relaxed conformance visual editing”. Building on the architecture concept of
Van Tendeloo et al. [8] based upon clear separation of concrete and abstract syntax, a
modular, decoupled framework is designed to make it possible to create highly dynamic
and flexible editing environments for graphical modeling notations of all kinds, while also
retaining the capability of the tool to “understand” the syntax and meaning behind the
model, and providing the user with helpful assistance in efficiently creating correct models.
This framework was also designed considering the future expansion into other Blended
Modeling functionality, such as distributed and collaborative editing.

This development results in an executable prototype of an editor in which models of a
subset of the well-known statecharts notation [11] can be created. The editor allows
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1 Introduction

freely creating diagrams without limiting user interaction because of the boundaries set by
the concrete and abstract syntax metamodels, while still offering functionality to provide
helpful, language specific assistance. More precise information about the editor’s features
can be found in section 2.1.2.

The focus lies in the conceptual structure of the system and its applicability for a wide range
of graphical modeling languages (as opposed to high end-user usability and complete
support for a specific modeling language). The architecture should allow the reuse
of its components and structure, for example to develop relaxed conformance editing
components for other notations and languages.

One important part of the work presented is a set of generalizations for visual languages
(called “mechanisms”), combining and extending such structures found in literature. For
each of these mechanisms, a specification is given for implementation. These allow
COUCHEDIT implementations to abstract from the drawn “image” in a language-agnostic
way, making it easier to implement language-specific interpretation based on these higher-
level predicates.

Figure 1.1 roughly shows the components of the presented framework and the stack that
is required to implement an editing application.

After its development, the prototype is also used in evaluation, showing the validity and
sufficient performance of its specific implementations derived from the general, abstract
concept. From this, recommendations on future design and development tasks are
explained, also giving initial directions for their implementation.

1.3 Research Questions

Summing up the goals of this thesis, the following three questions serve as a guideline for
the project:

RQ1 What could the basic architecture of a graphical model editing tool, which supports
free editing of the diagram without strictly enforcing conformance, but still enables
automatic processing of the abstract syntax meaning of the models, look like?

RQ2 What components would need to be implemented according to the architecture from
RQ1 in order to facilitate editing of a wide range of popular notations?

RQ3 How suitable is the developed architecture, when implemented in a prototype, to
provide editing capabilities for the structures of an exemplary notation?

4



1.3 Research Questions
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1 Introduction

1.4 Thesis Structure

This document is built on the following structure: In the next chapter 2, both the Design
Science Research process (section 2.1) and the literature used as basis for the developed
concept (section 2.2 and 2.3) are summarized. Also, similar projects, both regarding
approaches for interpreting diagrams (section 2.4) and the more specific focus of con-
formance relaxation (section 2.5) with their key differences and general studies towards
usability of MDE environments (section 2.6) are investigated.

Based on that, the COUCHEDIT concept is laid out in chapter 3, where section 3.1
presents the basic ideas and section 3.2 then shows their application towards problems
commonly found in notations. Section 3.3 explains aspects of the User Interface and
other application frontend concerns, and lastly chapter 4 shows an application of the
aforementioned structures towards a modeling notation used in practice.

Chapter 5 describes the prototypical realization of the concept as developed during the
course of the project, and chapter 6 investigates the strengths and weaknesses of this
first implementation and the consequences derived for the concept.

Finally, chapter 7 serves as a recap of the project and provides an outlook into future
directions for the concept and its implementation.
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2 Fundamentals and Related Work

As this project pursues a broad and fundamental goal, there is an equally wide array of
related research to be taken into account. In the following sections, first the underlying
framework of project planning and execution (in the form of the Design Science Research
process) will be laid out.

Afterwards, a bottom-up exploration of the literature influential on the COUCHEDIT con-
cept’s goals and architecture is described. For the realization of a diagram editor frame-
work, the first step was to define the basic elements of any modeling language – the
different model parts and metamodels involved, and out of those especially the diagram-
matic (concrete syntax) part. The relevant literature is summarized in section 2.2. These
fundamental structures lay the groundwork for understanding the architecture of the frame-
work, which was developed additionally taking into account the literature more specifically
focused on modular graphical editing, as presented in section 2.3.

One especially challenging aspect in the development of the concept was the functionality
of diagram interpretation. Section 2.4 explains multiple initiatives that each present their
own, separate way of achieving this, along with the conclusions and differences that could
be worked out for the COUCHEDIT project. Also closely related are other recent streams of
research that present use cases and implementations of some kind of flexible or relaxed
conformance editing, as shown in section 2.5.

Finally, section 2.6 gives a user-centric description of graphical modeling, explaining end-
user requirements and issues commonly found in existent applications. The knowledge
presented there is valuable input for certain basic traits of the editing framework, as well
as for ideas concerning future directions.

Each of these sections summarizes the contents of relevant publications, while giving
assessments of the ways in which the summarized literature is relevant to the current
project and guides its direction, along with the key differences.

2.1 Design Science Research Process

As the main goal of the project is developing the architecture of a graphical model editing
tool and its prototypical implementation, the Design (Science) Research (DSR) approach
is the central paradigm used to answer the research questions presented in section 1.3.
According to the methodology presented in [12], a design science research process
consists of five to six steps, which will be outlined in the following sections along with their
specific realization in the project.

7



2 Fundamentals and Related Work

2.1.1 Problem Identification and Motivation

The first activity in the DSR process consists of the definition of a specific problem to be
solved and in justification of the value of the solution. The problem can be further split up
to aid in reasoning. [12]

Broadly spoken, the problem to be addressed through this project is the improvement
of usability in visual model editing tools, the problems of which can be partially found in
previous studies (see section 2.6). The more specific sub-problems to be considered
are the implementation of less strictly defined concrete syntax (i.e. relaxed conformance
enforcement), for which the actual benefit is yet to be evaluated, and the context-aware
error recognition / action suggestion as also proposed in [13].

The reasoning for the value of the solution was given in chapter 1 – with visual editing tools
being a key workflow part in many applications across multiple domains, but Modeling
Experience still being a weak point [5], it seems worthwhile to investigate approaches that
may increase the usability and suitability of such tools to common modeling processes.

2.1.2 Definition of Solution Objectives

After the problem has been defined, the key aspects to be achieved by the proposed
solution should be outlined [12].

The basic objectives of the project are as stated in section 1.2: As the primary artifact, a
concept and architecture for flexible editing is to be developed in which the definition and
handling of abstract and concrete syntax is decoupled. In this concept, the operations
available to a user editing a diagram should not be limited by the definition of the used
modeling formalism (therefore “relaxed conformance” of the model to its metamodel),
neither in regard to the possibilities given by the graphical notation (concrete syntax
metamodel) nor to the constructs allowed for the backing conceptual model (abstract
syntax metamodel). Such freely executed editing operations should get interpreted by
the system, transferring information from the diagram into the model (abstract syntax) if
conforming.

This concept should furthermore take into account:

• Suitability for implementing editors for a wide range of modeling languages,

• Requirements for providing interactive modeling (as opposed to non-interactive
image interpretation),

• Dealing with multiple potential interpretations of a drawn image, and

• Extensibility for further use cases, for example declarative interpretation specification
or collaborative modeling [14].

The flexibility on this stage does not include change of either the concrete or abstract
syntax metamodel, for example neither defining notation elements different from those
supported by the application, nor the creation of additional abstract syntax constructs will
be possible. Furthermore, no flexible generation or configuration of an editor by use of
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2.1 Design Science Research Process

generalized metamodels is implemented, rather the notation interpretation is hard-coded
as a demonstration of the concept. This is not to say, however, that these use cases
cannot be implemented in the future using the presented architecture (cf. section 7.1).

2.1.3 Design and Development

At the core of the DSR process, one or more artifacts have to be designed and then
developed. Artifacts can be contributions to theory or instances of theoretical constructs.
[12]

The first artifact developed is the architecture facilitating decoupled, relaxed conformance
editing, as described in chapter 3. As this architecture should not only be suitable for
accommodating the exemplary concrete syntax metamodel, to this end multiple notations
with widespread usage (for example statecharts and various other UML notations) are
investigated for their characteristics. Working out a full formal taxonomy of modeling
languages is not the goal of this step, rather it is meant to demonstrate that the approach
presented is applicable for multiple graphical notations, and how the support for these
languages could look like.

Based on the results of this inspection, definitions of architecture properties and system
components needed are worked out and documented. To tie this into real-world usage of
modeling languages, the applicability of the concept for example cases is demonstrated
“on paper”. This is described in section 3.2.

The second artifact is a prototypical implementation of the concept, summarized in
chapter 5. This fulfills multiple purposes at once:

• Co-developed with the concept, it serves as an exploration ground for specific
solutions,

• furthermore, it has the purpose of being a demonstration of the concept and its
actual applicability, and

• it can be used as a reference implementation and starting ground for implementing
improvements and new use cases based on the developed concept.

2.1.4 Demonstration and Evaluation

The purpose of these two activities is checking whether or not the developed artifacts
and their concepts solve the identified problems as assumed at the start of the project.
Demonstration only demands a proof-of-concept, where the artifact is applied to at least
one instance of the problem successfully. In contrast, evaluation calls for a more rigid
empiric or mathematical proof of the solution’s ability to solve the given problem. [12]

In this project, the goal of the demonstration and evaluation steps is to gauge the useful-
ness and applicability both of the developed approach and its current state of implementa-
tion.

The suitability of the architecture design was investigated as part of the prototype de-
sign phase – important cases commonly found in modeling notations, especially in the
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state chart notation used as the primary example, are identified and strategies for their
handling (with the common components needed) were worked out in section 3.2. The
exemplary application to statecharts is then demonstrated in chapter 4. Furthermore, the
prototype itself, described in chapter 5, serves as a demonstration of the concept’s actual
functionality.

The evaluation of the prototype “in practice” is conducted along a set of systematically
developed test cases representing fragments of typical modeling situations, described
in chapter 6. These tests investigate the correct operation of the application and its
architecture, furthermore the performance of the system is measured and bottlenecks in
need of improvement are identified.

2.1.5 Communication

An important part of research is the communication and documentation of knowledge for
others to build upon, most prominently in form of publications [12].

The communication part in this project is this thesis, as well as the source code and
documentation of the prototype for further use and development. Chapter 7, based on the
lessons learned during development and in the evaluation phase, gives some concrete
directions in which future work can build on the progress made during this initial project.

2.2 Modeling Language Fundamentals: Concrete and
Abstract Syntax

An abstraction central to the interpretation of graphical models is that modeling language
definitions generally consist of two different areas, which are equally important for their
practical usage: The abstract syntax and the concrete syntax [8], [15], [16].

The former is the domain of the conceptual elements a modeling language includes and
how they can have relations to each other in a valid model instance [15]. Which such
concepts exist for use in modeling and how they may be related is defined by a metamodel,
usually expressed in generally understood terms like object-oriented programming classes
[15] and thus describable with generic representation mechanisms. Note that the paper [8]
also defines additional metamodels containing the graphical elements and the structure
of the concrete syntax; therefore the metamodel explained above, used to “capture the
abstract syntax of a language” [15], is referred to as the “abstract syntax metamodel” [8]
for clarification. This naming will also be used in the current work.

Concrete syntax, in contrast, defines how the concepts of the abstract syntax are pre-
sented to the user [8]. The definition of the concrete syntax, on the one hand side,
contains a representation language, i.e. a visual language consisting of the elements
available for model representation construction as well as the rules on how those elements
may be used to construct a valid instance (called sentence) of this visual language [17].
On the other hand, relations from the elements of this language to the elements of the
abstract syntax must be provided [17]. In [8], this concept is further split up into a Render
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Metamodel, containing only the most basic components needed for displaying concrete
syntax instances to the user, and an optional Concrete Syntax Metamodel that specifies
the mapping between concrete and abstract syntax instances. Figure 2.1 shows the
relations between concrete and abstract syntax models and their metamodels, as given
by [8], in a graphical way.

Concrete syntax 
instance

(diagram)

Render metamodel

Metamodel space

Instance space

Abstract syntax 
metamodel

Concrete syntax 
metamodel

Abstract syntax 
instance

uses

abc

Expressed in terms of
checked against

A B

Expressed in terms of

+ Constraints+ Constraints

X =

...
=

uses

Figure 2.1: Schematic visualization of the different “syntaxes” of a graphical modeling
notation (own illustration based on [8], [18])

2.2.1 Visual Notations

For the interpretation of visual notations as concrete syntax of a modeling language, it is
essential to first understand the basic properties relevant to the definition of a notation.
These are the foundation for both the functionality of the frontend and the aspects that need
to be covered by the parts of an editing application concerned with diagram interpretation.
Moody [19] concerns himself with the possibilities to visually express information and
the basic structure of visual notations resulting from that; these structures are then set
into perspective with the rules of perception of such diagrams by humans. From these
fundamentals, Moody derives principles and rules for the design of usable notations,
providing a piece of theory that was missing before.

As to the basic variables that can be exploited in modeling, [19] names eight visual
parameters that can be applied to a single graphic primitive in a diagram: Position
(horizontal and vertical), shape, size, orientation, color, brightness and texture.

In the design and specification of a modeling language, some of these are chosen to
become primary notation, i.e. the aspects of the image that are relevant to its semantics
and thus influence the abstract syntax [19]. However, this does not mean that all of the
other variables remain unused. Instead, users are free to make use of these variables for
themselves, either constructively and systematically for informal clarification of the model
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contents, thus conveying additional information (secondary notation), or destructively as
noise, causing confusion and reducing the diagram’s usefulness [19].

Secondly, the processing of visual information by humans is described. The expected
benefit of visual notations (in contrast to a textual representation of the same abstract
syntax instance) is that some of the work of processing and understanding the presented
information is offloaded from the cognitive to the perceptual processing areas of the brain.
Thus, notations should be optimized to leverage the perceptual areas and free up cognitive
resources. [19]

Using the explained input data, a set of principles or rules for design of high-quality
notations is derived [19]. Three of those are especially to be considered in the COUCHEDIT

project:

• “Semiotic Clarity” [19], which identifies a one-to-one relation between concrete and
abstract syntax concepts (ideally, neither do two different visual symbols mean the
same concept, nor are different abstract syntax concepts represented by the same
visual element),

• “Perceptual Discriminability” [19] stands for maintaining enough visual distinction
between graphical elements with different meaning (using differences in enough
visual variables and keeping these differences large enough), and

• “Semantic Transparency” [19] is the use of the most intuitive representation possible
(and avoiding the use of counterintuitive representations). For example, it is good
practice to represent containment of conceptual entities by spatial containment of
their representations [19] as explained in section 3.2.3.

From the given points to avoid (which are nevertheless part of notations existing in reality),
design requirements can be derived to handle these situations. For example, in the
COUCHEDIT concept, “Symbol overload” [19], a violation of Semiotic Clarity where there
are multiple abstract syntax concepts represented by the same concrete syntax element,
means that there is no way to interpret such a symbol uniquely without the user’s help.
The same effect can be attributed to violations to Perceptual Discriminability: While the
elements are technically able to be distinguished in this case, users may need help in
finding the correct variant and accidentally mix them up, thus requiring assistance from
the system.

Both of these cases are to be handled by the “Model Actions” functionality, which allows
the user to interact with the abstract syntax in a generic way (see section 3.3).

2.2.2 Taxonomy of Concrete Syntax

Generalizing the concrete syntax of different modeling languages is an important part
of the design process of the concept towards more general applicability. This allows
us to lay out the structure of the system around a set of general-purpose components,
abstracting from the single visual variables mentioned above towards more high-level
concepts, referred to as mechanisms and defined in section 3.2. These mechanisms
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simplify the reasoning about structures commonly found in visual notations and reduce
the complexity of interpretation components for languages using these structures.

As a starting ground for this goal, the paper by Bottoni and Costagliola [20] and the
later work of Bottoni and Grau [18] both describe a concept for a taxonomy of so-called
Diagrammatic Languages to identify their common set of features to the end of implemen-
tation in a generic visual editor for these languages. All metamodels are presented in
UML class diagram notation, which makes them applicable to implementation in an actual
system. One notable aspect of [18] is the use of the term “abstract syntax” – which this
paper describes as a mix of graphic elements and “identifiable elements”, the latter being
the concepts represented by a group of these graphic elements. This is in contrast to
the strict separation between concrete and abstract syntax described in [8] and the next
section 2.3.

The low-level definition of a visual language given in [20] is based on graphical structures,
which are aggregations of colored pixels. There is a set of type symbols belonging
to the abstract syntax, which can then be mapped to their graphical structure class in
concrete syntax. Every structure class has a generator, used to create an instance of
the class, and a procedure which can determine if a given structure belongs to a class.
Furthermore, a concept of attributes is defined, where each type symbol gets assigned a
set of attributes that characterizes its instances. A visual term, i.e. a meaningful term in
the visual language, can then be represented as its type, a structure valid for this type
and a set of attribute values. [20]

Based on this definition, [20] describes a set of families defining the possible relations be-
tween such structures. However, an extended version of this taxonomy is later presented
in [18]; the following paragraphs will describe the later, more elaborate concept.

First, a base metamodel is defined, which contains graphic primitives (GraphicElement),
grouped to an aggregate called a ComplexGraphicElement. Subsequently, complex
elements are linked to an IdentifiableElement, “which is a semantic entity in the language”
[18]. These semantic elements can then be in a spatial relation to each other. For
such relations, the presented metamodel distinguishes between direct and emergent
relations, the latter being determined by predicates on a group of direct relations, or
other specialized algorithms (not explained further in [18]). Furthermore, the concept of
AttachZones, where two elements can be linked to each other is introduced in this most
basic model already. Direct spatial relations between identifiable (semantic) elements
can only be derived from attachment between two of these zones among their graphical
representations. [18]

As an extension of the generic metamodel, the class of connection-based languages
is introduced [18], which defines a connection as a type of element that touches an
arbitrary number of identifiable elements. Constraints are attached to the connection
through a manager class, determining whether the connection is directed or not, and how
the multiplicities (number of elements to which the connection may be attached) on its
different sides are [18].

Another different approach to language syntax is the class of containment-based lan-
guages [18], where a special class of direct relation consists of one element containing
other elements. The containment-based class is mentioned as an example for a spatially
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defined language, but it is also stated that there are more ways to express relations
through spatial arrangement [18].

The authors of [18] proceed to define more language families, for example the Graph type
of language. As an important aspect of this taxonomy, it is stated that many languages
used in practice combine the properties of multiple language families, thus they are called
hybrid languages [18].

Papers from visual language theory serve as the starting point for the data model of the
COUCHEDIT concept (see section 3.1.1) by describing essential components of visual
notations. Furthermore, the concept of graphical elements which are defined as a set of
points in 2D space along with their attributes is carried over to the graphical model of the
concept as presented in section 3.2.1.

However, while [20] describes different degrees of possible freedom in model editing, the
concrete and abstract syntax are still tightly coupled in the metamodels presented in both
[20] and [18]. For example, entity types of the abstract syntax are directly a part of the
visual language definition, and connections are also integrated in this model. While some
elements are carried over to the concept presented in section 3.2, the base structure is
designed to be more flexible and modular. Notably, the aspects of each language family
will be separated out into their own metamodel instead of requiring extension of the base
model.

2.3 Application Architecture Foundation

One paper that has been central to the development of the concept presented in chapter 3
is that of Van Tendeloo, Van Mierlo et al. [8]. The authors of this paper criticize the lack
of flexibility in regard to concrete syntax in the currently available implementations of
modeling tools. Specifically, they find that in general, the representations (concrete syntax)
and the concepts represented through them (abstract syntax) are too tightly coupled.

In classic approaches, the modeling frontend is one monolithic component, where both
the graphical display and the handling of abstract syntax – the mapping from a notation
instance to the metamodel backing it – is managed. It is claimed that this leads to high
implementation effort for supporting new features in languages, often realized by custom
plug-ins. Furthermore, this architecture limits the availability of alternatives in the modeling
application – often, even small changes to the representation that have no effect on the
abstract syntax are difficult to implement because of the strong relation between concrete
and abstract syntax parts. Apart from that, the support for defining specialized operations
for domain-specific languages is not given. [8]

As a solution, the study [8] suggests an approach where concrete and abstract syntax
are represented in metamodels (cf. also section 2.2) which, in contrast to traditional
approaches, are only loosely coupled by transformation process steps and primarily
handled by separated components:

The render metamodel contains the graphic elements of which a graphical representation
(i.e. an instance of the concrete syntax) can be composed, such as graphic primitives (e.g.
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rectangles, ellipses). It is interpreted and instances of it are manipulated by the frontend.
On the other hand, there is the abstract syntax metamodel, which contains the conceptual
structures of a model, i.e. the abstract concepts that are actually represented with the
modeling language. This part of the model is managed by an independent backend.
Additionally, to fully formally define the comprehension and perceptualization processes,
the authors of [8] name the possibility of having an additional concrete syntax metamodel
which establishes the connection between concrete and abstract syntax. [8]

The translation of model information from the “world” of abstract syntax into that of the
diagram’s concrete syntax and back has five different activities [8], which are also shown
in figure 2.2:

• The abstract syntax model (expressed in the concepts of the abstract syntax meta-
model) is perceptualized by the backend, that means converted into an instance of
the target render metamodel.

• The render model is then transferred to the frontend,

• which can now render the given model.

• When the user makes changes in the rendered model instance (if the frontend
allows changes), the changes are recognized, that means the user’s operations in
the user interface are applied to the concrete syntax model.

• The changes are then transferred to the backend,

• where the comprehension activity maps the concrete syntax changes back to the
abstract syntax.

Frontend Backend  
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Figure 2.2: Schematic steps of the interpretation process in a decoupled modeling envi-
ronment (own illustration based on [8])

By use of this architecture, the rendering and user interaction is decoupled from the
abstract syntax and its metamodel. Consequently, multiple different frontends can be
implemented, possibly on different platforms, as long as they share the same render
metamodel and the same interface to the backend, which does not need to be adapted
for each editor [8]. Additionally, true to the spirit of Blended Modeling (cf. chapter 1), the
authors of [8] envision multiple completely independent rendering forms for the same
abstract syntax, by defining independent perceptualization components.

The work of Van Tendeloo, Van Mierlo et al. [8] is central to the development of the
COUCHEDIT concept. The five step process proposed is the starting point for the archi-
tecture developed in chapter 3 (albeit here, the steps are split up further), and the clear
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distinction between the frontend concrete syntax editing component and the backend
managing the abstract syntax is kept as a central paradigm.

However, while the described article presents the basic editing process, it does not get into
detail about the implementation in a real graphical editor. Furthermore, a more specific
architecture has not been proposed, and nothing is said about how non-conformance is
to be handled in the system.

A project that has already proposed a distributed modeling architecture and developed a
prototype is described in [21]. Based on the Language Server Protocol (LSP) originally
developed for text-based languages, an extension for supporting graphical concrete syntax
has been developed. The concept consists of a generic, “thin” client providing user input /
output capabilities and a server, which receives all operations in the client and executes
modeling operations accordingly. The concrete syntax instance is exchanged between
these components by means of an intermediate representation format IRF. [21]

The client in [21] uses templates constructed in the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
language to draw the model elements that were transmitted to it through the LSP. It
then receives messages that combine abstract syntax properties (which fill template
parameters) with concrete syntax ones (for example the position of the element on the
canvas).

The backend server is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) for defining
abstract syntax metamodels, and the accompanying Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF) to link these elements to their concrete syntax definition [21].

This choice of technologies also shows the limitation of the presented approach – while
the client itself is decoupled from the backend, there is still a fixed coupling between
concrete and abstract syntax existent as the client itself must render abstract syntax
concepts using the provided templates; no additional translation steps are supported.

Pursuing a different approach, this thesis builds on the aforementioned fundamental
concepts from [8] to design a graphical editing prototype allowing for relaxed conformance.
The basic process described in [8] is used, with the frontend working on concrete syntax
instances expressed in terms of a generic graphical metamodel. This frontend is also kept
as “thin” as possible, only providing language-agnostic functionality. However, the use
of “templates” will be kept in the concept as an alternative technique to fulfill the widest
possible set of use cases.

2.4 Interpretation and Correctness Checking of Diagrams

Now, considering the activities described in section 2.3 based on the structural traits of
modeling languages as given in section 2.2, the question arises how to implement these
activities.

Arguably, comprehension and perceptualization are the ones that need most attention
in a modular editing application. While rendering and recognition are standard user
interface tasks (drawing shapes on a canvas and reacting to events such as dragging),
the comprehension process requires the interpretation of a graphical representation, in
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the worst case without having any information about the desired meaning of the diagram
associated with it. Aggravating this situation is the presence of ambiguities, such as
connectors with endpoints near multiple graphic elements, of which potentially multiple
would also represent a valid connection end. Perceptualization, in turn, requires finding
an adequate representation of abstract syntax constructs in the context of already existing
model elements. In the current work, the focus lies on the comprehension activity.

While the modular way of handling this in the architecture developed (with strict decoupling
between concrete and abstract syntax instances, as explained in section 2.3) is given in
chapter 3, there already are other concepts for interpretation and correctness checking of
visual languages, albeit partially with a different focus.

For example, a grammar-based approach to visual language definition, along with the
description of a corresponding software system, is described by Costagliola et al. in [22].
This approach is summarized in the next paragraphs.

According to [22], any relevant element of the concrete syntax is a visual symbol out of
an alphabet, directly associated with its type name and syntactic attributes (describing
the position of the symbol in a visual sentence) as well as semantic attributes (driving the
interpretation of the visual symbol). For example, in a flowchart language, an abstract
syntax decision node is directly linked with its representing graphical object (a rhombus)
[22].

As the two ways of defining a visual sentence, that is, an instance of a visual language
such as a diagram (or part of one), Costagliola et al. distinguish the possibility of
connection-based languages (where relations between elements are represented by
linking their attaching regions, and therefore an explicit representation of domain relations)
and languages where the syntax is based on spatial relations defined on elements’
bounding boxes [22].

For the representation of a visual sentence, the authors of [22] propose that on the lowest
level, there is the possibility of an attribute-based representation revolving around the
specific values of the syntactic attributes of visual symbols, for example their position in
the two-dimensional coordinate space or the linkage of their attachment points. These
attributes can also be used to create a relation-based representation of a visual sentence,
the conditions for the existence of an edge between two visual symbols being given by a
predicate that can be applied to their syntactic attributes. If these relations are invertible, a
linear representation of the visual sentence is also possible. This form of representation is
defined by a sequence (y1, . . . , yn), where every yi has an adjacent edge in the relation-
based representation that connects it to at least one element yj with 1 ≤ j < i. More
explicitly, this sequence can be written as y1R1y2...Rnyn, where each Ri is the set of
relations that the visual symbol yi has with any visual symbols that precede it in the
sequence. [22]

Based on this representation format for describing visual sentences, the paper [22]
describes the eXtended Positional Grammar (XPG) formalism:

An XPG defines a set of terminal and nonterminal visual symbols (including a nonterminal
starting symbol S) for the described language, as well as a set of relations that can
exist in the visual language. The grammar furthermore defines a set of productions
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A → x1R1x2...Rnxn,∆,Γ, every one of which can reduce a linear representation of
a visual sentence consisting of both terminal and non-terminal symbols into a single
non-terminal. The rule ∆ specifies how to get the attributes of the new nonterminal from
the input sequence, while a set of conditional rules Γ can be used to produce new terminal
symbols into the input sentence when the production is applied. For every production,
every Ri consists of a set of driver relations and a set of tester relations, both of which
become important during the parsing process. [22]

In addition to that, an XPG also defines a Positional Evaluator which can be used to
transform a linear representation back to an adequate graph-based or attribute-based
representation [22]. Therefore, the Positional Evaluator can be said to have a task similar
to the Perceptualization and Rendering steps explained in section 2.3.

Now, for a XPG, one can define the set of positional sentences from this XPG’s starting
symbol S, which contains [22]:

• All linear representations β,

• that contain no nonterminal visual symbols, and

• for which a series of productions exist in XPG so that β can be reduced to S by
applying the productions backwards

L(XPG), the language described by XPG, then is the set of visual sentences produced
by applying the Positional Evaluator on all positional sentences from the XPG’s starting
symbol [22].

The actual parsing process then takes place using the XpLR parsing technique [22]. A
special trait of this is that in its parsing table, tester relations can be used to differentiate
between cases – a parsing step is only executed if the required relation holds between
the current input symbol and the visual symbol at a defined position below the stack
top. Furthermore, there is no fixed order of input to the parser, rather the next symbol is
defined by a next column in the parsing table, which specifies a target visual symbol type
and the driver relations that need to lead towards the next symbol from the last parsed
one. By using the XpLR parsing process, the correctness of an input visual sentence can
be checked. [22]

Based on these formalisms, the authors have implemented their VLDESK modeling
environment [22], which allows language designers to automatically generate a visual
editor by defining the aforementioned aspects of a language. Tools generated with this
metamodeling environment can then provide correctness checking as well as notation-
class specific operations [22].

The described paper [22] is relevant as a reference on how other approaches tackle
the problem of error checking and representation of visual notations. For example, the
graph-based representation from the article [22] is carried over to the basic data model
as shown in section 3.1.1, as is the basic idea of “parsing” by stepwise deriving new
objects from the attributes and relations of others. While the examples given in [22] always
assume the use of predefined visual symbols for every abstract syntax entity, it would be
possible to create productions that can reduce graphic primitives with certain relations to
more abstract concepts (as also hinted by the ability to have generated editors consume
SVG input [22]).
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The formal, grammar-based parsing process of XPG and XpLR thus presents an alterna-
tive approach to the more dynamic and meta-model based concept presented in chapter 3.
However, Costagliola et al. do not provide a clear separation between concrete and
abstract syntax, therefore also no modularization of the approach is given. Furthermore,
they also do not consider the requirements for instant and live syntax-checking or the
reverse way (perceptualization) of converting changing abstract syntax concepts into
concrete syntax. Nevertheless, it could be the subject of future work if and how the XPG
and XpLR formalisms from [22] can be incorporated in the presented concept, for example
in order to provide a formal way of specifying correctness checking.

As an alternative approach to the interpretation of concrete syntax that is more strictly
separated from the abstract syntax, Fondement and Baar [15] have developed a method
with the separation of concrete and abstract syntax at heart, where the relation between
the two spaces is defined in Object Constraint Language (OCL).

The method presented in [15] is based on the existence of a display scheme for every class
in the (abstract syntax) metamodel. This display scheme provides a set of constraints for
the correct representation of that abstract syntax entity type in concrete syntax.

For the realization of display schemes, Fondement and Baar use the concept of display
managers. These connect the metaclasses of the abstract syntax to the display classes
of the concrete syntax (respectively their instances). Display classes do not only define
the elements presented on-screen and their “raw” attributes, but also operations helping
with checking the display scheme’s constraints (such as checking object overlapping
and containment). The display manager is then responsible for keeping the metaclass
instance and the display class instance in sync. [15]

While in the current stage of the concept, the formal definition of relations between
concrete and abstract syntax instances is not a goal, the concept of display managers
presented in [15] seems worth pursuing. In the COUCHEDIT concept, there needs to be
a point of intersection where, based on the highest applicable abstraction of concrete
syntax (see section 3.2), an abstract syntax representation is generated. The component
at this intersection can use a modified version of the DisplayManager concept (where
the relevant information does not only come from the Display Objects itself, but also their
relations) to keep the two model components in sync. Furthermore, when looking for a
formalism to define the transfer between concrete and abstract syntax in a generic way,
the use of OCL constraints as shown in [15] is to be considered as a possibility.

Another noteworthy project in this research field, resulting in a full implemented graphi-
cal editing framework, is DIAGEN [23]. This initiative was aimed at providing a generic
framework for combining the benefits of the then-common syntax-directed editing of visual
languages, where a diagram can only be edited by a set of pre-defined model transfor-
mations, with that of free-hand editing, where the user can apply direct manipulation
actions onto the graphical representation [23] (which is also the main editing mode to be
supported by COUCHEDIT). To this end, the DIAGEN framework uses a hypergraph data
structure internally. Multiple instances of that model are kept during diagram interpretation:
The hypergraph model stores the different model elements displayed on-screen as hyper-
edges, which are connected to nodes representing the respective element’s attachment
areas. The Reducer component applies hypergraph grammar reductions onto this first
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hypergraph, in order to create a reduced hypergraph model consisting of higher-level
concepts in the language. This reduced model is then analyzed by means of hypergraph
parsing, in order to derive its structure. [23]

The DIAGEN framework shares some key elements with the concept presented in the
current work, for example the use of hypergraphs as a generic representation tool, but
there are also some differences. Most importantly, DIAGEN does not decouple the visual
editor from the interpretation backend like shown in [8]. Even though the editors can
be generated from specifications, every such specification defines a set of fixed (and
partially manually coded) graphical elements which are assigned a specific meaning in
the model. An editor’s code is then specifically implemented for supporting these concrete
syntax elements. Similarly, a concept of spatial relations is also present, however the
definition of these relations is not as generic as that shown in section 3.2.3. Rather, spatial
relations are specific to the concrete syntax being interpreted, such as flowOut and flowIn
for a flowchart concrete syntax [23]. This means there is no generic render metamodel
as described in section 2.3. Therefore, while this parsing-based concept avoids some
problems found in the more common projectional approaches (like the user being forced
to adhere to a metamodel at all times, or being unable to delete a parent node without
also deleting the children), aspects like support for bottom-up metamodel generation and
true reusability of editing frontends for multiple concrete syntaxes (without generation of
distinct code bases) is not possible.

An interesting extension to the DIAGEN system is the DSKETCH project [24], which deals
with the recognition of diagram sketches. Somewhat similar to the FLEXISKETCH tool
[25] (see also next section), the user is completely free to draw arbitrary strokes on a
canvas, for example using Tablet PC hardware. However, in contrast to FLEXISKETCH,
the sketching software is also backed by a concrete syntax metamodel, which is used for
detecting concrete syntax symbols from strokes, and these symbols consequently get
interpreted by a diagram parser like the ones created by DIAGEN. [24]

While sketching is not the goal of the COUCHEDIT framework developed in the current
work, the basic idea employed for sketch interpretation can be adapted: In the DSKETCH

application, multiple transformers work in parallel on interpreting strokes into primitive
shapes. These primitive shapes are then compared against a metamodel containing
possible model elements, in order to create complete concrete syntax models which can
subsequently be parsed to abstract syntax [24]. Similarly, like shown in chapter 3, the
COUCHEDIT architecture uses common, specialized components to detect frequently used
generalized concrete syntax constructs, so that the intermediate models generated by
them can then be used to detect composite, language specific concrete syntax situations
such as orthogonality in statecharts.

One more approach, using graph grammars, is presented in [26], [27] with the idea of
working with multiple parallel models in a “multi-stage graphical analysis” [26] approach.
This means its Recognition-Comprehension process is split into three stages. The first
stage, called Graphical Scanning, builds a Spatial Relation Graph (SRG) structure [26]
similar to the one presented in section 3.2.3. The diagram’s “meaning” is then produced
by the Low Level Parsing stage in the form of an Abstract Syntax Graph (ASG) [26]. To
facilitate syntax-directed editing, the framework simultaneously applies corresponding
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graph grammar productions in both graph representations to keep them in sync [27].
When the user executes free-hand editing steps, the differences created in the SRG are to
be collected and the matching ASG productions executed [27]. Additionally, a High-Level
Parsing step can be executed, which is tasked with syntax-checking the ASG [26].

The idea of using a multi-step process for the Comprehension activity as described in
section 2.3 is carried over to the COUCHEDIT architecture. Similarily, the use of a Spatial
Relation Graph (SRG), potentially containing additional emergent elements such as line
endpoints [27], seems a worthwhile first step in this process. The COUCHEDIT concept
extends this idea by, instead of directly parsing this spatial relation graph into abstract
syntax, providing intermediate steps (see section 3.2) that make it easier to describe
concrete syntax constructs.

Apart from these similarities, the modularization presented in chapter 3 with its separation
and decoupling of these individual Comprehension steps into individual Processors,
as well as the consideration of user interaction and uncertainty in the interpretation
process (see also section 3.3.2) are important cornerstones of the presented architecture.
Those architecture traits should enable future potential use cases such as decentralized
modeling in a client-server architecture [14], or the use of multiple graphical concrete
syntax instances representing one abstract syntax instance.

2.5 Other “Relaxed Conformance” Modeling Approaches

As mentioned before in section 1.1, there is already ongoing research about relaxed
conformance editing, albeit these studies mostly look at the topic from a metamodeling
respectively abstract syntax point of view, whereas the project described in this thesis
comes from the concrete syntax side.

For example, in [7], the authors describe their concept and implementation of a meta-
modeling toolkit that allows for varying levels of conformance. They argue that in the
early phases of the modeling process, less strict conformance is required to support
the development and discussion of ideas. As the models mature and get more precise,
users will want to turn on specific conformance requirements until they arrive at a strictly
checked model that is formal enough for use in Model Driven Engineering operations such
as code generation or model transformation. [7]

One unusual aspect of the approach in [7] is that the modeling process by itself is explicitly
considered in the design of the proposed framework. On various stages of the process,
different validation criteria are turned on and checked. The tooling also provides so-called
quick fixes for inconsistencies and problems found in the models that are tailored towards
the process at hand and its intent [7]: When the goal of the process is the more traditional
creation of a model from an existing metamodel (top-down approach), the software would
suggest changing an incorrect attribute type to the one specified in the metamodel. On
the other hand, for another process supporting the creation or evolution of a metamodel
according to the example given by the currently edited model instance (i.e. bottom-up),
the fix suggested would be to instead change the metamodel to fit the example [7].
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Another noticeable trait is the flexibility given to the relation from model to metamodel [7].
Here the “ontological type” [7] (which is the conceptual type of a model element, i.e. the
link of a model element to the metamodel) is independent of the “linguistic type” [7] (the
type that the representation of a model element is given in the implementation language).
This enables support for much more flexible typing or even model elements that are not
(yet) typed [7].

The modeling process examples in the paper [7] give good arguments on why relaxed
conformance is worth pursuing and, in combination with the requirements explained by
the authors, can serve as a basis for selecting editor functionality to be implemented.
Furthermore, the proposed architecture and data structures (e.g. the aforementioned
separation of linguistic and ontological typing) are to be considered when designing the
prototype data model. In addition to that, the paper proposes the use of intelligent and
situation-dependent “quick fixes” [7] for the correction of non-compliant models after they
have been freely edited, albeit only for text-based languages. This also provides an
important feature requirement for the COUCHEDIT framework.

However, while the editing functionality for text-based languages has already been imple-
mented in their KITE system, it does not yet support graphical notations at the time of
publication of [7].

A paper by Salay and Checnik [28] postulates the basic idea that relaxation of conformance
requirements is very helpful for human interactions to be executed on the model, as
opposed to automatic model operations such as transformation, which require strict
conformance.

In contrast to [7], the article [28] directly deals with situations that may occur in graphical
concrete syntax, instead of concentrating on the abstract syntax and the conformance
of textual concrete syntax. The authors identify two distinct types of agility, i.e. ways of
editing model elements that are not included in the metamodel of the concrete syntax:
“Omission agility” [28] is the typical case of non-conformance – leaving required elements
out in order to deal with or represent uncertainty, such as leaving an edge in a connection-
based language unconnected to symbolize that it is not yet clear where this element
belongs [28].

“Clarity agility” [28], in contrast, is the introduction of additional information into the model
which is out of scope for the actual modeling language, but is understood on a less formal
level and conveys important clarifying details (also called “secondary notation” [19]). An
example for the latter would be similar spatial arrangement of model elements even in a
connection-based language to stress the point that structures are similar, if not related
[28].

The authors of [28] argue that for supporting relaxed conformance in a (graphical) editor,
there must be support of model transformations (i.e. the “quick fixes” already envisioned
by [7]) on the “relaxed” concrete syntax to transform it back to a fully compliant form,
which can then in turn be correctly transformed to abstract syntax.

The concept from [28] serves as input for the design of the prototype, especially for its
user interface (see section 3.3). One important requirement is the execution of model
transformations on arbitrary parts of the model, i.e. not only on abstract syntax or between
concrete and abstract syntax [28]. For this, COUCHEDIT provides the “actions” framework.
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As a report of real-world experience with using relaxed-conformance editing and bottom-up
meta-model generation, Golra, Beugnand et al. have successfully applied these concepts
in urban administration and planning [3]. In the project, it was attempted to merge the
ideas of model driven engineering and Agile software engineering, which – as the authors
claim – is deemed a bad combination by many [3].

A prototype was developed which allows users to draw graphical models using primitives
such as rectangles without the need for a pre-existing metamodel, then create a flexible
abstract syntax definition linked with this concrete syntax by abstracting the contents of
concrete syntax to concepts in abstract syntax [3].

In a case study, also described in [3], this tool was then used to create a Domain Specific
Modeling Language for various aspects of governmental policy and management, which
helped the policy-makers and those in charge of executing policies have a common
viewpoint. The benefit of the use of this iterative meta-model development in comparison
to more traditional top-down approaches was that stakeholders could, in the spirit of Agile
software development, participate in the development process and give instant feedback.
The authors claim that this way of developing modeling languages proved very effective,
with positive feedback from the clients. [3]

While the study by Golra, Beugnand et al. also contains other functionality away from
the scope of the project presented – such as the ability to use Microsoft Office files as
input to the flexible metamodel creation [3] – it again stresses a point as to why relaxed
conformance may be useful even beyond the use of pre-made metamodels. Furthermore,
it again provides requirements to consider for a general relaxed conformance editing
framework, such as the support for different concrete representations for one abstract
syntax construct or the support of omission agility – simply named “inconsistencies” [3] in
the described article – as well as clarity agility in the form of “instances without associated
concepts” [3].

Another interesting practical use case for bottom-up metamodeling is the FLEXISKETCH

project, realized as a combination of Android and desktop Java clients [25]. As the name
suggests, the focus of this tool is not a formal modeling process, but the informal and
quick documentation of ideas e.g. in development meetings, albeit with the possibility
of ad-hoc metamodel creation and later, more formalized reuse of the models. To this
end, the application allows the user to create freehand drawings (where a set of strokes
drawn in short succession counts as one symbol), then assign names and simple general
metamodeling properties (such as edge end multiplicities) to them. Such a “named” icon
thus becomes an abstract syntax construct, and different icons can be consolidated under
such a construct in order to derive the abstract concepts of the sketch. The current version
of the system even allows collaboration between developers on distinct devices connected
over an ad-hoc WiFi network, enabling collaborative sketching and metamodeling. [25]

A limitation to FLEXISKETCH, at least in the currently available form, is that its basic
structure seems to be that of a connection-based language (see section 2.2.2). The sketch
elements can be connected by specially-designated connectors, and no containment-
based formalisms or similar seem to be possible.

To sum up the relation to all of the aforementioned projects, the COUCHEDIT framework
strives to be a generic solution built to support all of the use-cases presented above, a
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platform that supports the integration of other frameworks. The first use-case, which will
be described in this thesis and implemented by the prototype, would be the traditional
top-down modeling based on a fixed meta-model (albeit with non-strict conformance en-
forcement). However, through the modular system design, the usage of its components for
other applications is a possibility to explore in the future, as also explained in section 7.3.

2.6 Model Editor Usability

In constructing the prototype, an eye should be kept on the issues users frequently have
with existing graphical editors and it should be considered how to avoid them. There are
some existing articles on the subject of graphical model editor usability, as well as the
general problems faced in MDE adoption, although none found so far touch on whether or
not strict / implicit conformance enforcement is a source of frustration for users.

Rouly, Orbeck et al. [29] have selected and investigated 25 commercial and open-source
software products for graphical modeling not only with general software development
notations (e.g. UML tools), but also from other domains working on graphic representations
such as 3D modeling or DSL use-cases like radio circuitry development.

First, an overview of the considered properties and features of visual IDEs is given. The
paper [29] then evaluates the collected tools according to these criteria, based on static
perception of the user interface and the ease of use concerning certain example tasks.
Furthermore, a comparison of the IDEs is made according to features offered by them
as well as if and how certain interaction aspects, such as model correctness checking
or element creation are implemented. Apart from that, a short description of the tools is
provided and arguments for their rating are explained. [29]

The work in [29] was deemed relevant for the prototype development for two reasons:
First, it provides an overview of possible visual IDE features and design decisions, which
can be used as a starting point for requirement and interaction scenario definition. For
example, the “Mode of Element Creation” [29] is considered, which determines how the
user may interact with the user interface to insert an element to the editing canvas: In
some tools, this is accomplished by dragging elements into the canvas, in others the
user first selects a “painting tool”, then clicks into the canvas to insert an element of the
selected kind (the interaction chosen for the COUCHEDIT prototype is of the latter variant).

On the other hand, [29] gives a selection of existing products which, combined with the
criteria above, can be investigated as a source for existing tools similar to the proposed
relaxed conformance editor.

The criteria values chosen for selecting tools out of the tables in [29] according to the goals
for COUCHEDIT are as follows: The Domain would be “Software”, Output is “Direct Live”,
which means the user interacts directly with the graphical representation and the output
reacts immediately. Syntax enforcement is “explicit”, i.e. the software will show errors in
the created models to the user instead of implicitly disallowing anything non-conformant.
According to these criteria, only the tool VioletUML fits, which is a drawing program for a
limited number of UML diagrams. This tool, in spite of being marked with “explicit” syntax
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check [29], does not actually seem to possess such a feature; for example, in a short
test conducted by the author of this thesis, circular inheritance relations or an inheritance
relation from a class to a package are not detected in any way. As a conclusion, there is
no tool in the list which particularly fits the targets of the prototype system.

Another study by Pourali and Atlee [13] again evaluates a selection of eight UML modeling
tools, this time by having test subjects execute a number of different tasks. The metrics
considered here are the effectiveness (number of errors during task execution) and
efficiency (time taken for a certain task) of the tools. Furthermore, by means of a
questionnaire it was assessed to which extent the users’ expectations regarding the tools
were met and how high the level of satisfaction was. [13]

As the most pressing challenges in regard to modeling tasks, the areas of Context (that
means keeping and remembering the link between different diagrams or different parts of
one diagram) and Debugging (detecting and solving mistakes such as inconsistencies
between different diagrams or invalid syntax constructs) were found [13]. The authors
provide some suggestions on how to solve these problems: One feature they would deem
very helpful is the addition of automatic and real-time syntax checking, as test subjects
frequently did not make use of manual variants of these features in spite of them being
present [13].

Like [29] described above, [13] is primarily relevant because it identifies which features
are commonly missing or not ideal in currently available modeling tools, and consequently
some of these ideas can be incorporated in the prototype system. For example, the
problem of having to manually invoke the error-checking and the difficulty of finding
solutions for the errors detected would be solved by the actions feature as described in
section 3.3.

Furthermore, in the background section, the authors of [13] also name some tools with
model assist features in place.

Looking at these tools, the YAKINDU Statechart Tools1 application is a good example of
the implementation of instant consistency checking: Model errors (such as states without
incoming connections) are marked directly in the model. This can serve as input for the
user interface of the prototype (or other, more elaborate systems developed based on the
presented concept).

As explained before, the design described in the following chapters will build on the
knowledge gathered from the literature described in this chapter, with the most important
influence being the visual language fundamentals summarized in section 2.2 and the
architecture concept in section 2.3. The other aspects explained in chapter 2 had an
influence on system design goals and concept details and serve as a general reference
for the research landscape on the subject of graphical model editing.

1https://www.itemis.com/en/yakindu/state-machine/
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This chapter is split into two parts: First, in section 3.1, the basic framework that has
been worked out is explained. For this, partly-formal descriptions for its most important
components are given as well as software models to show a possible implementation.

To demonstrate the usefulness and applicability of this concept to a variety of graphical
notations and formalisms, section 3.2 gives a systematic abstraction of graphic modeling
languages (called “mechanisms”). The semi-formal specification is given to make the con-
cept more precisely defined and implementation-independent, so that future works based
on the idea must not necessarily utilize the developed prototype as a base. Furthermore,
the integration of these mechanisms into the concept is also shown.

Note that for better readability and clarity, the concepts and components of COUCHEDIT,
but also of relevant cited concepts will be treated as “proper nouns”, i.e. capitalized.
Examples for this include Element and Relation if used to describe the respective data
elements (see section 3.1.1).

3.1 Basic Framework

The COUCHEDIT concept is based on the ideas of van Tendeloo et al. [8], like explained
in section 2.3. Accordingly, the frontend providing the user interface is decoupled from the
abstract syntax. The transfer from concrete to abstract syntax (and potentially reverse) is
split into distinct activities that perform a series of transformations, instead of a hard-coded
link between these spaces. While the frontend, at its heart, is a generic vector drawing
application with extensions for diagramming, independent components in the backend are
responsible for detecting certain, clearly delimited aspects of the diagram, thus simplifying
the complex spatial arrangements of its symbols into a higher-level “vocabulary”.

These components are constructed in a way similar to the Actor paradigm [30]. This
means the state of components is completely independent from each other, and there are
no defined dependencies between the components. Instead, COUCHEDIT components
communicate with each other by exchanging messages specifying the changes executed
in their internal data model, which other components may then use to change their own
data model and execute calculations based on that.

While this decoupling does introduce more complexity in the implementation of the
framework, the approach presented here has multiple benefits. On the one hand, imple-
mentation of the language-interpreting components in an editor using this framework is
simplified by reusing the already implemented processing facilities, thus avoiding having
to “reinvent the wheel” for every new language implementation. This also means that
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Figure 3.1: Example simplified dependency network of Processors for state charts. The
role of the Comprehension activity in the modeling process is shown in fig-
ure 2.2.

these “core” framework components can be optimized or replaced independently – without
having to change language-specific components – as long as the contract stays the same.
In the simplest case, a modeling language’s concrete syntax can then be described as a
set of predicates on a graph of the framework-provided relations.

However, the opposite is also true: Because of the reduction of the frontend data structures
to simple geometric shapes, there are little limitations to what a modeling language’s
concrete syntax may encompass. The language interpretation facilities are not limited to
the possibilities of a fixed frontend data model, rather they are free to replace or amend
the framework’s provided components with custom ones.

Finally, the decoupled publish-subscribe architecture, when extended with appropriate
distributed system functionality, is also a good fit for modern requirements such as
distributed and collaborative modeling. For this, the single independent components may
be arbitrarily deployed to multiple different locations, provided that suitable communication
protocols are integrated to the system.

As an illustrating example, figure 3.1 shows a simplified structure of components needed
for the Comprehension activity (i.e. the transfer of a concrete syntax instance into its
correct abstract syntax representation, see section 2.3) in an editor for a subset of the
statecharts language. The real structure to be employed for interpreting statecharts in the
prototype is described in chapter 4.

In the following sections, after a general overview, the basic data structures (section 3.1.1)
will be defined, as well as the dynamic components of the system and their relations
(section 3.1.2).

The relation of the explained elements is as follows: At its heart, the system is split up into
a set of completely independent components, similar to the actors mentioned above. Most
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of these components are called Processors, as they have the task of processing changes
made to different aspects of models and producing derived changes (see section 3.1.2.3).
These components communicate by exchanging differences on lightweight data objects
called Elements (explained in section 3.1.1.1), which define a flexible graph structure.
Each component holds an independent instance of the part of the graph structure that is
relevant to its functionality, from which it can read properties of the model and use those
to produce different other aspects, which can then be read by another component and so
on. Changes in this structure are then published to the rest of the system in the form of
ModelDiffs, which are explained in section 3.1.1.3.

3.1.1 Data Structure

The framework uses a hyper-multigraph of Elements and Relations as its core data
structure. Every instance of this graph represents a self-contained (partial) state of the
system, carrying a complete picture of a model area of interest. The data structures are
not explicitly separated by abstract and concrete syntax, rather both areas can be mixed
in a graph as needed by a component to fulfill its purpose.

3.1.1.1 Elements

Each Element is a vertex in the graph. It can be characterized by

• its type t ∈ T , T being the set of all available Element types (represented by the
Element subclasses in the object-oriented representation),

• which defines a set of attribute keys Attr : T → P(X), X being an arbitrary set of
possible key values (e.g. in the case of the attributes being represented by Java
instance variables, the set of all character sequences that are valid identifiers).

• Additionally, a mapping from those type attributes to attribute values is given. At-
tribute values are elements of a set Y , which also depends on the implementation
(in the case of an implementation in Java, Y would be the set of all possible objects
of classes in the classpath)

Thus, an Element is defined as follows: (t, f) ∈ Eall, t ∈ T, f ∈ [Attr(t) → Y ], if
[A→ B] is the set of all functions from A to B. The set of all possible elements is denoted
as Eall in the following sections.

In implementations, Elements would get a unique ID that stays the same over the entire
Element lifetime. It is important that, as Element instances serve as the basis for commu-
nication between the different system components, they should not carry extensive logic,
rather being simple data transfer objects. Because of this decoupled communication,
every Element type also needs to provide correct implementation of its copy method,
which returns a deep copy of its data structure. This is essential to keep the independence
of the different components and the ability of the system to detect and propagate changes
to its model elements.
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Because any change may trigger calculations in other components, it should be paid
attention that elements stay as “atomic” as possible, i.e. they should not carry extensive
trees of objects in their properties, so that Diffs stay focused on a small area of the model.

As shown in the class diagram in figure 3.2, every Element also gets a probability
information. This is necessary to treat ambiguity in the interpretation process, and
these probabilities can be propagated to derived Elements. If an Element has been
explicitly defined by the user, the Explicit probability information can be used to reflect this.
Explicit elements have a special status in the system, as they should in most cases be
excluded from implicit deletion by their respective components, even if the conditions that
lead to their creation no longer hold. For example: Some notations, as will be explained in
the next sections, rely on the spatial proximity of labels to other elements to signalize the
“name” of the abstract syntax concept. Usually, the probability of the relation representing
the labeling becomes higher as the distance between the label and the representation
of the labeled element decreases, and the labeling is deleted altogether if the distance
becomes too high. However, if the labeling relation is marked as Explicit, this is a sign
for the respective labeling Processor to not delete the relation, no matter the distance.
This can also be used to resolve ambiguous interpretation situations – Explicit elements
should always override all other, competing options. Therefore, the probability system is
an important functionality for managing user interaction and ambiguity resolution.

In the formal notation, the probability is defined by:
∀t(t ∈ T =⇒ p ∈ Attr(t)), ∀t, f((t, f) ∈ Eall =⇒ f(p) ∈ (0, 1] ∪ {Expl}).

3.1.1.2 Relations

A Relation serves as an edge in the Element graph. However, every Relation is also
an Element, that means it has its own attributes and can, recursively, be the target of
Relations by itself. Thus:

• The possible relation types are given by TRel ⊆ T

• All possible relation objects are then given by Rall = {(t, f) ∈ Eall | t ∈ TRel}

• A Relation has special attributes, named a and b, that have a set of Element
references as their values: ∀t(t ∈ TRel =⇒ a, b ∈ Attr(t))

All possible application / component states can thus be represented as Gall = P(Eall )×
P(Rall ); a valid state graph in the application is then represented by XCurrent =
(Ecurrent , Rcurrent) ∈ Gall , where

• Ecurrent ⊆ Eall

• Rcurrent = {(t, x) ∈ Ecurrent | t ∈ TRel}.

• Every Relation’s a and b attribute values must point to a valid set of elements in
Ecurrent:

∀t,m((t,m) ∈ Ecurrent ∧ t ∈ TRel =⇒ m(a) ⊆ Ecurrent

∧ m(b) ⊆ Ecurrent
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• Two vertices x, y ∈ Ecurrent in the graph are connected by a t ∈ TRel Relation, if
∃t, f((t, f) ∈ Rcurrent ∧ x ∈ f(a) ∧ y ∈ f(b))

The set of valid graphs according to these conditions is denoted as Gall,valid ⊂ Gall.

A model of Relations and Elements more directed towards implementation is presented
in figure 3.2. In this diagram, the notation used for Relations in the sections below is
introduced: Relations do not keep actual references (in the sense of object pointers)
towards other Elements. This has been designed so that Relations can also be easily
exchanged between components just like other Elements without having to reset the point-
ers in every Relation. Instead, they only carry the ID and type by an ElementReference,
so that the UML association relation would be unfitting here, while always showing the
ElementReference classes in all diagrams would increase clutter unnecessarily. Instead,
the weaker “Dependency” relation is used to show the Element types connected by a
Relation type, together with their multiplicity.

+id : string

+copy() : Element
+equivalent() : Boolean
+equals() : Boolean
+hashCode() : String

<<Interface>>
Element -directed : boolean

Relation

-id : string
-type : Class<T>

ElementReference

OneToOneRelation

+getProbability() : Double

ProbabilityInfo

Explicit

T : Element

a

1

a 1..* b 1..*

b

1
probability

1

1

b (1..*)

a (1..*)

Figure 3.2: UML class diagram of Elements and Relations

3.1.1.3 ModelDiffs and DiffCollections

As the system consists of multiple independent components, it is necessary to effectively
communicate changes in the model instance between these. Furthermore, the system
needs a way of detecting and filtering outdated information (so that newer states do not
get overwritten by older ones that have been delayed).

For communicating changes, ModelDiffs are used throughout the framework. These
represent the adding, change or deletion of an Element from the system state. To be
able to have atomic groups of changes (such as when moving multiple Elements in one
selection), the DiffCollection class is used. One DiffCollection, as the name suggests,
stores a group of ModelDiffs that are to be treated and applied as one unit without creating
and publishing intermediate states.

As already noted in the concept of the Actor model [30], structuring a system around a
set of independent, potentially distributed components comes with issues regarding deter-
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mining the temporal or causal relationship between messages. Therefore, DiffCollections
distributed in the system (as opposed to saved for being published later, see section 3.3.2)
are always TimedDiffCollections, meaning that they also associate a VectorTimestamp to
each ModelDiff. This timestamp assigns a counter to each component ID in the system.
Components can, upon receiving a TimedDiffCollection, decide by comparing the contents
of the timestamp whether the state received is . . .

• equal to, that means the elements must also be equivalent

• strictly newer than (at least one component has a different value and all components
are greater or equal to the timestamp stored internally for this Element, i.e. no
component of the “new” timestamp is less than its counterpart in the already stored
timestamp),

• strictly older than (at least one component has a different value and all components
are less than or equal to the timestamp stored internally for this Element, i.e. no
component of the “new” timestamp is greater than its counterpart in the already
stored timestamp)

• or was calculated in parallel to (neither of these conditions apply)

. . . the state already stored in the component. Based on that information, the component
can choose what to do with the received state. Figure 3.3 shows the different classes of
ModelDiffs and DiffCollections.

+copy() : DiffCollection
+filterByElementTypes(types : Class<Element>[]) : DiffCollection

<<Interface>>
DiffCollection +copy() : ModelDiff

ModelDiff

ElementAddDiff ElementModifyDiff ElementRemoveDiff

<<Interface>>
Element

-versions : Map<String, VectorTimestamp>

+getVersions() : Map<String, VectorTimestamp>
+getVersionForElement() : VectorTimestamp

<<Interface>>
TimedDiffCollection

-contents : Map<String, Long>

+get(key : String) : Long
+relationTo(other : VectorTimestamp) : CausalRelation

VectorTimestamp

STRICTLY_BEFORE
STRICTLY_AFTER
PARALLEL
EQUAL

<<enumeration>>
CausalRelation

diffs

0..*

*

affected
1

<<use>>

<<use>>

Figure 3.3: Class diagram of ModelDiffs and DiffCollections

3.1.2 Dynamic Structure

The COUCHEDIT architecture has key structural components that are responsible for
executing operations on the data structure defined in section 3.1.1. This section explains
the basic interfaces and general reusable components. Which implementations of data
and dynamic structures are needed for a functional editing application is explained in
sections 3.2 through 4.
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Figure 3.4: UML Component Diagram showing an excerpt from a possible system config-
uration

3.1.2.1 ModificationBusManager and ModificationPorts

ModificationPorts are the basic interaction interface between components of the system.
They broadcast DiffCollection objects to the rest of the system and consume such broad-
casts from other components. To reduce the load going into each ModificationPort, it can
also specify which Element types it is interested in and will only get ModelDiffs for these
types and their subtypes.

There currently are two main notable types of ModificationPort implementations: First,
the backend ModificationPorts that connect to Processors (see section 3.1.2.3), purely
reacting to DiffCollections coming in from outside, making calculations based on them and
outputting the results of these calculations. On the other hand, front-end user interface
components can also connect to the system with the same ModificationPort interface.

The central exchange within the system is called the ModificationBusManager. This
component is able to connect ModificationPorts and distribute the DiffCollections produced
by them. Figure 3.4 shows an exemplary system configuration with two Processors from
the spatial and connection (see sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, respectively) mechanisms.

In this diagram, the basic structure of the system also becomes evident: The components
may have a logical or intuitive order, as sketched in figure 3.1 (the connection mechanism
would depend on the result of the SpatialAbstractor, as shown below). However, the frame-
work does not operate as a pipeline-style structure, rather it uses a Publish-Subscribe
architecture. This allows model changes to be quickly passed back to the frontend or
other components “earlier” in the logical processing sequence without having to wait for a
full run through the pipeline to finish.

Although no such order is technically forced in the system, in the following sections we
sometimes use a logical direction going from concrete to abstract syntax, as the main
focus currently lies on the Comprehension process like shown in figure 3.1. Thus, when
talking about “downstream” Processors in the mechanisms sections, the ones nearer to
the abstract syntax model are meant.

An important rule is that ModificationPorts are conceptually completely independent – they
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must not have any shared state, especially not in the sense of shared Element instances,
because otherwise the detection of changes will no longer work. They use one instance
of the ModelRepository class (see next section) per component to store their respective
states independently.

3.1.2.2 ModelRepository

The ModelRepository class acts as a data storage for the current element graph within
each component. ModelDiffs must be applied to the ModelRepository to get up-to-
date with changes outside of the component. Within the component, operations can
then be made to the data model (adding, updating or removing Elements), producing
the corresponding DiffCollections, which can then again be published to notify other
components of the changes.

ModelRepository implementations also need to provide functionality for graph-based
queries (such as the incoming, outgoing or adjacent Relations of a certain Element).
Furthermore, all of these operations also allow the filtering of their results by giving a
subclass of Element.

3.1.2.3 Processors

Processors are a special case of ModificationPort implementation. Unlike for example the
frontend component, they are purely reactive to DiffCollections coming in from the rest of
the system. Effectively, Processors are components executing changes on graphs based
on other changes.

Normally, a Processor will do the following steps for each incoming DiffCollection (see
also Figure 3.5):

1. Apply the DiffCollection to its own ModelRepository, updating its internal state

2. Check the consequences for the Elements derived by the Processor itself, updating
the state once again

3. Publish the DiffCollection resulting from the prior step(s).

Abstracting from the “differential update” aspect, instead assuming that each Processor
regenerates the whole graph on every incoming DiffCollection, a Processor can be seen as
a function that both consumes and produces an Element graph: Processor : Gall ,valid →
Gall ,valid .

3.1.2.4 Services

Apart from the Elements generated by prior components, it is often also necessary for
components to gather additional information, for example the distance between graphical
objects. This should happen in a standard way, without having to implement functionality
that is outside the actual responsibilities of the component.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic regular sequence of actions in a Processor upon receival of a
DiffCollection
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For this, the usage of services is recommended. These services implement functionality
that may be needed among multiple components, such as the calculation of an element’s
bounding box or the different areas an element gets divided into by lines contained in it.
To sustain the decoupling and independence between different components, however,
these services must be effectively stateless (i.e. they may only contain state that is not
necessary for their operation, such as caches). All relevant application state is to be
contained within the Element graphs.

An important effect of this is that services can’t rely on arbitrary Elements being present
whenever they are called. Rather, the Relations in the Element graph also serve as
dependency relations: If the submitted argument is a non-Relation Element, the service
function can only access the properties of the Element itself. If the service argument is a
Relation, the service can access the properties of this Relation element, but additionally
also recursively those of the elements associated by the Relation.

Another aspect of this system is that services are often constructed as facades, i.e.
they serve as an encapsulation of more specific services to hide the latter from other
components. This is especially important for supporting advanced frontend functionality in
the future (for example providers for model actions, see section 3.3.2), but is also used in
providing a standardized way for getting the shape of a graphic object (see section 3.2.1).

Formally, a service is a partial function s ∈ [Eall × P(Eall) 7→ Y ]. It is only defined if
for s(x,A), allRelated(x) ⊆ A, with allRelated defined as in formula 3.1. That means, a
service function must receive all dependencies for its calculations in its second parameter.
Services may also be restricted to accepting certain Element types only, which can usually
be realized by the implementation language’s typing system.

(3.1) allRelated : Eall → P(Eall),

(t, f) 7→


{(t, f)} ∪ f(a) ∪ f(b) ∪

allRelated(f(a)) ∪ allRelated(f(b)) , if t ∈ TRel
{(t, f)} , else.

3.2 Modeling Language Mechanisms

When defining a visual language, multiple types of attributes are to be considered: Graph-
ical Attributes, Syntactic Attributes and Semantic Attributes [31].

As for Graphical Attributes, diagrams are constructed using eight basic graphical variables
/ techniques to define their elements [19]. While color, brightness and texture are merely
visual cues to the diagram user and are confined to one element, the five others influence
the relation between elements of the diagram:

1. Horizontal position

2. Vertical position

3. Shape
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4. Size

5. Orientation

These attributes together define whether or not a particular point in a two-dimensional
coordinate system is occupied by a diagram element.

Some of the Graphical Attributes are then chosen by a language definition to form the
Syntactic Attributes of the visual language. In many cases, it is not the specific, absolute
values of these attributes that are important, rather it is reasonable to create abstractions
[17]. This is where the architecture composed of multiple Processors, as explained before,
comes into play. These Processors incrementally add information about the structure of
the model, which can be based on the data obtained from prior stages.

In research, approaches to categorize visual languages such as modeling notations
into different categories already exist (cf. section 2.2.2). For example, [18] defines
a base model containing the graphic components of a diagram, then based on that
distinguishes spatial and connection-based languages. It is also stated that connection-
based formalisms really are just a special case of spatial ones [18]. More specific types of
languages are Plex-Like and Graph-Like languages on the connection-based side, and
Containment-Based or Adjacency-based on the spatially defined side [18].

However, as already noted in [18], many languages used in practice do not strictly fall into
one or another category, rather a combination of the properties of multiple approaches is
used.

Thus, in the following sections the term mechanism will be used, describing different
possible ways that widespread modeling languages such as the various languages
defined by the Unified Modeling Language (UML) standard [32] or the graphical notation
of the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [33] use to represent abstract
syntax situations. A conclusive analysis of modeling notations, like attempted in the
visual language theory work quoted above, is out of scope for this thesis. Thus, these
mechanisms make no claim to completeness and do not represent a formal taxonomy.
Instead, they aim to support the largest possible range of common modeling scenarios
and were worked out based on the basic classes given in [18] using examples from
models used and taught in real-world scenarios, with an emphasis put on the statecharts
to be used as an example case study in the current project. This is sufficient as for
showing the validity of the concept, a full taxonomy is not needed – scenarios not covered
by the mechanisms shown can still be interpreted “manually” in a language-specific
Processor by directly evaluating the graphical primitives or by using a combination of
different mechanisms.

These mechanisms can then serve as a basis for describing patterns in the concrete
syntax of modeling languages. This, in turn, simplifies the later stages of Comprehension
activities by making it possible to interpret complex graphical constellations using simpler
predicates on relation graphs (“X is connected to Y” instead of “X has an endpoint of a
line L that is near its border, the other endpoint of L being near the border of Y”).

In the following sections, they will be described textually and explained in graphical form.
Additionally, for each mechanism the data model and services behind the detection are
explained, to show how an implementation using the architecture presented in section 3.1
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Spatial

ContainmentCompartments

HotSpots

Connection

Graphic Primitives

Figure 3.6: Relations of modeling language mechanisms

could look like. To verify the importance of the mechanisms, examples of their usage will
be shown, together with how the mechanisms can be used to solve these use cases.

Figure 3.6 gives an overview of the identified modeling language mechanisms and their
relations: The line symbol with a “hollow” arrow end, same as in UML, represents a
“generalization” relation, meaning that a mechanism can be also expressed in terms of
another mechanism. Lines with a “solid” arrow end, in contrast, are a weaker relation
indicating a “works with” or “can be combined with” association.

Additionally, graphics contained in a diagram may have other attributes that influence
their meaning (for example line styles or connector ends). As these attributes and
their significance vary from modeling language to modeling language, these are not
represented as a distinct mechanism. Instead, they can directly be read from special
attribute containers, as explained in the next section.

3.2.1 Graphic Primitives

Graphical objects are the atomic elements of a graphical notation the user interacts with.
One important design decision for any editor is the level of granularity these graphical
objects are defined on.

All graphics, on the base level, consist of pixels or vector graphics data structures like
vertices and curves. Any interpretation of such graphics would first require the application
of image recognition algorithms in order to figure out symbols (i.e. the elements of the
concrete syntax), which then are assigned a meaning (that links concrete and abstract
syntax), as demonstrated by the research project FlexiSketch [25]. This possibility, and
the advantages for the user such as freehand drawing on a touch screen, are out of scope
for this project.

Many other systems that offer some kind of abstract syntax processing associated with
graphical symbols prescribe the use of purpose-built, atomic palette objects. For example,
figure 3.7 shows two different classes in an UML class diagram created with the com-
mercial UML modeling solution Visual Paradigm1. While Class1 was created using the
software’s provided Class graphic object, Class2 is a recreation of a similar structure

1https://www.visual-paradigm.com/
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Figure 3.7: Different recognition of "class symbols" in Visual Paradigm

using the graphic objects Line, Path Rectangle and Text. As can be seen in the Model
Explorer panel in the capture (which presents the abstract syntax structure of all model
elements in a certain project), only Class1 is correctly recognized as a Class object, while
Class2, as far as Visual Paradigm is concerned, only serves as a visual decoration without
meaning in the abstract syntax model.

For the purpose of allowing flexible modeling, the COUCHEDIT framework takes a different
approach: The recognition of links from abstract syntax to concrete syntax is not (neces-
sarily) dependent on the usage of fixed objects with predefined meanings. While freeform
drawing is not the goal, the user should be able to construct diagrams using elementary,
“multi-purpose” graphic objects as well as (depending on the diagram type) specialized
symbols. As described by [8] (see also the summary in section 2.3), these basic building
blocks are defined in a Render Meta Model (MMRender ), the instances of which are dis-
played by the frontend, where the user can also edit them. The meta-model of a concrete
syntax (MMCS ) is then responsible for defining the mappings of elements described in
terms of MMRender to abstract syntax elements. The COUCHEDIT framework’s version of
MMRender is described in the next section 3.2.1.1.

A possible class structure for representing diagrammatic languages is suggested in [18]
(summary is provided in section 2.2.2). Here, the notion of a GraphicElement is introduced,
which can represent a graphic primitive, or, by its subclass ComplexGraphicElement, a
collection of multiple other GraphicElements.

3.2.1.1 Data Model

Atomic units to be edited by the user, called GraphicObjects (GO) in the following sections,
are a type of Element, i.e. GO ∈ T . The graphical data model used by the COUCHEDIT

application is based on that of [18], although, as some components of concrete syntax
are split off into the other mechanisms, it contains a smaller number of distinct concepts.
A representation of the COUCHEDIT graphical model as an UML class diagram is shown
in figure 3.8.

As stated above, a GraphicObject represents the smallest atomic unit that can be edited
in the application. As its shape, it is associated to one of multiple different Graphic
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Primitives that are both drawn on the screen and define the area taken up by such an
Element. Therefore, we define a set of shape types as given by the Shape subclasses
in figure 3.8. A GraphicObject is characterized by its shape, which is of a certain Shape
type (which simplifies the Comprehension process). From that, the area, i.e. the space of
x-y coordinates enclosed by the GraphicObject’s outline, can be derived, which is used
in further processing. All of these properties are represented by the Shape class in the
object-oriented model shown below. That means:

• Shapes := {Point ,Line,Polygon,Rectangle, . . . },

• {shape, area, outline} ∈ Attr(GO),

• and for every (GO, f) ∈ Eall :

– f(shapeType) ∈ Shapes

– f(area) ⊆ R2

– f(outline) ⊆ R2, i.e. both the area and outline attributes contain a set of x-y
coordinates.

<<Interface>>
Shape

Line

StraightSegmentLine

-points : Point[]

Polygon

Rectangle

-p1 : Point
-p2 : Point
-a : double

Ellipse

+getShape() : T

GraphicObject
T : Shape

<<Interface>>
Element

-x1 : double
-x2 : double

Point

-x : double
-y : double
-w : double
-h : double

Rectangular

start

-text : string

Label

1

-radius : double

RoundedRectangle

points
2..*

ComplexGraphic
Object

end

<<use>>

<<Interface>>
GraphicPrimitive

11
start

1
end

shape

-x : Double
-y : Double
-w : Double
-h : Double

Icon

2..*
points

image

+getShapeType() : Class<T>

<<Interface>>
ShapedElement

T : Shape1

PrimitiveGraphic
Object

ImageSpecification

11

shape

1image

...

Figure 3.8: Classes of GraphicObjects in COUCHEDIT

In addition to these basic shape properties, a GraphicObject can also have Attributes
attached that determine its visual appearance, such as fill color and border style. For
increased flexibility and modularity, Attributes are modeled as their own Element class
AttributeBag. These properties may be used as hints by the Comprehension and Percep-
tualization components of the application to distinguish the meaning of multiple visually
distinct symbols with identical geometric shape. It is important that only aspects of Graph-
icObjects that are not influential on its spatial properties are modeled as Attributes – for
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example, if lines should be interpreted considering their visual width (e.g. to achieve
pixel-exact intersection properties), this width would have to be directly defined as a
property of the Line shape, not as an Attribute contained in an AttributeBag. The reason
for that is that it cannot be guaranteed that the AttributeBag is always available at the
same time as the Element in all system components, thus leading to incorrect spatial
Relations.

Note that graphical AttributeBags are not the only possible type – another use case for
the Attribute system would be to enable direct editing on abstract syntax properties in
a generic way. For example, in a statechart editor, Attributes for the entry, do and exit
actions of a state could be provided. The statechart-specific Processors would then
recognize changes in these attributes similarly to external abstract syntax changes and
would be responsible for correctly perceptualizing this new information.

The attribute data model is shown in figure 3.9. As can be seen, an AttributeBag is also a
type of Element, so that AB ∈ T . For every (AB, f) ∈ Eall :

• f(keys) returns a set of Attribute keys along with their value type.

• f(values) returns a mapping from these Attribute keys to values of the appropriate
type.

<<Interface>>
Element

Relation

+set(ref : AttributeReference<V, A>, value : V)
+getDefaults() : Map<AttributeReference, Attribute>

<<Interface>>
AttributeBag

AttributesFor -value : T

Attribute

-attributeId : String

AttributeReference

T

V
A : Attribute<V>

values

0..*

keys

0..*

b(1)

a(1)

Figure 3.9: Attribute data model

In contrast to the meta-model of [18], the aggregation of multiple components into one
group is not necessarily modeled and implemented as a traditional aggregation relation,
i.e. a fixed object reference tree. Instead, each primitive of a composite shape is its own
GraphicObject, which can be individually addressed, queried and manipulated by both
the user and the backend. They can optionally be tied together by a flexible relation akin
to the “grouping” functionality of vector drawing software such as Inkscape and Adobe
Illustrator, see section 3.2.6. This has the advantage that individual Elements can be
taken out of their context and “repurposed” intuitively.

However, if such flexibility is not required or wanted, it is also possible to take a more
traditional approach based on “stencil” elements attached to a fixed meaning. This is
what the ComplexGraphicObject class is for – it provides the possibility to define atomic,
immutable (as far as the generic user interface and processing facilities for modeling
language mechanisms are concerned) objects. By the generic processing facilities meant
to work with GraphicObjects, these ComplexGraphicObjects are only referrable to by their
boundaries. Importantly, it is no longer possible to create relations to specific sub-elements
of such an element, rather HotSpots (see 3.2.2) must be used for such requirements.
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One important use case for this type of Elements are specialized icons for a certain
modeling language, such as the “stickman” actors in UML notations, where identifying
each individual stroke adds no value and increases calculation time in the back-end.

Because of the loose coupling between concrete and abstract syntax instances, these
definition methods can be mixed as deemed sensible, then comprehended into the same
abstract syntax elements, for example to cater to different groups of users. A specific
example for these two modes of creating a render model is given in section 3.2.1.3.

3.2.1.2 Processors and Services

The graphic model is used by all Processors concerned with concrete syntax, thus it has
no specific Processor attached to it. The most prominent component using this model is
the front-end, the specification of which is explained in more detail in section 3.3.

As the Bounding Box of a GraphicObject is important for some mechanisms, a helper
function BBox (formula 3.2) which calculates the smallest rectangular area containing all
elements from a set of x-y coordinates is provided. This helper function is used in the
service GraphicObjectBBox to calculate the bounding box of an GraphicObject’s shape.

(3.2) BBox : P(R2)→ P(R2), P 7→ P ′, where

1. ∀p(p ∈ P =⇒ p ∈ P ′)

2. ∀x′, y′((x′, y′) ∈ P ′ =⇒ ∃x, y((x, y) ∈ P ∧ (x = x′ ∨ y = y′)))

3. ∃x1, y1, x2, y2 (x1, y1), (x2, y2) ∈ R2

∧∀x′, y′
(
x′ ∈ [x1, x2] ∧ y′ ∈ [y1, y2] ⇐⇒ (x′, y′) ∈ P ′)

∧@x, y
(
(x, y) ∈ P ∧ (x′ < x1 ∨ y′ < y1 ∨ x′ > x2 ∨ y′ > y2)

)


Based on that, the service function can be defined:

(3.3)
GraphicObjectBBox : {(t, f) ∈ Eall | t = GO} × P(Eall ) → P(R2),

((GO, f), X) 7→ BBox(f(area))

Thus, BBox calculates the smallest rectangular region containing all points in a certain
area, and GraphicObjectBBox applies this to the GraphicObject’s provided area. This
can be used for approximate distance calculation or for arranging automatically created
GraphicObjects.
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In addition to that, for supporting ComplexGraphicObjects, a service getRepresentation
must be provided. This service, given a ComplexGraphicObject, produces a set of
GraphicPrimitives that will be used by the frontend to display this GraphicObject to the user.
Similarly to how HotSpot shapes (see section 3.2.2) are generated, the getRepresentation
service acts as a facade for specific implementations pertaining to different subclasses of
ComplexGraphicObject.

As already mentioned, these GraphicPrimitives only define the visual appearance of the
GraphicObject; its spatial properties and the interaction possibilities of the user are still
controlled by the shape property of the GraphicObject. Therefore, ComplexGraphicOb-
jects will not be discussed in more detail for the following mechanisms, and additional
requirements for their definition and use will be left to future work.

3.2.1.3 Use Cases

Graphical objects, as stated above, are obviously used in any visual notation. Figure 3.10
illustrates how an example UML class notation could be represented in terms of the
shapes defined in figure 3.8.

As explained above, there would be multiple different approaches to represent the graphi-
cal situation in a class diagram (see figure 3.10a) through GraphicObjects: In the most
flexible case, all of these shapes are represented by their own GraphicObject (see fig-
ure 3.10b), which would make it possible to move labels between the different sections
of the class notation (e.g. from the “attribute” section to the “operation” section or vice
versa) or even between different class objects. The user could also move or delete the
boundary lines between the name, the attributes and operations of the class in a flexible
way. If this is not wanted in the use case at hand, all of the shown elements could be put
into one specialized ComplexGraphicObject (see figure 3.10c), coupling the concrete and
abstract syntax much more tightly – which route to take depends on the requirements for
each specific model editor.

3.2.2 HotSpots

In some modeling notations, there are different kinds of relevant “zones” of a graphical
object, which are neither distinct graphical objects themselves nor explicitly shown to
the user in another way. This allows other mechanisms to take advantage of these
special areas, such as connections to these elements being made at a certain point or
sub-elements in certain areas having different meaning. In [18], attachment zones have
been identified as a distinct object directly in the meta-model of a general diagrammatic
language with the possibility of being defined as an area, a dot or the element’s border.
However, HotSpots should be more generically applicable.

One special aspect of these HotSpot areas is that they are dynamic and, in contrast to
other sub-elements, can depend not only on the properties of their parent Elements but
also on those of other Elements (see for example section 3.2.5). The HotSpot mechanism
is related to the spatial mechanism in that HotSpots must be able to be the target or
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-attribute : Int
+doSomething() : Boolean

Class1
Rectangle

Line

Label

Line
Label

Label

(a) Example UML class diagram dissected into
its graphical primitive shapes

id = "class_base_rect"

: PrimitiveGraphicObject

x = 0
y = 0
w = 100
h = 40

: Rectangle

id = "class_name_label"

: PrimitiveGraphicObject

x = 40
y = 2
w = 20
h = 5
text = "Class1"

: Label

id = "divider_line_1"

: PrimitiveGraphicObject

start = (0,10)
end = (100,10)

: Line

id = "class_attribute_label"

: PrimitiveGraphicObject

x = 2
y = 12
w = 20
h = 5
text = "-attribute: Int"

: Label

id = "divider_line_2"

: PrimitiveGraphicObject

start = (0,30)
end = (100,30)

: Line

id = "class_operation_label"

: PrimitiveGraphicObject

x = 2
y = 12
w = 20
h = 5
text = "+doSomething(): Boolean"

: Label

shape

shapeshape

shape shape

shape

(b) "Flexible" representation of the class notation in fig. 3.10a using individual Graph-
icObjects

ComplexGraphicObject

: ClassComplexGraphicObject

text = "-attribute: Int"

: Label

text = "Class1"

: Label

text = "+doSomething(): Boolean"

: Label

classNameLabel attributesLabel operationsLabel

(c) "Fixed" representation of the class notation in fig. 3.10a using one ComplexGraphicObject

Figure 3.10: Different ways to represent a graphical situation with GraphicObjects

origin of spatial Relations (e.g. containment or intersection). Also, HotSpots are one way
how a connection between concrete and abstract syntax can be created: HotSpots can
be used by language-specific processing components to mark areas in a GraphicObject
which have relevance in the concrete syntax metamodel that exceeds the meaning of their
parent GraphicObjects, and relations to these HotSpots can be interpreted accordingly.
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HotSpotDefinition
<<Interface>>

Element

Relation

+getShape() : T

GraphicObject

<<Interface>>
ShapedElement

T : Shape

T : Shape

b (1..*)

a(1)

Figure 3.11: Class diagram of the HotSpot mechanism’s data model

3.2.2.1 Data Model

Because HotSpot areas are dynamically defined based on the properties of at least one
other GraphicObject, they are not Elements with a pre-defined area. Instead, HotSpots
are specified through a HotSpotDefinition.

Figure 3.11 shows the basic data classes handling the HotSpot mechanism. More
formally:

• THSD ⊂ TRel contains all possible HotSpotDefinition classes.

• TShaped = {GO}∪THSD , i.e. HotSpotDefinitions and GraphicObjects together form
the class of ShapedElements.

• EShaped = {(t, f)|(t, f) ∈ Eall ∧ t ∈ TShaped} is the set of all ShapedElements.

• Parameters influential on the HotSpot’s area are the attributes of the associated
Elements, as well as the HotSpotDefinition’s own attributes.

∀t, f

(
((t, f) ∈ Eall ∧ t ∈ THSD)

=⇒ ∀u, g ((u, g) ∈ (f(a) ∪ f(b)) =⇒ u ∈ TShaped )

)
– The “a” side of the HotSpotDefinition relation are the Elements for which the

HotSpot shape should have a “belongs-to” relation, similar to the Include
relation of the spatial model (see section 3.2.3). This will be used in the
calculations of the Containment mechanism as described in section 3.2.6.

– The “b” side contains all other ShapedElements on which the HotSpot’s shape
is dependent.
If the shape only depends on the attributes of the “a” Elements, then f(a) =
f(b).

An Element can also have multiple HotSpotDefinitions attached. System components
needing information about an Element’s HotSpots can then use a Service (as described in
the next section) in order to get the current shape of a HotSpot based on the data model.

It has to be guaranteed that for every valid (partial) system state (E,R) ∈ Gall ,valid , all
HotSpotDefinitions contained in E have an area calculable through the use of a service.
This is the reason why HotSpotDefinitions are modeled as Relations – as by the general
Service contract (see section 3.1.2.4), the dependencies of HotSpot areas are limited
to the Elements the HotSpotDefinition is attached to (and, recursively, their attached
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Elements). This also means that components using the HotSpot areas can decide when
to recalculate derived properties, that is when the HotSpotDefinition itself has changed or
one of these related Elements.

HotSpotDefinitions are also ShapedElements. This means, spatial Relations (see sec-
tion 3.2.3) can also originate from or go to HotSpotDefinitions, capturing the relation of a
current state of the HotSpotDefinition to other Elements in the graphic. Thus, for many
use cases HotSpotDefinitions can be handled similar to “normal” graphic primitives.

3.2.2.2 Processors and Services

To make use of a HotSpotDefinition, for any system state (Ecurrent , Rcurrent) a service
function hotSpotShape : {(t, a) ∈ Rcurrent | t ∈ THSD} × P(Ecurrent) 7→ P(R2) needs to
be defined which at least maps the set of currently available HotSpotDefinitions to their
current shape.

If the HotSpot is currently invalid for a combination of referenced objects, the hotSpotShape
function returns an empty set (null). However, to increase the system performance and
cleanness of the data structure, it should be tried to remove HotSpotDefinitions that are
no longer valid as soon as possible.

3.2.2.3 Use Cases

HotSpots are used with all other mechanisms in different notations, as they essentially
provide a mechanism to generate dynamic, “virtual” graphical shapes, thus for them often
the same relations to other model elements are possible as for GraphicObjects.

One important place where the HotSpot mechanism comes into play is the “Compartments”
mechanism, which defines HotSpots based on lines. Section 3.2.5 provides an in-depth
explanation of this mechanism.

Another application of HotSpots is when reducing flexibility by way of providing pre-defined,
atomic shapes, as also described in section 3.2.1.3.

For example, if the UML “frame” notation as shown in figure 3.12 is chosen to be repre-
sented by a single ComplexGraphicObject (instead of having distinct GraphicObjects for
the outer rectangle, the label and the separating line), a HotSpotDefinition class specific
to this frame ComplexGraphicObject can be used to represent the interior shape in a way
that also allows detecting elements contained within it.

3.2.3 Spatial

The most basic abstraction of the visual variables presented above are Spatial Relations
between two elements, i.e. the way in which two shapes are related in the two-dimensional
coordinate system of a diagram. They are the defining characteristic of diagrammatic
languages and the base building block for all other kinds of modeling mechanisms; other
classes of modeling languages are defined based on which spatial relations they utilize
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sd test

a+b

shape

HotSpotDefinition

Figure 3.12: Representation of the UML “frame” notation element with a ComplexGraph-
icObject, interior detection enabled by a HotSpotDefinition

[18]. For example, the containment Relation between two elements is classified as its
own mechanism (described in section 3.2.6) as it is a special case very frequently used,
however in its basic form, it can be expressed through a spatial relation.

As for the spatial relations that may exist between a pair of graphic objects, [31] has
defined four distinct possibilities in their Box class of languages. According to their
definition, given a graphical object for which the bounding box is known, sets UL and LR
can be calculated in which the upper left respectively lower right bounding box coordinates
of another graphic object b must be in order for a REL b to be true. The four relations
considered in [31] are:

• a INCLUDE b

• a INTERSECT b

• a DOWN b

• a RIGHT b

3.2.3.1 Data Model

However, in the definition given by [31], spatial relations are only considered among
bounding boxes of elements. To support non-rectangular elements (for example elliptical
use case symbols in UML or circular event symbols in BPMN), but especially to also
process lines using their spatial properties instead of treating them as special elements
throughout the application (hereby increasing the flexibility of modeling), in some cases
more precise spatial relations are required.

Because of that, the COUCHEDIT framework uses a slightly extended set of relations,
while still retaining the ability to check intersection or disjointedness of bounding boxes.

The following spatial Relation types are supported: TRel,Spat := {Include, Intersect,
RightOf ,BottomOf ,RightOfBoundary,BottomOfBoundary} ⊂ TRel . The re-
sulting object-oriented data model is given in figure 3.13.

The checks for these Relations are formally defined by the following predicates, checkr :
P(R2) × P(R2) → {0, 1},∀r ∈ TRel,Spat given by formulas 3.4 to 3.9. Additionally,
figure 3.14 gives a graphical illustration of the spatial Relations.
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SpatialRelation

Disjoint IntersectInclude

RightOf

RightOfBoundary

BottomOf

BottomOfBoundary

OneToOneRelation

<<Interface>>
BoundaryDisjoint

<<Interface>>
ShapedElement

T : Shape

b(1)a (1)

Figure 3.13: Class diagram of the spatial mechanism’s data model

a
b

(a) Include

a
b

(b) Intersect

a
b
(c) RightOf

a
b

(d) BottomOf

a

b
(e) RightOfBoundary

a
b

(f) BottomOfBoundary

Figure 3.14: Graphical illustration of relations a REL b considered by the spatial relation
data model
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(3.4) checkInclude(Pa, Pb) =

{
1 , ∃p(p ∈ Pa ∧ p ∈ Pb) ∧ @p′(p′ ∈ Pb ∧ p′ /∈ Pa)
0 , else.

(3.5) checkIntersect(Pa, Pb) ={
1 , ∃p(p ∈ Pa ∧ p ∈ Pb) ∧ ∃p′(p′ ∈ Pb ∧ p′ /∈ Pa) ∧ ∃p′′(p′′ ∈ Pa ∧ p′′ /∈ Pb)
0 , else.

(3.6) checkRightOf(Pa, Pb) =
1 , ∃x, y ((x, y) ∈ Pb ∧ @ x′, y′((x′, y′) ∈ Pa ∧ x′ ≤ x))
∧ ∃x2, y2 ((x2, y2) ∈ Pa ∧ @ x′2, y′2((x′2, y′2) ∈ Pb ∧ x′2 ≥ x2))

0 , else.

(3.7) checkBottomOf(Pa, Pb) =
1 , ∃x, y ((x, y) ∈ Pb ∧ @ x′, y′((x′, y′) ∈ Pa ∧ y′ ≤ y))
∧ ∃x2, y2 ((x2, y2) ∈ Pa ∧ @ x′2, y′2((x′2, y′2) ∈ Pb ∧ y′2 ≥ y2))

0 , else.

(3.8) checkRightOfBoundary(Pa, Pb) ={
1 , ∀x, y((x, y) ∈ Pa =⇒ @x′, y′((x′, y′) ∈ Pb ∧ x′ ≥ x)

0 , else.

(3.9) checkBottomOfBoundary(Pa, Pb) ={
1 , ∀x, y((x, y) ∈ Pa =⇒ @x′, y′((x′, y′) ∈ Pb ∧ y′ ≥ y)

0 , else.
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3.2.3.2 Processors and Services

The spatial mechanism is handled by a dedicated spatial Processor. The following
functions serve as helpers for the spatial processing:

• relevantElements (r, 3.10): Filters the input graph for Elements providing areas, i.e.
GraphicElements and their HotSpotDefinitions.

• shape (sh, 3.11): Serves as a unified way to get the areas both from GraphicObjects
and HotSpotDefinitions.

• shapes (shs, 3.12): Applies 3.11 to all Elements in a graph, returning a tuple of
Elements and their shapes

• produceSpatial (ps, 3.13): Generates a spatial relation between two Elements

• spatialBetween (sb, 3.14): Produces a set of all valid spatial relations between two
Elements with known shapes

(3.10)
r : Gall ,valid → Gall ,valid ,

(E,R) 7→ ({(t, a) ∈ E | t ∈ TShaped}, {(u, b) ∈ E|u ∈ THSD})

(3.11)
sh : {(t, f)|(t, f) ∈ Eall ∧ t ∈ TShaped} → P(R2),

(t, f) 7→{
f(area) , t = GO

hotSpotShape((t, f), allRelated((t, f))) , t ∈ THSD

(3.12)
shs : Gall ,valid → P(Eall × P(R2)),

(E,R) 7→ {((t, a) , sh ((t, a)))|(t, a) ∈ E ∧ t ∈ TShaped}

(3.13)

ps : Eall × Eall × TRel ,Spat →Eall ,

(x, y, type) 7→(type, f),

wheref(a) = x, f(b) = y

(3.14)
sb : (Eall × P(R2))2 → Eall ,

((x, Px), (y, Py)) 7→{
ps(x, y, spat), checkspat(Px, Py) = 1

∅, else.

∣∣∣∣∣spat ∈ TRel,Spat
}
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The processing functions of the spatial Processor then are as shown in formula 3.15 and
3.16.

(3.15)

spatial : Gall ,valid → P(Eall ),

X 7→
⋃

(x,Px),(y,Py)∈shs(r((X)),x 6=y

(sb((x, Px), (y, Py)))

(3.16)
spatialProcessor :Gall ,valid → Gall,valid,

(E,R) 7→ (E ∪ spatial(G), R ∪ spatial(G))

This means, the spatial Processor generates the applying spatial relations of all possible
pairs of GraphicObjects and HotSpotDefinitions (for all combinations of GraphicObject
and HotSpotDefinition types) and returns a graph that is extended with these relations.

To enable advanced use of spatial relations in downstream Processors, additional services
are provided to calculate certain properties of spatial relations. These properties are
not directly calculated for every spatial relation as this would cause overhead and many
calculated values would remain unused. Thus, the following functions are needed to
determine the distance between two points with the Pythagorean Theorem (3.17), the
minimum distance between two shapes (3.18) and an arbitrary pair of points in the two
shapes with that minimum distance (3.19).

(3.17)
pDistance : R2 × R2 → R,

((xa, ya), (xb, yb)) 7→
√

(xa − xb)2 + (ya − yb)2

(3.18)

shDistance : P(R2)× P(R2)→ R

(Pa, Pb) 7→
min

({
pDistance(pa, pb)∣∣pa ∈ Pa, pb ∈ Pb})

(3.19)

nearestP :P(R2)× P(R2) → R2 × R2

(Pa, Pb) 7→ (pa, pb), where (pa ∈ Pa)
∧ (pb ∈ Pb)
∧ pDistance(pa, pb) =

shDistance(Pa, Pb)
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3.2.3.3 Use Cases

As spatial relations are the base of any other graphical relation, in this section only those
cases are explained that directly rely on spatial relations, not mechanisms derived from
them.

The first kind of spatial relations are those between distinct GraphicObjects, without any
other mechanisms involved. For example, the Disjoint relations are frequently used along
with a maximum distance between the Elements to provide a labeling where it is not
possible or desired to have the labels inside the elements themselves. One example
would be the UML’s “stickman” actor notation as shown in figure 3.15.

A notable use of Intersection relations is when model elements offer some kind of “ports”
to the outside, i.e. fixed interaction points. This usage can be observed for example with
BPMN “boundary events” (figure 3.16) or “ports” in UML component diagrams (figure 3.17).

One type of diagram that uses special notational mechanisms are sequence diagram
notations, most prominently defined in the Unified Modeling Language. Some of their
core constructs cannot be expressed with connection-based or containment-based terms:
Especially the intersecting placement of rectangles on “lifeline” elements and the abstract
syntax importance of the spatial relation of connections is to be considered.

Customer

Disjoint

a

b

distance
(< threshold)

Figure 3.15: UML “actor” labeling represented by a Disjoint relation

Send mail 
to customer

...

Mail transmission error

a

b
Intersect

Figure 3.16: BPMN “boundary event” represented by the Intersect relation
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<<component>>
TestComponent

TestInterface

Intersect

a

b

Figure 3.17: UML component diagram “port” represented by the Intersect relation

Object2Object1

1.1: Test_Response

1: Test_Request
a

bIntersect

Figure 3.18: UML Sequence Diagram “Execution Specification” notation represented by
the Intersect relation

Company Person
employer employee a

b

HotSpotDefinition
a+b

shape

distance
(< threshold)

HotSpotDefinition
a+b

shape

RightOf

a
b

distance
(< threshold)

RightOf

Figure 3.19: UML Class Diagram association “roles” represented using the RightOf rela-
tion to a HotSpotDefinition
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Figure 3.18 shows an example of the “Execution Specification” (or “activation”) notation
being used in the UML sequence diagram language. As shown by the annotations, the
relevant relation here is that a line (which was identified as a lifeline in a prior step, based
on its appearance and its connection to a rectangle representing an object) of an object
intersects with a rectangle. This information can be used by a Processor to identify the
rectangle as representing an “active” area of the object the lifeline belongs to.

Moreover, sequence diagrams are also special in that certain spatial relations have a
“direct” meaning – as the Y axis of the diagram is its temporal dimension, BottomOf
relations can be evaluated to retrieve temporal / causal relations between interactions.

The applicability of spatial relations can be vastly extended when used with HotSpots (see
section 3.2.2). Through this, it is possible to relate Elements not only amongst each other,
but also define sub-areas relevant to concrete syntax.

One frequently used notation element enabled by this combination is the labeling of
relation endpoints, as for example seen in UML class diagrams (see figure 3.19). A
HotSpotDefinition is used to directly reference the line endpoints, to which then a relation
akin to the one shown for “simple” GraphicObjects in figure 3.15 is generated. Notably,
the important aspect for the concrete syntax is again the existence of any Disjoint relation
between the two shapes with the distance being lower than a certain distance threshold.

Another example for HotSpots being used in conjunction with spatial relations is the
“parameterized class” notation in UML class diagrams, which is used to denote a class
whose defining properties can be applied to a range of other types. It is characterized by
a dashed rectangle intersecting the classes “main” rectangle at the top left edge. This can
be detected using a HotSpotDefinition for which the hotSpotShape service produces a
shape set to the top right edge of the class rectangle (see figure 3.20).

SortedList

T : Sortable

HotSpotDefinition
a+b

shape

Intersect
a

b

Figure 3.20: UML class diagram “parameterized class” notation represented by an Inter-
sect relation with a HotSpotDefinition

3.2.4 Connection

The connection-based mechanism is the “classical” way of representing abstract syntax
relations in a diagram. Connections are an integral part of many modeling languages, and
for simpler cases, they often are the only way of describing a relation at all.

Connections are used to represent a wide range of abstract syntax relations, as can be
seen in section 3.2.4.3. They can be seen as the most direct link between concrete and
abstract syntax. Because of the tight coupling commonly found in traditional approaches
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to graphical modeling, in many pieces of literature they are described as needing special
handling as “explicit relations” [22], not being treated as a graphic object like all others,
but a special connection object.

Thus, when building a graphical editing application, it is tempting to integrate this connec-
tion functionality directly into the frontend, effectively creating a graph editing application;
these relations can then be directly transferred into abstract syntax. When working with
traditional fixed shapes for abstract syntax constructs, it is easy to integrate incoming and
outgoing relations directly into the abstract syntax model, exactly as they are represented
graphically.

However, this also means that connections represented that way lack flexibility – for
example, in many modeling tools, it is not possible to create connections without defining
all of their endpoints at the same time, thus limiting omission agility [28], as summarized
in section 2.5. Even when that is possible, tools usually require the user to explicitly
“connect” the connection’s representation to its source / target graphic objects. Usually, in
any case conformance is implicitly enforced by simply blocking the connection between
non-connectable objects without explanation given.

3.2.4.1 Data Model

For increasing flexibility, increasing modeling freedom and keeping the distinction be-
tween concrete and abstract syntax, COUCHEDIT uses a different way of representing
connections.

On the Element level, connections are not represented by a single, specialized Relation.
Rather, any Line GraphicObject can have ConnectionEnd relations towards other Sha-
pedElements (i.e. GraphicObjects or their HotSpotDefinitions). This represents that one
endpoint of the line (the “a” side) is attached to the given ShapedElement’s (“b” side)
shape. Furthermore, which point of the line is attached is given by a ConnectionEnd
attribute.

Let EGO,line = {(GO, f) | (GO, f) ∈ Eall ∧ f(shape) = Line}, the set of all Graph-
icObjects for which the defined shape is a line. Then, the ConnectionEnd relation type
can be described as follows:

• CE ∈ TRel as the ConnectionEnd relation type,

• lineEnd ∈ Attr(CE),

• ends = {start , end},

• and for every (CE, f) ∈ Eall :

– f(a) ∈ EGO,line

– f(b) ∈ EShaped
– f(lineEnd) ∈ ends

The UML class diagram for the connection data model is given in figure 3.21.
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+isEndConnection : boolean

ConnectionEnd

OneToOne
Relation

<<Interface>>
ShapedElement

+getShape() : T

GraphicObject

LineObject

T : Shape

T : Shape

a (1)

<<bind>>
T -> Line

b (1)

Figure 3.21: Class diagram of the connection mechanism’s data model

As described by the definitions and diagram above, a single connection in an image is
represented by two ConnectionEnd relations. That way it is possible to detect “dangling”
connections, i.e. lines that are only connected at one side, and suggest appropriate
actions.

By using the Probability property available in all Element types as explained in sec-
tion 3.1.1, a single line can have a ConnectionEnd relation to multiple other objects at a
time. This way, Processors for notations using the Connection mechanism are able to
gauge the potential meaning of the connection and either choose the most probable, valid
relation or use the suggestion functionality (see section 3.3.2) to have the user clarify the
connection intention.

3.2.4.2 Processors and Services

For the connection mechanism, multiple components take part in its realization.

First, there is the “regular” ConnectionEndDetector Processor. This Processor is respon-
sible for creating ConnectionEnd relations wherever a line endpoint is near to another
object.

The following helper functions need to be provided:

• endP : EGO,line → R2 × R2 , which defines the endpoints of a given line Graph-
icObject.

• connProb : EGO,line ×EShaped × ends → R, a function that determines the proba-
bility of a possible connection end between the given line and other given object at
the given line endpoint. A simple implementation would be to make the probability
indirectly proportional to the distance (see formula 3.18) between the line endpoint
and the other ShapedElement.

• prodConnEnd : EGO,line × EShaped × ends, (l, o, e) 7→ (CE, f), where :

– f(a) = {l}
– f(b) = {o}
– f(lineEnd) = e

– f(p) = connProb(l, o, e)
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. . . which produces a valid ConnectionEnd relation given a line, another ShapedEle-
ment and the line end where the ConnectionEnd is to be attached.

The function generating ConnectionEnd relations for a Element graph is given by formula
3.20, where Pmin is the threshold for probability beginning with which a ConnectionEnd is
to be accepted. The ConnectionEnd Processor is then executed as given by formula 3.21.
By this, the ConnectionEnd Processor can detect when a line endpoint is near another
object, and therefore determine whether that line would constitute a connection that ends
at that object, generating the correct Relations in the process.

Apart from the dedicated ConnectionEnd Processor, these relations are also supported by
the frontend – see section 3.3. This is needed as ConnectionEnds having Explicit as their
probability should be handled specially: When moving an Element with such a Relation
attached, the connection is maintained by moving the related line’s end accordingly.
Furthermore, it could be possible to create these explicit ConnectionEnds through the
frontend, for example by dragging a line directly between two GraphicObjects.

(3.20)
connectionEnds : Gall ,valid → P(Eall),

(E,R) 7→prodConnEnd(l, o, e)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
l ∈ (E ∩ EGO,Line)

∧ o ∈ (E ∩ EShaped )

∧ e ∈ ends

∧ connProb(l, o, e) > Pmin



(3.21)

connectionEndProcessor : Gall ,valid → Gall ,valid ,

(E,R) 7→
(E ∪ connectionEnds(G),

R ∪ connectionEnds(G))

3.2.4.3 Use Cases

The Connection mechanism is one that is very frequently used, as it can provide a
graphical notation for any relation between two objects in a visual language. This section
shows some examples, illustrating the importance of the Connection mechanism and its
various applications.

Often, many different types of connections exist in one single modeling language, distin-
guished in later processing stages by the style (attributes) of the connectors between them.
In particular, the various notations of the Unified Modeling Language use a great variety
of styles to express a wide range of different abstract syntax relations. Figure 3.22 shows
an example for this in an UML class diagram, where four exemplary types of relations
are modeled. Those can all be expressed through the ConnectionEnd relation type, like
shown for the “generalization” and “aggregation” connectors as an example. The different
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Animal<<Interface>>

Cat

Paw

Shark

Domestic

Owner

ConnectionEnd
b

a

ConnectionEnda
b

ConnectionEnd
b

a

ConnectionEnd a

b

Figure 3.22: Class diagram connectors expressed by the ConnectionEnd relation (only
some example relations marked for brevity)

Teacher
1..*

teaches 0..* Lecture

first_name
last_name

staff_no

a
b

ConnectionEnd ConnectionEnd
a

b

a

b
ConnectionEnd

a

b

ConnectionEnd

Figure 3.23: Entity-Relationship Diagram attribute and relationship associations repre-
sented by ConnectionEnd relations (only some example relations marked for
brevity)

types of connectors can then be distinguished using their style Attributes (end types like
“hollow arrow” and “diamond” and line types, i.e. dashed or solid).

Another possible differentiation between different abstract syntax meanings of connections,
used for example in Entity-Relationship diagrams (see figure 3.23), is the abstract syntax
concepts represented by the target elements themselves. For the “Teacher” type in the
given example, the difference between the link to the (concrete syntax representations of
the) Relationship “teaches” and the attribute “last_name” cannot be decided based on
the Attributes of the connecting line alone. Instead, the abstract syntax meaning of the
connected GraphicObject must be interpreted first for a unique interpretation. Furthermore,
while the edge still is in a “dangling” state, its meaning cannot be unambiguously decided.
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3.2.5 Compartments

The most complex mechanism discussed in this concept is that of Compartments, one
of the prime applications of the HotSpot mechanism. This revolves around the splitting
of a GraphicObject into multiple sub-areas by one or multiple other, independent Graph-
icObject(s) contained in it. A simple example for that is shown in figure 3.24, where the
rectangle shape is divided into the two green and yellow compartments, i.e. distinct sub-
shapes, by the red dashed line. In the following section, only the case of a GraphicObject
being split up by lines will be demonstrated, however it would be thinkable to also support
other splitting GraphicObjects.

1
2

Figure 3.24: Simple case of compartmentalization: The outer rectangle is divided into two
parts (1 and 2) by the dashed line.

Compartments are widely used in various advanced notations, some examples of which
are given in section 3.2.5.3. To support this, traditional modeling tools have worked
around the compartmentalization problem by providing fixed, special “stencils” for notation
elements containing compartments, with contained elements then being attached to
each compartment directly. Compartments are handled specially by the front-end with
dedicated container objects, like for example Regions representing parallel states in both
the state machine component of Visual Paradigm and the YAKINDU Statechart Tools
application. In both of these exemplary products, as a result the arrangement of these
regions is limited to either horizontal or vertical stacking.

However, as the COUCHEDIT framework should provide maximum flexibility, compartments
need to be handled differently. Like all other mechanisms, their concrete syntax should be
decoupled from the abstract syntax and even from a specific concrete syntax metamodel,
i.e. no special compartmentalized GraphicObject should be necessary. Instead, the user
should be able to draw one or more arbitrary line(s) through a graphical notation element
in order to create sub-areas.

3.2.5.1 Data Model

As already mentioned above, the Compartments mechanism builds on the HotSpot fa-
cilities explained in section 3.2.2 to provide dynamic sub-areas of GraphicObjects, i.e.
the CompartmentHotSpotDefinition (ComHSD) is a special type of HotSpotDefinition.
However, to keep HotSpotDefinitions from polluting the spatial model and causing un-
necessary overhead, a placeholder Relation type PotentialCompartment (PotCom) is
also introduced. It wraps a CompartmentHotSpotDefinition and has the same prop-
erties in the hypergraph as this wrapped Element. This Relation can be detected by
language-specific processing components as a sign that compartmentalization of the
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“base” Element through the wrapped CompartmentHotSpotDefinition would be possible.
These language-specific components insert that wrapped relation if appropriate according
to the interpreted concrete syntax. This means the relation types of the Compartment
mechanism are ComHSD ∈ THSD and PotCom ∈ TRel .

To enable the required flexibility, the data model shown in figure 3.25 is suggested. In
this structure, each CompartmentHotSpotDefinition represents a single compartment,
i.e. a sub-area of the GraphicObject assigned as the “a” side of the relation. To provide
the possibility to split Compartments (or other HotSpots) themselves into smaller Com-
partments, one other HotSpotDefinition can be defined as the splitHotSpot component.
The shape will then be calculated dependent on the splitHotSpot ’s shape, instead of the
baseElement.

On the “b” side of the CompartmentHotSpotDefinition are the lines that are used for
splitting the base shape.

Relation

GraphicObject
CompartmentHotSpot

Definition

HotSpotDefinition

LineObject

PotentialCompartment

<<Interface>>
CompartmentElement

<<Interface>>
Element

+indexUL : Pair<Integer, Integer>
+indexLR : Pair<Integer, Integer>
+interiorPoint : Pair<Double, Double>

CompartmentIndex

T : Shape
wrapped

index

1

index
1

1

potentialSplitCompartment (0..1)

splitHotSpot (0..1)

<<bind>>
T -> Line

lines (1..*)

base (1)

Figure 3.25: Class diagram of the Compartment mechanism’s data model

Compartment indexing. As a combination of base shape and line(s) always produces
at least two Compartments, there must be a way to distinguish these “peer” Compartments
in order to treat them as separate shapes. Such an indexing always needs to be unam-
biguous, i.e. it must be possible to always retrieve the same shape given an equivalent
CompartmentHotSpotDefinition with equivalent Elements at its Relation endpoints. Ideally,
the indexing should also be as stable as possible, so that visually small changes to the
compartments (such as small changes to the line shape) do not lead to major changes in
the compartment data model. Finally, it is sensible that the index is useful to common
concrete syntax metamodels, i.e. relevant information can be deduced from the index if
necessary.

For this task, the Compartments mechanism uses the ordinal index of certain characteristic
points of the compartment shapes, separated by x and y coordinates. This means, a
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point with a smaller value for its x component gets an x-index less than a point with a
comparatively greater x component, same goes for the y direction. Points with equal x or
y coordinates also get the same x respectively y index (see also page 65). For example, if
the given points are (25, 12), (42, 12), (47, 11) and (42, 99), these points get the indices
(0, 1), (1, 1), (2, 0) and (1, 2). For the actual compartment shape characteristics, to meet
the criterion of usefulness as explained above (cf. also the examples in section 3.2.5.3),
the corner coordinates of the compartment shapes’ bounding boxes are used. However,
there can be cases in which some corners of the bounding boxes are equal for two
compartments, or even some where the bounding boxes are completely equal.

To mitigate this, this stage of the concept and the prototype uses a three-tier indexing
system to identify compartments – on index generation, three steps are executed in the
following order, and each step is only used if the previous ones did not yield unambiguous
results. The steps are:

1. Ordinal index of the upper left corner of the Compartment shape bounding box in x
and y directions,

2. Ordinal index of the lower right corner of the Compartment shape bounding box in x
and y directions,

3. Arbitrary point within the interior of the Compartment (as a fallback).

For brevity and simplicity, the examples in the following sections will only display the first
index component, i.e. the upper left corner of the bounding box.

Potential compartments. The PotentialCompartment relation’s properties are mostly
equal to those of its wrapped CompartmentHotSpotDefinition Element. The exception
to that is the potentialSplitCompartment (potSplitCom) property, which can be used to
replace the splitCompartment dependency on the “a” side of the relation by its correspond-
ing PotentialCompartment. This handles the case that the splitHotSpot is another potential
compartment that has also not yet been inserted as a CompartmentHotSpotDefinition. By
the properties of the hypergraph structure, this ensures that the splitHotSpot also needs
to be inserted in order to be able to insert the dependent CompartmentHotSpotDefinition.

Formal attributes. This means for t ∈ {ComHSD,PotCom}:
• {lines, splitHotSpot , index} ⊂ Attr(t),

• for every (t, f) ∈ Eall :

– f(base) = (GO, g) ∈ Eall

– f(lines) ⊆ {(t, g) ∈ Eall |t = GO ∧ g(shape) = Line}
– f(splitHotSpot) ∈ {null} ∪ {(u, g) ∈ Eall |u ∈ THSD}
– f(index ) ∈ N0

2 ×
(
N0

2 ∪ {null}
)
×
(
R2 ∪ {null}

)
The endpoints of a CompartmentHotSpotDefinition Relation are as described above, so
for every (ComHSD, f) ∈ Eall :

• f(a) = {f(base), f(splitHotSpot)}
• f(b) = {f(lines)}
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In contrast to that, the PotentialCompartment type has additional properties and behavior,
like described below:

• {comHSD , potSplitCom} ⊂ Attr(PotCom)

• for every (PotCom, f) ∈ Eall :

– f(comHSD) = (ComHSD, g) ∈ Eall

– f(potSplitCom) ∈ {(PotCom, h) | (PotCom, h) ∈ Eall} ∪ {null}

– f(a) =

{
{f(base), g(splitHotSpot)} , if f(potSplitCom) = null

{f(base), f(potSplitCom)} , if f(potSplitCom) 6= null

– f(b) = f(lines)

To illustrate this more clearly, figure 3.26 shows an example application of the Compart-
ment data model. Here, first the purple line λ divides the rectangle ρ into two compart-
ments. The left one, marked α, does not need any further processing. In contrast, the
right compartment is further subdivided by the orange line µ into the two compartments β
and γ (although the line µ would not constitute a valid compartmentalization without the
compartments created by λ already existing). This is reflected through the compartment
definitions for β and γ being dependent on their “parent compartment” β ∪ γ.

By the direction of the CompartmentHotSpotDefinition relations, also a relation similar to
the Include relation from the Spatial data model explained in section 3.2.3 is implied, as a
base shape always contains all of its Compartments. This is important for determining
containment relations (see section 3.2.6).

β
α

γ

λ
μ

ρ

(a) Concrete syntax example of a compartmentalized rectangle

lines

shape = Line(...)
μ : GraphicObject

γ : ComHSD
index = (0,1)

β : ComHSD
index = (1,0)

(β ∪ γ) : ComHSD
index = (1,0)

splitHotSpot

α : ComHSD
index = (0,0)

lines

lines

shape = Line(...)
λ : GraphicObject

split-
HotSpot

shape = RoundedRectangle(...)
ρ : GraphicObject base

base

lines
base

(b) Compartment mechanism data model instance corresponding to figure 3.26a. Rectangles are
regular Elements, diamonds are Relations.

Figure 3.26: Example application of the Compartments mechanism.
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3.2.5.2 Processors and Services

The Compartment mechanism has one core Processor (see page 74), producing possi-
bilities for compartmentalizing of GraphicObjects in the form of PotentialCompartments.
This information can then be used by downstream components to detect which of the
compartmentalizations are sensible considering the concrete syntax of the modeling
notation, and inserting the applying CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions.

For detecting the potential CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions, currently the full calculation
of their areas must be executed. As the geometric functions involved are not the subject
of this work and can be efficiently provided by an already existing library like the JTS
Topology Suite used in the prototype, we assume the following helper functions as given2.
First, as the basis for multiple other operations, a way is needed to identify a single,
uninterrupted shape (see below). Another required functionality is intersecting a line with
another shape as well as the actual “split” operation, both on page 64. Finally, a function
needs to be defined to sort points in x and y direction (page 65).

Identification of connected shapes. isOneShapeSeparatedBy (3.22): Returns whether,
in the area of the first given set of points b, the second set of points s represents a single,
closed shape separated (only) by the points of the third given set t. This is the case when
two points (xα, yα), (xβ, yβ) are in s if and only if:

• These points are also in b,

• it exists a sequence of points, every one of these also in s, between them,

• each point in this sequence being connected to the prior one with a straight line of
arbitrary length,

• and none of these lines intersect the shape of t.

In figure 3.26a, that condition is satisfied for the parameter combinations (ρ, α, λ) and
(ρ, (β ∪ γ), λ) as well as ((β ∪ γ), β, µ) and ((β ∪ γ), γ, µ), respectively.

(3.22)
isOneShapeSeparatedBy :R2 × R2 × R2 →{0, 1},

(b, s, t) 7→1, if and only if (else 0):

∀xα, yα, xβ, yβ({(xα, yα), (xβ, yβ)} ⊆ s ⇐⇒ (xα, yα), (xβ, yβ) ∈ b
∧ ∃x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn

{(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} ∈ s
∧ (x1, xn, y1, yn) = (xα, xβ, yα, yβ)

∧ ∀i

1 ≤ i ≤ (n− 1) =⇒

∃dx, dy

(
(dx, dy ∈ R) ∧ (xi + dx = xi+1) ∧ (yi + dy = yi+1)

∧@d′(d′ ∈ [0, 1] ∧ (xi + d′ ∗ dx, yi + d′ ∗ dy) ∈ t)

)


2For implementation details, refer to e.g. the JTS implementations of OverlayOp and Polygonizer available

at the JTS GitHub repository https://github.com/locationtech/jts/
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Retrieval of line segments available for splitting. intersectSplit (3.23), given two sets
of points Pa and Pb, returns a set S of Shapes for which:

1. Every shape in S matches the condition of isOneShapeSeparatedBy, i.e. it is one
single shape within the Pb set.

2. All shapes in S together cover the whole part of Pb that is in Pa.

This function is required to find the line segments which can be used (and potentially
need to be modified / elongated afterwards, which is why they must be split into distinct
objects) to split a base shape into different compartments. Figure 3.27 shows an example
for this function where the red a line is split into the separate a1 and a2 lines by applying
intersectSplit(r, a).

a r a1
ra2

intersectSplit(r,a)

(I) (II)

Figure 3.27: Example for the intersectSplit function

(3.23)
intersectSplit :P(R2)× P(R2) → P(P(R2))

(Pa, Pb) 7→ S, where:

1. ∀s(s ∈ S ⇐⇒ isOneShapeSeparatedBy(Pb, s, Pa − Pb))

2.
⋃
s∈S

= Pa ∩ Pb

Splitting of a base shape by another shape. splitByShape (3.24) which, given a
“base shape” and another “split shape” intersecting it, returns a set of shapes that result
from splitting up the base shape by the split shape. The shapes returned must meet the
following conditions, as formally defined in the bullet points of formula 3.24:

1. They must be mutually disjoint.

2. There must not be any points in any returned shape that are not in the given base
shape

3. Each of the shapes must fulfill the conditions of isOneShapeSeparatedBy, i.e. all
returned shapes must be separated by (and only by!) the points of the split shape.

4. All returned shapes together (dependent on implementation, potentially with the
addition of the split shape’s area) fully cover the area of the input shape.
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Therefore, in figure 3.26a:

• splitByShape(ρ, µ) will give shapes {α, (β ∪ γ)},

• whereas splitByShape((β ∪ γ), µ) will give shapes {β, γ}.

(3.24)
splitByShape : P(R2)× P(R2) → P

(
P
(
R2
))

(Pa, Pb) 7→ Cresult , where ∀c ∈ Cresult :

1. @y (y ∈ Cresult ∧ c 6= y ∧ c ∩ y 6= ∅)

2. c ∩ Pa = c

3. isOneShapeSeparatedBy(Pa, c, Pb)

4.

 ⋃
x∈Cresult

(x)

 ∪ Pb = Pa

Ordering of a set of x-y points. orderPoints (3.25), from an array of points, generates
a two-dimensional sparse array of the same points, so that they are sorted in x as well as
y direction. This is important for the indexing of compartments.

(3.25)
orderPoints : P(R2)→ P

(
N0

2 × R2
)
,

P 7→ Pindexed , where:

1.
{
p′ | (i, p′) ∈ Pindexed

}
= P

2. ∀ ((i, j), (x, y)) ,
(
(i′, j′), (x′, y′)

)
∈ Pindexed

• i < i′ ⇐⇒ x < x′

• j < j′ ⇐⇒ y < y′

β

α γ

(0)

(1)

(0) (1)(2)

(0,0)

(2,0)

(1,1)

Figure 3.28: Ordering of the top left bounding box coordinates for the example from
figure 3.26a as produced by the orderPoints function
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Based on these helper functions, we can then define the core procedures of the Compart-
ment mechanism. These fulfill the following functionalities: First, a procedure for finding
lines relevant to compartmentalization is explained below. Also needed is functionality
to calculate the compartment indices (page 68) and to retrieve a shape based on such
an index (page 70). Using these as well as the helper functions defined above, the
compartments can be calculated for a set of shapes via the findCompartments procedure
on page 71, which can then be used to update the compartment mechanism’s data model
as sketched on page 72.

Identification of relevant lines. The first component is the findRelevantLines proce-
dure (see algorithm listing 3.2), which from a base shape and set of lines, finds those
lines that are really splitting the base shape and returns the corresponding line shapes.
An important problem to consider is that splitting lines may either directly intersect the
base shape’s outline, thus the compartment is already “closed”. In other cases, the line
gets closer than a certain threshold dmax of the base shape’s outline, but never actually
touches it. For a pleasant modeling experience, this case must also be handled.

For each line in the input set (line 2), the intersectSplit function (see formula 3.23)
is applied to the line segment (line 4). This will return all distinct line shapes in the
intersection between the given base shape and the line. Consequently, for every one of
these line segments:

1. Use two local variables storing ordered sets of points (line 6): Pline stores the points
actually belonging to the splitting line segment. while Pcached temporarily stores
points leading up to the currently found point. If the current point is inserted, these
cached points will be inserted as well.

2. Order its (out)line points, if not already given by default. The direction in which they
are ordered is arbitrary, but the relation direction for all points must be the same.

3. For every point p in this ordered collection:

a) If this point is in the outline of the base shape, simply add all points previously
in Pcached as well as p to the line points and continue to the next point. If the
point is not on the base shape’s outline, proceed with step 3b.

b) Calculate the distance di of p to the base shape’s outline (line 13). Also
calculate the distance di+1 from the base shape outline to the next point in the
line after p, if such a point exists.

c) Only if the current point’s distance to the base shape is less than a defined
threshold and the next point in the order is not closer to the base shape than
the current point, then add the point to the output line segment.

d) As the point is not directly on the base shape outline, a “bridge” set of points
has to be generated (line 20) which is the set of points needed to connect the
current point p to the nearest point on the base shape’s outline.

e) Afterwards, the points previously in Pcached, p itself and the bridge points are
inserted to the line segment’s point set.
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f) Also, add the bridge points in reverse order, then p itself to the cached points
so that the “reverse” way is inserted to the line shape when finding the next
point.

4. After all points in this line segment have been checked, add the “accepted” points
to the output set along with a reference to the line object they belong to.

Input: baseShape ∈ P(R2), lines ⊆ EShaped × P(P(R2))
Output: P

(
Eall × P(R2)

)
, pairs of Line elements and corresponding line point sets

that can be passed as a second parameter to the splitByShape function
1 ret ← ∅
2 for (lineObject , lineShape) ∈ lines do
3 obaseShape ← outline of baseShape;
4 shapes line ← intersectSplit(baseShape, lineShape);
5 for s ∈ shapes line do
6 Pline ← 〈〉; Pcached ← 〈〉;
7 (p1, . . . , pn)← ordered set of points from the outline of s

so that the outline is circled in one direction
(either clockwise or counterclockwise);

8 for i ∈ 1, . . . , n do
9 if pi ∈ obaseShape then

10 Pline ← Pline ∪ Pcached ∪ 〈pi〉;
11 Pcached ← 〈〉;
12 continue;
13 di ← shDistance({pi}, obaseShape);
14 if i < n then
15 di+1 ← shDistance({pi+1}, obaseShape);
16 else
17 di+1 ←∞;
18 if di+1 ≥ di ≤ dmax then
19 (pi , pbaseShape) ← nearestP({pi}, obaseShape);
20 Pbridge ← points connecting pi and pbaseShape ;
21 Pline ← Pline ∪ Pcached ∪ 〈pi〉 ∪ Pbridge ∪ 〈pbaseShape〉;
22 Pcached ← reverse(Pbridge) ∪ 〈pi〉;
23 else
24 Pcached ← Pcached ∪ 〈pi〉;
25 end
26 if Pline 6= ∅ then
27 ret ← ret ∪ {(lineObject , Pline)};
28 end
29 end
30 return ret

Algorithm 3.2: findRelevantLines procedure
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Calculating compartment indices. As described in section 3.2.5.1, Compartment
Elements utilize a three-level indexing system, identifying them by the properties of their
shape – first, the ordinal index of the top-left bounding box corner, then the ordinal index of
the lower right bounding box corner and if necessary, also an arbitrary interior point of the
shape. For this, the indexShapes procedure (see algorithm listing 3.3) takes advantage
of the orderPoints function in two stages. A textual description is given in the following
enumeration:

1. Starting from line 2, the upper left coordinates of the shapes’ bounding boxes are
collected into the upperLefts set, and associated to each shape in shapeUpperLefts .

2. These points are sorted and indexed into the indexedUpperLefts variable using
orderPoints (line 7).

3. For each index indexUL and corresponding point pUL returned by the previous step,
the indexedShapesUL set of shapes that have this upper left bounding box point is
collected (line 10).

4. If indexedShapesUL only contains one shape, the upper left bounding box index is
sufficient for identifying this shape among the shapes set. The shape is assigned
an index containing only the upper left bounding box index (line 12); the loop then
continues with the next index (step 3)

5. In contrast, if there are multiple shapes in indexedShapesUL, the upper left coordi-
nates of the bounding boxes are equal for at least two elements of the shapes set.
For these elements with equal upper left boundary, the algorithm thus repeats the
process from step 1 with the bottom right bounding box coordinates, starting with
line 15.

6. Again in analogy to step 3, the indexedLowerRights set is calculated, using order-
Points so that the lower right coordinate of the conflicting shapes’ bounding boxes
are ordered in x and y direction (line 20).

7. Now, for each index found for the lower right coordinate set, line 22 fills the
indexedShapesLR variable with the shapes from the indexedShapesUL set which
have the respective lower right bounding box coordinate.

8. If the indexedShapesLR set only contains one shape, this means this shape can
be unambiguously identified using a combination of its upper left and lower right
bounding box coordinate index. It is thus added to the return set with a compartment
index containing both of these values.

9. If indexedShapesLR contains more than one shape, this means the bounding boxes
of the shapes are identical. For distinguishing such shapes, we use an arbitrary
point from the shape interior as the third index component. This is generated in
line 28.
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Input: shapes ∈ P(P(R2))
Output: P

((
N0

2 ×
(
N0

2 ∪ {null}
)
×
(
R2 ∪ {null}

))
× R2

)
1 upperLefts ← ∅; shapeUpperLefts ← ∅;
2 for s ∈ shapes do
3 pUL ← (min(x,y)∈s(x),min(x,y)∈s(y));
4 upperLefts ← upperLefts ∪ {pUL};
5 shapeUpperLefts ← shapeUpperLefts ∪ {(s, pUL)};
6 end
7 indexedUpperLefts ← orderPoints(upperLefts);
8 ret ← ∅;
9 for (indexUL, pUL) ∈ indexedUpperLefts do

10 indexedShapesUL ← {s | (s, p′) ∈ shapeUpperLefts ∧ p′ = pUL};
11 if |indexedShapesUL| = 1 then
12 ret ← ret ∪ {((indexUL,null,null), first(indexedShapesUL))};
13 continue;
14 lowerRights ← ∅; shapeLowerRights ← ∅;
15 for s ∈ indexedShapesUL do
16 pLR ← (max(x,y)∈s(x),max(x,y)∈s(y));
17 lowerRights ← lowerRights ∪ {pLR};
18 shapeLowerRights ← shapeLowerRights ∪ {(s, pLR)};
19 end
20 indexedLowerRights ← orderPoints(lowerRights);
21 for (indexLR, pLR) ∈ indexedLowerRights do
22 indexedShapesLR ← {s | (s, p′) ∈ shapeLowerRights ∧ p′ = pLR};
23 if |indexedShapesLR| = 1 then
24 ret ← ret ∪ {((indexUL, indexLR,null), first(indexedShapesLR))};
25 continue;
26 else
27 for shape ∈ indexedShapesLR do
28 pInterior ← arbitrary p ∈ shape;
29 ret ← ret ∪ {((indexUL, indexLR, pInterior ), shape)};
30 end
31 end
32 end
33 return ret

Algorithm 3.3: indexShapes procedure
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Retrieving a shape based on a compartment index. Naturally, there also needs to
be a way of retrieving a shape from a set of shapes indexed by indexShapes. The
retrieveByIndex procedure (described in algorithm listing 3.4) fulfills this functionality.

For shapes that can be identified using only the index of the upper left bounding box
coordinate or a combination of the indices assigned to the upper left and lower right
coordinates (i.e. the interior point given in the index is null), the shape can be easily
identified by searching for these indices, like described in line 3.

In contrast, for the case that an interior point is needed and given for disambiguation,
instead of directly searching this point in the set of given indices, we rather check whether
exactly one shape contains this point. This prevents indices becoming invalid prematurely
due to the arbitrary choosing of interior points for the compartments.

Input: index ∈ N0
2 ×

(
N0

2 ∪ {null}
)
×
(
R2 ∪ {null}

)
,

shapes ∈ P
((
N0

2 ×
(
N0

2 ∪ {null}
)
×
(
R2 ∪ {null}

))
× R2

)
Output: P(R2) ∪ {null}

1 (indexUL, indexLR, pInterior )← index ;
2 if pInterior = null then
3 matchingShapes ← {s | ((indexUL, indexLR,null), s) ∈ shapes};
4 else

5 matchingShapes ←

{
s

∣∣∣∣∣ ∃x
(

((indexUL, indexLR, x), s) ∈ shapes

∧ pInterior ∈ s

)}
;

6 if |matchingShapes| = 1 then
7 return first(matchingShapes)
8 return null

Algorithm 3.4: retrieveByIndex procedure
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Calculating compartment shapes. Using the findRelevantLines, splitByShape and
indexShapes procedures, it is possible to define the findCompartments procedure (algo-
rithm listing 3.5), which calculates the compartment shapes from a base shape and lines
intersecting it:

1. Via the findRelevantLines procedure, the line segments which can be used for
splitting are generated from the input line shapes.

2. The points of all split lines are put together in a unified set. Furthermore, in the
dependencies set, the procedure collects all lines from the input lines set from which
segments are used as splitting lines.

3. Finally, the procedure uses the splitByShape and indexShapes functions to retrieve
the sets resulting from splitting the base shape along the split line and order the
resulting shapes by their bounding box coordinates, as also illustrated in figure 3.28.

Input: shape ∈ P(R2), lines ⊂ EShaped × P(P(R2))
Output: P

((
N0

2 ×
(
N0

2 ∪ {null}
)
×
(
R2 ∪ {null}

))
× R2

)
× P (Eall)

1 dependencies ← ∅;
2 lineShapes ← findRelevantLines(currentShape, lines);
3 splitPoints ← ∅;
4 for (element , P ) ∈ lineShapes do
5 splitPoints ← splitPoints ∪ P ;
6 dependencies ← dependencies ∪ {element};
7 end
8 compartmentShapes ← indexShapes(splitByShape(shape, splitPoints));
9 return (compartmentShapes, dependencies);

Algorithm 3.5: findCompartments procedure
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Generating Compartment data model elements. Based on this, the genPotCom func-
tion (algorithm listing 3.6) generates the PotentialCompartment relations for a combination
of base shape and input lines. This is done by repeatedly applying the findCompartments
procedure:

1. The shapes variable, as defined in the algorithm’s line 1, saves a queue of
({(t, f) | (t, f) ∈ Eall ∧ t ∈ {PotCom,ComHSD}} ∪ {null}) × P(R2) pairs to
be handled, where each set element is either a CompartmentHotSpotDefinition or a
PotentialCompartment, associated with its correspoinding shape. It starts off with
the base shape as the point set and null as the Element reference to signalize that
all PotentialCompartments resulting from this shape are not dependent on any other
HotSpot or PotentialCompartment.

2. After that, while the queue is not empty, the following steps are executed with the
(element , shape) pair popped from the head of the queue (line 2):

a) It is tried to split the shape along all given input lines using the findCompart-
ments procedure.

b) Current Elements in the compartment data model matching the current base
shape, split compartment (or its “potential” equivalent) and lines are retrieved
(line 10).

c) The loop starting in line 11 now iterates through the shape indices calculated
in step 2a, and generates the compartment Elements according to the (index,
shape) (i, s) pair.

i. First, to keep the compartment calculation as stable as possible, the found
shape is matched to the currently present Compartment Elements re-
trieved in step 2b; matching Elements are stored in the defsmatch variable.
The principle for this is similar to the retrieveByIndex procedure:

A. If the shape can be identified by its bounding box upper left / lower
right index (line 13), then the Element with this index is used.

B. If the shape has to be identified using an interior point, check whether
there already is a compartment Element that has an arbitrary interior
point fitting only s (and no other generated shape) in its index (line 16).

ii. If at least one matching pre-existing Element has been found (line 18),
this Element is added to the output set.

iii. If not, a new PotentialCompartment is generated (line 21)

iv. The CompartmentElement representing the shape, along with the shape
itself, is added to the queue (line 24), so that this compartment’s shape
will later be checked for compartmentalization as well.
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Input: baseShape ∈ P(R2), lines ⊂ EShaped × P(P(R2))
Output: P (Eall )

1 shapes ← 〈(null, baseShape)〉; elements ← ∅;
2 while shapes 6= ∅ do
3 ((t, f), currentShape) ← popFirst(shapes);
4 (sh, dependencies) ← findCompartments(currentShape, lines);
5 if t = PotCom then
6 potSplitCom ← (t, f); subComHSD ← f(comHSD);
7 else
8 potSplitCom ← null; subComHSD ← (t, f);
9 end

10 defs ← currently stored ComHSDs and PotComs

for a = baseShape, splitHotSpot = subComHSD ,
potSplitCom = potSplitCom, lines = dependencies;

11 for (i, s) ∈ sh do
12 (iUL, iLR, pInterior )← i;
13 if pInterior = null then
14 defsmatch ← {(t, f)|(t, f) ∈ defs ∧ f(index ) = (iUL, iLR,null)}
15 else

16 defsmatch ←

(t, f)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(t, f) ∈ defscand

∧ ∃x

 f(index ) = (iUL, iLR, x)

∧ x ∈ s
∧ @ i′, s′

(
(i′, s′) ∈ sh ∧ s′ 6= s ∧ x ∈ s

)



17 if |defsmatch | > 0 then
18 newRel ← first(defsmatch);
19 else
20 def ← new ComHSD for a = baseShape, index = i,

splitHotSpot = subComHSD , lines = dependencies;

21 newRel ← PotCom for comHSD = def ,

potSplitCom = potSplitCom ;

22 end
23 elements ← elements ∪ {newRel}
24 shapes ← shapes ∪ 〈(newRel , s)〉;
25 end
26 end
27 return elements

Algorithm 3.6: genPotCom procedure
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Compartment processing. The Processor function for the compartment Element de-
tection must then apply the genPotCom function to all GraphicObjects, passing the lines
that are potentially relevant, i.e. that have intersect relations to that base GraphicObject
or are included in it. For the situation shown in figure 3.26, the function would have to be
applied as genPotCom(ρ, {λ, µ}). It would execute as follows (for the sake of brevity, the
Element shapes are simply referred to by the greek letters as shown in the figure):

1. The first run of the loop in line 2 with ρ would yield:

• Two PotentialCompartments wrapping the CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions α
and (β ∪ γ) with {λ} as their lines , splitHotSpot = null and the indices (0, 0)
and (1, 0), respectively.

• The new queue of elements 〈α, (β ∪ γ)〉 with their respective shapes.

2. The second run of the loop with α would yield no new PotentialCompartments, thus
also no new Elements will be inserted to the queue.

3. The third run of the loop with (β ∪ γ) yields:

• PotentialCompartments wrapping the CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions β and
γ, where the lines parameter is set to {µ}, splitHotSpot = (β∪γ) and indices
(1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively.

• The new queue of elements with the PotentialCompartments for 〈β, γ〉 along-
side their respective shapes.

4. The fourth and fifth loop runs with β and γ also yield no new PotentialCompartments,
and no further elements are enqueued.

5. Because of that, the algorithm terminates, returning PotentialCompartments wrap-
ping the CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions as shown in figure 3.26b. A language-
specific Processor could then extract the shown CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions
from the PotentialCompartment elements.

Generation of CompartmentHotSpotDefinition shapes. As stated in section 3.2.2,
there needs to be a hotSpotShape function for every type of HotSpotDefinition to get the
actual, current shape of the HotSpot. The principle of implementation for Compartment-
HotSpotDefinitions, using the findCompartments procedure, is given in algorithm listing
3.7.

Input: (ComHSD, f) ∈ Eall , related ⊂ Eall
Output: P(R2)

1 if f(splitHotSpot) 6= null then
2 shape ← hotSpotShape(f(splitHotSpot))
3 else
4 shape ← sh(f(a)) // see formula 3.11
5 (compartmentShapes, dependencies)← findCompartments(shape, f(lines))
6 return retrieveByIndex(f(index ), compartmentShapes)

Algorithm 3.7: hotSpotShape procedure for CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions
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3.2.5.3 Use Cases

Compartments are frequently used in modern, more advanced modeling notations for
representation of different abstract syntax constructs. Due to their nature, they are almost
exclusively used in combination with the containment mechanism, which is explained
more deeply in section 3.2.6.

In the Unified Modeling Language’s different diagram types, the Compartments mecha-
nism can be observed in two different main uses. The first one, also called “compartments”
in the UML specification [33], splits a notation element into multiple sub-areas with different
meaning. The specific meaning of each area in the concrete syntax is then determined by
both its position relative to other compartments and its contents.

For example, the UML specification for the “Classification” default notation, most promi-
nently used in the Class Diagram, includes support for four compartments in a classifier
rectangle. Figure 3.29 shows two of them: The attributes compartment and the operations
compartment. According to the UML specification, these compartments are primarily
distinguished by their position relative to all others, with the attributes always being in the
top compartment and the operations below that.

-attribute : Int
+doSomething() : Boolean

Class1

base

lines

shapeComHSD
index=(0,0)

base

lines

shapeComHSD
index=(0,1)

base

lines

shape ComHSD
index=(0,2)

Figure 3.29: UML classifier notation “name” and “compartments” notations represented
by the CompartmentHotSpotDefinition (short ComHSD) Relation

Additionally, the Classifier specification also states that the name of the Classifier should
be contained within it, even if it is not formally defined as a compartment in the UML
document.

As can be seen in figure 3.29, the Compartments mechanism allows the modeling of both
of these notational properties, with the meaning of the compartments being defined by
the index of their Definition.

This use of the Compartments mechanism can also be observed in other UML diagram
types, like for example the composite structure diagram’s collaboration notation element,
as shown in figure 3.30. This also clarifies one reason for the highly abstract and general
definition for compartments given in the previous sections – while many applications of
Compartments may be concerned with rectangles and rectangular shapes, for maximum
freedom in notation design and support, the implementation must also support more
“exotic” base shapes such as the elliptical collaboration symbol.
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Car sale

Dealership Customer

base

lines

ComHSD
index=(1,0)

shape

ComHSD
index=(0,1)

base

lines

shape

Figure 3.30: UML composite structure diagram “collaboration” notation represented by
the CompartmentHotSpotDefinition relation

The other possible meaning of Compartments is the sub-division of an area in multiple
distinct sub-elements of the same type. This is often used for representation of a hier-
archical containment relation. One notable such use of the Compartments mechanism
away from the core UML notations can be found in the BPMN Process Diagram, where
Pools, i.e. elements describing the process flow within one entity, can be divided in Lanes
for different sub-entities.

Another use case, also especially important for the prototype to be developed, is the
parallel state notation, also called orthogonal states, in state charts. This has already
been described in the initial formalization of a state chart language [11] and is also present
in the UML state machine notation’s specification, according to which these composite
state areas are referred to as Regions [33]. These Regions represent sub-statemachines
operating independently while a general superordinate state is active. Visually, this fact is
displayed by a dashed line separating this superordinate state’s rounded rectangle into at
least two sections, which can be processed using the Compartments mechanism.

A particularly interesting aspect of the state chart notation in its fully UML-compliant form
is the combination of the two Compartment usages. First, there is the UML specification’s
meaning of “compartment”. This, as described for class diagrams above, means sections
of a single notation element being different in nature, in this case separating a composite
state’s name, its entry, do, exit conditions and the area containing the sub-states. Po-
tentially, the last compartment can then have “regions”, i.e. the composite state contains
multiple parallel states.

An example case of this is shown in figure 3.31. Here, the composite state Active is
actually split in four compartments. To detect them, the genPotCom procedure from listing
3.6 runs as follows:

1. findRelevantLines (algorithm listing 3.2) returns the two vertical lines below the
state name and the exit condition

2. findCompartments (algorithm listing 3.5) returns the shapes of the orange and
green compartments shown in figure 3.31 (with indices (0, 0) and (0, 1)) as well
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Figure 3.31: UML state machine “compartments” and “regions” represented by Compart-
mentHotSpotDefinition relations

as a compartment spanning the areas of the blue and purple compartments (with
index (0, 2)).

3. Correspondingly, three PotentialCompartments are generated with the following
attributes for their wrapped ComHSDs:

• base is set to the GraphicObject representing the outer rounded rectangle
shape

• splitHotSpot is null

• lines is set to the GraphicObjects of the two horizontal lines

• index is set to (0, 0), (0, 1) or (0, 2), respectively, to distinguish the different
compartments.

4. These PotentialCompartments are inserted into the shapes queue.

5. For the orange and green compartments, no further lines are found by findRele-
vantLines. Thus, no sub-compartments are generated here.

6. For the blue-purple compartment, the vertical dashed line is returned by findRele-
vantLines.

7. Therefore, findCompartments returns the blue (index (0, 0)) and purple (index
(1, 0)) compartments.

8. Two more PotentialCompartments are generated, this time with the following at-
tributes for their wrapped ComHSDs:
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• base is (again) set to the GraphicObject representing the outer rounded
rectangle shape

• splitHotSpot is set to the HotSpotDefinition wrapped in step 3.

• lines is set to the GraphicObject of the vertical, dashed line.

• index is set to (0, 0) or (1, 0), respectively, to distinguish the different compart-
ments.

9. As the splitHotSpot ComHSD does not yet exist in the application model, the
potSplitCom property is set to the PotentialCompartment generated in step 3.

10. These potential compartments are inserted into the shapes queue.

11. For both compartments, no further lines are found by findRelevantLines and there-
fore, no additional compartments can be generated.

12. The genPotCom procedure therefore returns PotentialCompartments which wrap
the CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions as shown in fig. 3.31.

Note that to fully support all cases of the orthogonal state notation in combination with the
UML “compartments”, an extended version of the findRelevantLines algorithm would be
needed with support for prioritization of different line styles, to distinguish between the
compartments defined by “solid lines” and “dashed lines”. The reason for this is that with
the shown style-agnostic version, if the dashed line was horizontal, it would be recognized
in step 1 and therefore the UML “regions” could no longer be easily distinguished from the
name and action compartments by comparing their associated Attributes. In practice, for
showing the applicability of the concept, this does not constitute a big problem: Either this
variant of the notation can be left out entirely (the UML specification explicitly also allows
the labeling of composite states with a “folder” style label area akin to package diagrams)
or the prioritization must be hard-coded into the Compartment Processor. However, for a
fully integrated and generic solution, functionality must be implemented into the framework
for have language-specific components specify their line style prioritization based on
attributes. This could be realized when designing a fine-grained subscription system (see
also section 7.2).

In the case of the UML statechart “region” notation as shown in figure 3.31, the statechart-
specific Processor handling orthogonal states would specify that, if a potential ComHSD c
depends on dashed lines, it is only relevant if:

• There is a ComHSD depending (only) on solid lines in the path of splitHotSpot
dependencies originating from c, i.e. the shape of c itself is contained in a shape
generated by a “solid line compartment” or

• Depend on a baseShape which only has ComHSDs with dashed lines, i.e. there is
no non-dashed compartment in the base shape.

The CompartmentHotSpot Processor would then adapt its processing accordingly.

3.2.6 Containment

Containment is a spatial mechanism frequently utilized in modeling notations to symbolize
some kind of hierarchy. For aggregation, refinement and composition, containment is a
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very semantically transparent [19], i.e. intuitive way for representation. Fundamentally,
Containment can be expressed in terms of the Include spatial relation as defined in
3.2.3. However, because of its widespread usage and implications for the front-end user
experience, it should be handled more specifically by the facilities presented in the next
sections.

For handling containment and sub-elements, there actually are two different requirements:
On the one side, the area of one graphic object being completely contained in another
graphic object (or ShapedElement, such as a HotSpotDefinition) has to be detected.
This is already done by the spatial processing facilities. On the other side, if the user
explicitly confirms the wish to treat a graphic object as a subelement, then the whole
composite element should be movable at once in a “grouping” way. This is not limited to
containment-based elements (it can also be important for other kinds of attachment).

3.2.6.1 Data Model

Figure 3.32 shows the classes supporting the Containment mechanism. In this data
model’s class hierarchy, as mentioned above, two different types of Relation are defined,
i.e. {Contains,ComponentOf} ⊂ TRel.

ComponentOf

Relation

Contains

GraphicObject

HotSpotDefinition

<<Interface>>
ShapedElement

T : ShapeT : Shape

b (1)

a (1)

b (1)

a (1)

Figure 3.32: Class diagram of the Containment mechanism’s data model

The Contains relation can be seen as a specific case of the Include relation from the
Spatial mechanism, in that Contains edges constitute a transitive reduction of the graph
created by the Include and HotSpotDefinition edges. Therefore, Contains relates any
ShapedObject with a GraphicObject, ∀(Contains, f) ∈ Eall:
• f(a) = (t, g) ∈ Eall, t ∈ TShaped
• f(b) = (GO, h) ∈ Eall

Independent of actual containment, there is the ComponentOf relation. This primarily
serves as an instruction to the front-end, but also a “affirmative hint” to downstream Pro-
cessors to recognize one object as belonging to another. In the front-end, ComponentOf
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should work like the “grouping” functionality in vector drawing applications, i.e. elements
in such a relation are handled as one single item by default, but it should be possible to
manipulate them individually with special commands.

As ComponentOf is a relation relevant to the user interface, it only works between
GraphicObjects, i.e. ∀(ComponentOf , f) ∈ Eall:

• f(a) = (GO, g) ∈ Eall

• f(b) = (GO, f) ∈ Eall

• f(a) 6= f(b)

3.2.6.2 Processors and Services

The relations in the Containment mechanism are used by multiple different components.

For the Contains relation, the most important one is the ContainsProcessor, which
generates Relations of this type based on the output of the spatial Processor.

The following helper functions are defined:

• pContains (3.26), given a ShapedElement and a GraphicObject, produces a Con-
tains relation from the ShapedElement to the GraphicObject.

(3.26)
pContains : EShaped × {(GO, f) ∈ Eall} → Eall

(a, b) 7→
(Contains, f), where

f(a) = a ∧ f(b) = b

• deriveContains (3.27), returns a Contains relation from an Include relation (towards
a GraphicObject) if and only if no “intermediate” Include relations, or Compartmen-
tHotSpotDefinitions can be found between the two Elements.

(3.27)
deriveContains : {(Include, f) ∈ Eall} ×Gall ,valid 7→ P(Eall )

((Include, f), (E,R)) 7→ pContains(f(a), f(b)),

if and only if:
@x1, . . . , xn with n 6= 2, where:

1. x1 = f(a)

2. xn = f(b) ∧ ∃g((GO, g) = f(b))

3. ∀i ∈ [1, n− 1]:
– ∃(Include, g) ∈ R with g(a) = xi ∧ g(b) = xi+1

– or xi+1 = (ComHSD, g) with g(base) = xi or g(splitHotSpot) = xi
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• gContains (3.28) generates all Contains relations that can be derived from a given
graph according to deriveContains.

(3.28)
gContains : Gall ,valid → PEall

(E,R)→
⋃

(Include,f)∈R

(deriveContains((Include, f), (E,R)))

Based on these functions, the containsProcessor can be implemented, deriving all
Contains relations from the given Include spatial relations.

(3.29)

containsProcessor : Gall ,valid → Gall ,valid ,

(E,R) 7→ (E ∪ gContains(G),

R ∪ gContains(G))

The ComponentOf relation, in contrast, is primarily handled by the frontend. It may be
created based on a Contains relation by downstream (concrete syntax aware) Processors,
with a Suggestion (see section 3.3.2) or manually through the frontend user interface.

3.2.6.3 Use Cases

Containment is widely used, being treated as a notation element in many modeling
languages. However, the most basic usage of containment in the COUCHEDIT concept
is a special requirement posed by the very flexible graphical model – when using only
graphic primitives as GraphicObjects, any labeling located inside the labeled shape is to
be considered a Contains relation. For example, figure 3.33 shows this for the Off state
expressed through two separate Rounded Rectangle and Label shapes.

Off

a

b Contains

Figure 3.33: Label of an UML “State” notation element represented by the Contains
relation

As for the relevance in the connection between concrete and abstract syntax, it can be
frequently found representing different types of hierarchical relations. For example, the
“members” notation of the UML Package Diagram language, shown in figure 3.34, uses
Containment to represent a package hierarchy. Thus, the package tree can be directly
derived from the Contains relations’ tree.

Furthermore, as already stated in section 3.2.5, the Containment mechanism is often used
in conjunction with the Compartments mechanism: The primary use for Compartments is
to divide a shape into multiple sub-shapes, in which other Elements can be contained.
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com.test
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Figure 3.34: UML package diagram “member” notation represented by the Contains
relation

Figure 3.35 shows a simplified version of the Active state from figure 3.31. In this notation,
there are two different labels in one and the same State rounded rectangle – one defining
the name of the state, the other defining activities that take place while the system is in
this state. The meaning of these labels can be decided (without looking at or interpreting
the contents) by checking the index of the compartment in which it is contained, as the
vertical order of a state notation’s compartments is given by the UML specification.
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lines
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shape
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shape
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b

Contains
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Figure 3.35: UML state machine diagram “name” and “activity” labels represented by the
Contains relation combined with the CompartmentHotSpot relation

3.3 Frontend and User Interface

With all the freedom that the presented backend structure provides to the user, it also
becomes clear that this does not have only beneficial effects on User Experience. After
all, even when only creating diagrams for documentation purposes (as opposed to the
goal of creating machine-processable models), the restrictions and guidance provided
by traditional tight concrete-abstract syntax coupling assist in modeling and therefore
syntax checks are a wanted feature, although there certainly is room for improvement,
see the literature in section 2.6. This is why the modeling frontend and the requirements
imposed on it must not be ignored when wanting to build a usable modeling environment
on the COUCHEDIT framework, and there must be generic interaction possibilities to the
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abstract syntax without sacrificing too much flexibility and general applicability. Again, the
mechanisms explained in section 3.2 play an important role – generally, these intermediate
abstractions of concrete syntax can be supported directly by the frontend.

The front-end as such was not the focus of the current iteration and should be more
thoroughly explored in the future, however a few important key aspects will be explained
in the next sections.

3.3.1 Integration into the Architecture

A central building block in the concept by Van Tendeloo et al. (see also section 2.3)
is the decoupling of the application front-end (handling the concrete syntax) and back-
end (handling the transformation between abstract and concrete syntax, as well as the
abstract syntax storage). This separation is also retained in the COUCHEDIT concept:
On the technical level, the front-end interacts with the rest of the system by using a
ModificationPort, which is connected to the graphics toolkit used (for example Eclipse
GEF53). Like any other component, it keeps its own model state in a ModelRepository.
One distinguishing aspect to the “core” Processors discussed in section 3.2, however, is
that it naturally does not purely react to DiffCollections coming in from outside, but also
produces DiffCollections based on the user interactions.

As a minimum requirement, the front-end needs to support the following Element types:

• GraphicObjects, which will be manipulated by the user on the canvas like in a vector
drawing program, generating the main diagram constellation

• Attributes, which can be created through the use of AttributeFactories and will
manipulate, amongst other things, the visual appearance of GraphicObjects on the
canvas

• Suggestions (see next section) which allow the user to manipulate aspects of the
application model which are usually out of reach for the frontend.

For added convenience, the front-end should also support Mechanism-specific Elements
such as ComponentOf (grouping of graphical objects) and ConnectionEnd relations
(attachment of GraphicObjects that are in a ConnectionEnd relation to each other, if the
probability of this Relation is set to Explicit).

Certain requirements of the frontend cannot be effectively handled by using Elements
alone, for example providing the representation of ComplexGraphicObjects (as containing
the logic for this in the Element implementations itself would violate the principle of
Elements being simple data transfer objects and thus make implementation on different
platforms much more difficult), and generating new AttributeBag objects. Frontend
implementations that want to provide support for such functionality thus must access
certain facade services such as the AttributeFactory.

Figure 3.36 shows a possible structure for the frontend component of a COUCHEDIT editor.
As can be seen from the schematic representation, the component providing the graphical

3https://www.eclipse.org/gef/
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Figure 3.36: High-Level overview of a possible frontend architecture

editing capabilities (Eclipse GEF, in this case), can be replaced without changing the rest
of the system. The requirements imposed on the frontend are limited to supporting the
Element types above, for example drawing of GraphicObjects or the editing of Attribute
values. The Rendering and Recognition components (named CanvasContentUpdater and
CanvasOperationHandler in the figure) provide a translation layer between the chosen
User Interface components and the data model stored in the ModelRepository. Of course,
due to this architecture, it would also be possible to replace the frontend components
completely, or run a “headless” backend connected to a remote frontend via some
communication protocol that transfers the DiffCollections to be consumed by the frontend.
If this connection is executed in a platform independent way, frontend and backend could
even build on completely different technologies, like a JavaScript / web browser based
frontend connected to a Java based backend server via a Websocket connection. The
handling of the aforementioned facade services could be solved with a Remote Procedure
Call framework or get reimplemented on each platform, depending on the performance
requirements. This decoupling is one of the main strengths attributed to this architecture
style in [8], and will be discussed again in section 7.3.

3.3.2 Model Actions

An important part of any practical implementation of the COUCHEDIT architecture will
be the concept of Suggestions and other model actions. While modeling, situations
can occur which are not translatable by interpreting the concrete syntax alone – for
example if the concrete syntax is inconsistent to either its own or the abstract syntax
metamodel, or if there are multiple potential interpretations of a graphical situation with
similar probability. Therefore, clarification by the user is needed to prevent frustrating
interpretation errors. Furthermore, the user may desire actions in altering the model
that go beyond the described editing of graphical primitives, instead operating directly on
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abstract syntax constructs. Actions like layouting, instead of using hard-coded algorithms,
should also be executed in a notation-specific way by the back-end [8]. For this, a dynamic
way of defining and executing both context-sensitive and context-insensitive operations
that span more than the direct GraphicObject realm of the frontend needs to be provided.

Preliminarily, the concept currently takes into account two types of such actions. Global
Actions would be visible in the “general” sections of the system’s user interface, and are
usually executed independently from a specific Element. Such actions would be technically
accessible through a central registry, similar to the factories providing Attributes. These
actions could include:

• “Palette” operations, enabling the user to create composite structures (such as
inserting a rounded rectangle and a label in one go, to generate a state represen-
tation. As the user now unmistakably signaled the intention to create a state, the
relevant abstract syntax elements could also be generated by this action)

• Refactorings on concrete syntax, such as layouting operations

• Refactorings on abstract syntax, for example pulling up fields into parent classes in
a class diagram editor.

Suggestions, in contrast, are Element implementations that are coupled to one or more
GraphicObjects through a SuggestionFor relation. These serve as “Quick Fixes” to display
context-sensitive messages to the user and offer appropriate actions – for example in the
case of a mismatch in one of the syntaxes to its metamodel:

• An example of a mismatch in the concrete syntax instance to its metamodel would
be a “dangling edge”, for example a transition representation in a state chart of
which only one endpoint is near a state representation. The appropriate suggestion
would then contain a user-friendly description of the problem and provide multiple
options: Delete the concrete syntax representation of the transition (thereby also
deleting its abstract syntax counterpart), create a new state representation at the
end of the transition or even moving the transition representation closer to a state
representation nearby.

• For the abstract syntax, a potential error would be for example a transition between
two states which are located in different orthogonal regions of the same parent
state. A suggestion would then get attached to the transition’s concrete syntax
representation, offering to delete it.

Furthermore, an important use case for Suggestions is the disambiguation of graphical
situations for which multiple interpretations are possible. This works in conjunction with
the “Explicit” probability value explained in section 3.1.1.1, which marks a specific Element
as confirmed by the user and therefore overriding all other possibilities. For example, if
a transition representation in a statechart ends nearby multiple state representations, a
suggestion could be generated to mark one of the generated ConnectionEnds as Explicit
(see also section 4.2.3). This resolves the ambiguity and would furthermore serve as a
hint to the frontend to anchor the transition-representing line to the state’s representation.

Some of these functionalities (notably excluding the Global Actions functionality) are also
realized in the prototype, see also chapter 5. The exact interfaces and interface definition
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languages as well as the requirements on synchronization and similar distributed system
aspects that arise from this potentially parallel manipulation of Elements in multiple model
areas, however, are out of scope for the current stage and need to be explored in future
work (cf. section 7.4).
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As a first demonstration of the concept presented in chapter 3, the following sections will
explain the application of its components to the statechart formalism, a visual language
used for specification of state machines for reactive systems. The notation elements
discussed here were first defined by David Harel in 1987 [11] and can be seen as the
origin for many of the basic elements of modeling languages used today (as discussed as
mechanisms in section 3.2). In his paper, the author notes a severe lack of expressiveness
in the then-used purely graph-based (or connection-based, like described in section 3.2.4)
visualizations and proposes the extension with depth and orthogonality [11], which
were generalized to the compartment and containment mechanisms in section 3.2.5
and section 3.2.6, respectively. In fact, the statechart notation is still in use today, an
extended form being defined in the Unified Modeling Language specification [33] and as
a result widely supported by commercial Model Driven Engineering suites such as the
aforementioned Visual Paradigm, YAKINDU Statechart Tools, Enterprise Architect1 and
others.

Therefore, the statechart visual language combines historical significance and present-day
relevance with the coverage of all mechanisms presented in chapter 3. Furthermore, it
is possible to reduce both concrete and abstract syntax to a small, manageable subset
while still being able to show the concept’s applicability. For those reasons, a subset of it
was chosen as the guiding example to be implemented with the concept, also realized in
the prototype presented in chapter 5.

Again, it is important to note that the focus of this work was the experimental design and
implementation of the basic concept and architecture rather than a fully-fledged editing
application, and thus it was not attempted to integrate aspects like concrete or abstract
syntax correctness checking for statecharts. The following sections give proposals on
how to tackle different aspects of diagram interpretation, which could be expanded to
other modeling languages in the future. Also subject to future work is the declarative
specification of such transformation steps, like for example using graph grammar based
approaches (see section 7.1). Therefore, the artifacts described in the next sections are
only one potential variant of going about statechart interpretation and may be subject to
change or optimization in the future.

4.1 Data Model

Like any of the mechanisms discussed in section 3.2, the data model of the statechart-
specific components uses Elements and Relations as defined in the base COUCHEDIT

1https://sparxsystems.com/products/ea/
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data model. The object-oriented structure of this data model is shown in figure 4.1.

As can be seen in this figure, the abstract syntax structure consists of two distinct graphs,
created by the different types of Elements and mirroring the aforementioned distinct parts
of the statecharts language: The Transition Relations, together with the StateElements, is
the traditional “graph-based” component of statecharts, while the StateContainer Elements
and the ParentOf respectively ContainsRegion relations capture the hierarchical nature
including orthogonality. The StateChartAbstractSyntaxElement marker interface unifies all
of the different Element types that are part of the statechart-specific processing facilities.

For internal purposes of the statechart interpretation facilities, though, additional Relations
are introduced which have the primary purpose of linking concrete and abstract syntax.
These Relations are shown in figure 4.2. All of these relations connect a concrete syntax
representation from the render model space (the “a” relation ends) to an abstract syntax
Element (these classes are not shown in the figure as they should be clear by looking at
the Relation classes names).

Keeping a link in the data model between an abstract syntax item and its representation
is especially important for correct generation of diffs: To prevent diffs that delete and
re-create states, it is important to keep track of which Element(s) in the render model
were interpreted into which abstract syntax Element instance. This way, even if a state
representation gets moved (potentially becoming the child of a different container), these
changes are still associated with the same State abstract syntax Element. The same
goes for deletion operations – for example when the user deletes a rounded rectangle on
the canvas, instead of having to re-parse the entire render model and generating a lot of
diffs due to the number of State Elements changing, the statechart processing can easily
only delete the State abstract syntax Element that is associated with the deleted render
model Element.

Furthermore, explicitly storing these representation Relations in the application model
makes it easy to distribute responsibilities among multiple specialized Processors. For
example, if it has been already detected that a line represents a transition, it is easy to
associate nearby labels with this Transition Element in a separate Processor instead of
having to handle both the transition detection and graphical label assignment in the same
Processor. Lastly, it is thinkable to move the generic “Represents” relation to the core
data model and integrate it to the front-end, for example for the integration of editing in
multiple concrete syntax instances at once: Via the Represents Relation, the currently
selected render model Element could be associated to its counterpart in abstract syntax,
for example in order to highlight representations of it to the user in other concrete syntax
instances derived from the same abstract syntax model.

Apart from that, there is the topic of Transition detection. This poses some special
requirements:

1. “Dangling” transitions should be handled, i.e. transitions that are only connected on
one end. This can be used to provide Suggestions (see section 3.3.2) to the user if
such a situation is detected.

2. The same is true for potential transition representations which do not have the
correct style (Attributes), for example an undirected line which could be converted
to a transition by adding an arrow end to either side.
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Figure 4.1: Data model for statecharts abstract syntax
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Figure 4.2: Render model to abstract syntax model relations for statecharts interpretation.
Relation “b” sides not shown for brevity.
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3. Transitions are not (always) able to be uniquely interpreted. As COUCHEDIT does
not require an explicit Connection(End) relation to be given by the user / frontend,
the situation may arise that the end of a line is near multiple different Elements, and
thus represents different Transitions with different probability.

To achieve these goals, the transition detection additionally uses the Relation elements
modeled in figure 4.3. The comprehension process for this is explained in more detail
in section 4.2.3. A single ConnectionEnd relation is transformed into an intermediate
TransitionEndpoint relation if its associated graphical Elements match the preconditions;
the role (“from” or “to” endpoint) is set according to the line endpoint style. Only when these
endpoints match up (one “from” and one “to” endpoint), the abstract syntax Transition
Relation is created, which is additionally linked to its corresponding TransitionEndpoint
relations via the EndpointFor relation type. Note that one endpoint can be associated with
multiple Transition relations, to fulfill requirement 3 above.

In addition to this, the statecharts interpretation makes use of an additional type of
HotSpotDefinition, the LineFractionHotSpotDefinition as shown in figure 4.4. As an
example of how HotSpotDefinitions can be used beyond Compartments, this HotSpot’s
shape is the Point located at a certain fraction of a line’s length. This is used for calculating
line labels. As this specific HotSpotDefinition may be used in the interpretation of other
notations, too, it could be reasonable to move the LineFractionHotSpotDefinition to the
core data model.

4.2 Interpretation of Statechart Notation Elements

For the interpretation of statecharts diagrams, currently the six Processors shown in
figure 4.5 are used. The depicted schematic, modeled after the current implementation in
the prototype, is only an example showing one possible way of realizing this functionality –
it would also be possible to separate e.g. parent state detection from the detection of state
representations itself. There is always a trade-off between strict separation of Processors
vs. the number of apply cycles and intermediate Relations involved.

This figure also illustrates the benefit of the currently used publish-subscribe architecture
style of COUCHEDIT, as opposed to a linear pipeline: There are places where a Processor
triggers other Processors that would “logically” come before it, like the StateCompartment-
Processor publishing CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions when detecting a parallel state
region. These can then be processed asynchronously to e.g. the Transition detection. Ad-
ditionally, omitting explicit sequence definition reduces the implementation effort required,
as it is only necessary to define the information needed for a processing step.

The following sections show the interpretation steps taken to recognize concrete syntax
representations into abstract syntax Elements through these Processors. The following
notations are used in the data model diagrams: Similar to Entity-Relationship diagrams,
diamonds symbolize Relations while rectangles symbolize other Elements. The ID and
type of an element are printed in bold font, while the properties of the Element (if relevant)
are denoted below that in regular font. Elements or specific properties relevant to the
current Recognition step are underlined.
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4 Application to Statechart Interpretation

4.2.1 “Simple” States

Detecting an atomic state (i.e. one which does not contain any sub-states or orthogonal
regions) does not need context in the statecharts language – a state is unambiguously
characterized by a rounded rectangle. Furthermore, extending a state with child states
does not require change in its notation – composite and “regular” states are both symbol-
ized by a rounded rectangle. Therefore, the StateHierarchyProcessor only needs to check
on GraphicObjects whether they have a RoundedRectangle shape. If such a GraphicOb-
ject is detected, the Processor subsequently associates it with a RepresentsStateElement
Relation towards a new State abstract syntax Element as shown in figure 4.6.

Inserted externally (Diff)
Inserted by Processor

Graphical
 (Canvas) Situation

StateHierarchyProcessor

shape = RoundedRectangle(...)

y : State
name = ""

b

a

x : GraphicObject

RepresentsStateElement

Figure 4.6: Inserted empty state representation on the canvas (top) and internal data
model generated by the StateHierarchyProcessor (bottom).

4.2.1.1 State labeling

When dealing with state labels, the Containment mechanism as described in section 3.2.6
is used, as simple states’ labels are easily recognized by them being contained in the
state’s area. Two processors are taking part in the recognition of state labeling: The State-
LabelProcessor detects the existence of a label inside a state representation. This means
it checks for GraphicObjects containing another GraphicObjects with a Label shape, if
they are associated with a State abstract syntax element via the RepresentsStateElement
Relation. If yes, a new LabelForHierarchyElement Relation is created. Subsequently, the
StateHierarchyProcessor receives the new LabelForHierarchyElement Relation and up-
dates the text stored in that State Element’s name property. When a Label’s text changes,
the StateHierarchyProcessor can simply check whether a LabelForHierarchyElement
relation exists, then change the name property of the abstract syntax Element accordingly.
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4.2 Interpretation of Statechart Notation Elements

The usage of the additional LabelFor relation generated by an external Processor decou-
ples the possible labeling styles from the StateHierarchyProcessor, so that additional ways
to add a label can be supported in the future (like for states containing orthogonal regions,
as briefly discussed in section 4.2.4). Furthermore, it is possible to associate multiple
Label GraphicObjects with one State abstract syntax Element, for example for specifying
a state’s entry and exit actions. The content of these labels would then be concatenated
and parsed by the StateHierarchyProcessor and the state Element’s properties changed
accordingly.

Inserted externally (Diff)
Inserted by Processor
Modified by Processor

Graphical
 (Canvas) Situation

StateLabelProcessor

StateHierarchyProcessor 

Test

y : State
name = ""

b

a

shape = RoundedRectangle(...)
x : GraphicObject

RepresentsStateElement
z : GraphicObject

shape = Label(..., text="Test")

Contains

LabelFor
HierarchyElement

y : State
name = "Test"

z : GraphicObject
shape = Label(..., text="Test")

LabelFor
HierarchyElement

Figure 4.7: Inserted state label on the canvas (top), processing steps executed by the
StateLabelProcessor (middle) and StateHierarchyProcessor (bottom).

4.2.1.2 Pseudostates

Apart from “regular”, labeled states, Harel also introduces special notation elements, for
example to represent the initial state of a system or for denoting that a composite state
enters its last visited sub-state by default. These elements have been united under the
term Pseudostate in the Unified Modeling Language’s variant of statecharts [33].

The interpretation of Pseudostates could be realized in two different ways: First, it would
be possible to interpret them similarly like explained for simple states above, by matching
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for a (near-) circular Ellipse shape with a Label, then deciding by the assigned Attributes
of the circle (filled-in for initial states, hollow for other pseudostates) and the content of
the label (H, H*, S, ...) what kind of pseudostate is drawn. The second possibility would
be to represent these pseudostate types with special ComplexGraphicObjects, rendering
the user unable to switch pseudostate type by direct manipulation, but also reducing the
number of GraphicObjects to be interpreted and the processing effort required. If the level
of flexibility of the first possible implementation is really needed or wanted by users could
be part of a user study in the future. In the latter case, the StateHierarchyProcessor can
just detect these pseudostates based on the properties of a single graphic object, like
shown for “regular” states in section 4.2.1.

4.2.2 Composite States

State composition (referred to as “hierarchy” and “clustering and refinement” in [11])
is a means of specifying sub-behavior when the modeled system has a specific state,
respectively abstracting common behavior of states not unlike inheritance in object-
oriented programming. These hierarchies of states can be nested arbitrarily deep, and
state labels always belong to the innermost state in which they are contained. As Harel
[11] likens this notation to the formalism of Venn diagrams, it is explicitly possible that
states overlap.

In the COUCHEDIT architecture, this notation is covered by the Containment mechanism
(see section 3.2.6), similar to the state labeling introduced above. Based on a Contains
Relation between two GraphicObjects that are the source of a RepresentsStateElement
Relation each, the StateHierarchyProcessor will generate a ParentOf Relation between
the StateHierarchyElement represented by the Contains relation’s “a” side and the Sta-
teElement represented by the Contains Relation’s “b” side. An example for this is shown
in figure 4.8.

Due to this structure, the processing also supports multi-parent situations: As per the
definition of the Contains relation, always the most direct containment relations not also
covered by other ones will be generated. Thus, if a state’s representation is contained
within multiple other state representations, which in turn don’t have any Contains relation
between each other, multiple Contains edges (and thus ParentOf edges) will be created.

Also, deleting a parent state representation is easy and has no implication on its children:
The ParentOf relation is removed along with the State abstract syntax element associated
with the deleted GraphicObject, but no further Elements are affected, including the ID of
all children staying the same.

4.2.3 Transitions

Transitions (and connection-based notations in general) are an important topic to consider
but also a challenge for Comprehension. The notation elements explained above are able
to be interpreted in an unambiguous way – if an object is contained in another, it is clear
that the user intends to create the respective abstract syntax situation, whether considering
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Figure 4.8: Change in the state containment hierarchy represented by concrete syntax
(top) and processing step executed by the StateHierarchyProcessor (bottom).

labeling or ParentOf relations. However, for transitions, the situation is different, as already
mentioned in the introduction to chapter 4: Connections are not necessarily pixel-perfectly
connected to the border of the source / target state, as doing so requires high precision
from the user.

Many “traditional” modeling tools don’t deal with this problem as they directly reflect the
graph structure of the abstract syntax in the front-end: Instead of drawing lines, the user
creates a transition directly on the canvas. To this end, a source and target state need to
be selected. Therefore, a transition is always uniquely associated to its source and target
states, and changing this association requires another abstract syntax operation. This
hard connection, as stated before, also violates the “relaxed conformance” philosophy: If
a transition is required to have source and target states by the abstract syntax metamodel
and the “line” shown on the canvas is conceptually equal with the transition, creation of
dangling edges is out of the question.

The other variant of handling this would be heuristically choosing one State representation
as the transition’s start or end, potentially the one closest to the corresponding line end.
However, this has the potential of yielding interpretation results that the user did not intend,
especially when the possible options for source / target elements are close together.

In the COUCHEDIT framework, thus, transition interpretation is handled differently by
leveraging the flexible, modular data model and the Suggestion system. Through this,
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4 Application to Statechart Interpretation

the advantages of the aforementioned approaches are combined. First off, the Transition
comprehension is based on the Connection mechanism, and thus can use the prob-
ability calculated by that processing step. The TransitionEndProcessor is responsible
for evaluating the known representation Relations of a line’s potential endpoint as well
as the attributes of the line itself, thereby deciding whether that ConnectionEnd may
also represent an endpoint of a transition. If the conditions apply, a TransitionEndPoint
Relation is added. The probability of this Relation is carried over from its associated
ConnectionEnd Relation.

If one Line GraphicObject has matching (from and to) TransitionEndPoints associated to
it, the TransitionProcessor creates the appropriate Transition Elements. The probability of
the Transition Element is calculated from the probabilities of their associated endpoints.
If ambiguity arises, the TransitionProcessor could be implemented to react in multiple
potential ways – generate all possible transitions, generate just the one with the highest
probability if the difference is big enough, or generate none. In either of these cases,
the user could be offered a Suggestion to give the TransitionEndPoint (and therefore
the ConnectionEnd) an Explicit probability, which will automatically override all other
connection possibilities.

Furthermore, by using the data model of the Connection mechanism, the front-end could
also provide a notation-agnostic way of creating an explicit ConnectionEnd, which would
have the same effect.

Also, the concept of the TransitionEndPoint Relation enables to save “partial” respectively
“dangling” transitions in the abstract syntax model, so that omission agility as explained in
section 2.5 is supported.

Figure 4.9 shows the interpretation of a single transition end in the TransitionEndPro-
cessor. Upon receiving a new ConnectionEnd Relation, this Processor checks whether
the ShapedElement at the “b” end of the ConnectionEnd Relation has a RepresentsSta-
teElement relation associated to it. After that, the AttributeBags associated with the
Line GraphicObject are investigated: Depending on whether the lineEnd attribute of the
ConnectionEnd Relation is set to “start” or “end”, the corresponding end style of the
AttributeBags is checked. Based on this, the TransitionEndPoint Relation is generated; if
the line end associated with the received ConnectionEnd has an arrow, the role of the
TransitionEndPoint is set to TO, otherwise, it is set to FROM.

If two matching TransitionEnds (with roles FROM and TO) are created for the same line,
the TransitionProcessor will generate the appropriate Transition abstract syntax Element
(or multiple, one for each from-to combination found in the line’s TransitionEndPoints).
Additionally, it generates the RepresentsTransition Relation from the line to the Transition
abstract syntax Element. For internal usage in the statechart interpretation, EndpointFor
Relations attach the TransitionEndpoints to the Transition they were assigned to. These
additional Elements are shown in figure 4.10.

Potentially even more ambiguous is the association of a label located on the canvas
towards a transition. In the statechart concrete syntax, every transition has one label,
potentially specifying the event through which the transition is triggered, the condition
under which it is triggered and the action to be executed during the transition. As already
shown in the first example diagram shown in [11], only the “proximity” of the label to the
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Figure 4.9: Addition of a a “dangling” transition representation in concrete syntax (top)
and processing step executed by TransitionEndProcessor (bottom).

line is considered, thus the label can be situated above or below the transition line with
no difference in the meaning for interpretation. Because of this, the transition labeling
is a case of the “nearby” relation between two objects explained in section 3.2.4.3. For
performance reasons, this relation is not automatically calculated in the spatial mechanism
Processor, instead the language-specific processor can use the shDistance service (see
page 51) provided by the spatial component to determine the distance between labels
and lines.

As with ConnectionEnd and TransitionEndPoint relations, the labeling relations therefore
also carry a probability. This probability is dependent on the distance of the label to the
line as such and, for example, could be additionally influenced by the distance of the
label to the line’s center point, represented by a LineFractionHotSpotDefinition. In other
notations, the distance of labels towards specific points on a line would obviously be
even more important, for example considering the cardinalities in UML class diagram
associations (see figure 3.19).

The task of the TransitionLabelProcessor is to detect when a Label GraphicObject is
nearby a Line GraphicObject marked as a transition, and insert the appropriate LabelFor-
Transition Relation. The TransitionProcessor then decides on the label of the transition
based on these Relations – if ambiguities arise, i.e. multiple LabelForTransition Relations
were generated for one Transition abstract syntax element, there again is the possibility to
generate a Suggestion for declaring the LabelForTransition relation as Explicit.

4.2.4 Orthogonal Regions

Finally, orthogonal regions, which are used for denoting parallel behavior of a system
while it is in a certain “parent” state, are an example for the usage of the Compartments
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Figure 4.10: Processing step executed in the TransitionProcessor when inserting a new
“TO” TransitionEndPoint (in addition to the “FROM” one shown in figure 4.9)
towards a new state.

mechanism, described in section 3.2.5. In the case of statecharts, the StateCompart-
mentProcessor is used for their comprehension. When it detects a PotentialCompartment
Relation attached to a GraphicObject that has been previously identified as representing
a state, the AttributeBags of the associated lines will be checked whether they are all
dashed. If yes, it will insert:

• The CompartmentHotSpotDefiniton contained within the PotentialCompartment,

• a new OrthogonalRegion abstract syntax Element,

• the RepresentsOrthogonalRegion Relation connecting the two previous Elements,
and

• a ContainsRegion Relation between the containing State Element and the Orthogo-
nalRegion, similarly to the ParentOf relation towards a child state.

The CompartmentHotSpotDefinition, being a ShapedElement, will be processed by the
Spatial and Containment mechanisms similar to a normal GraphicObject. The comprehen-
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Figure 4.11: Processing step executed in the StateCompartmentProcessor when inserting
an orthogonal region separating line

sion of its child states and label works the same as explained in section 4.2.2 for “regular”
states.

One particularity worth mentioning is that, while the Compartment mechanism frequently
requires a hierarchy of Compartments to also recognize lines that are near another
Compartment’s border, only the “deepest” levels of them should get attached an Orthogo-
nalRegion abstract syntax Element, so that no “intermediate” Compartments are created
which are not actually visible in the diagram.

As an example, reconsider the situation shown in figure 3.26a (the details of how the
corresponding Compartment data model instance is generated are discussed in sec-
tion 3.2.5). If trying to interpret it as an orthogonal state in a statechart, there are three
visual orthogonal regions, spanning the shapes marked as α, β, γ. However, there
are four compartments, of which one is necessary to subsequently be able to detect
the dependent β and γ compartments. Therefore, this compartment does not get an
associated OrthogonalRegion abstract syntax Element, as displayed in figure 4.12.
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Another subject to notice is that states containing orthogonal regions have to be labeled in
a different fashion than described above for “regular” states [11], as there is no space for
the label in the state’s interior. They can instead be labeled with a “dummy” parent state, a
nearby Label similar to transitions or a special “folder” style tab at the top-left corner of the
state-representing rounded rectangle. Here, the flexibility of the HotSpot mechanism can
be used: The last variant can be realized by using a HotSpotDefinition of which the shape
is located in the top left of the state representation. The StateHierarchyProcessor or the
StateCompartmentProcessor inserts this HotSpotDefinition either for every state or when
detecting an orthogonal region in a state; the StateLabelProcessor would subsequently be
able to detect labels by querying for rectangles containing labels very close to / intersecting
this HotSpot.

β
α

γ

λ
μ

ρ

(a) Concrete syntax example of a compartmentalized rectangle (identical to figure 3.26a)
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the situation with the OrthogonalStateProcessor. Note that β ∪ γ does not have an Orthogonal-
Region attached to it.

Figure 4.12: Example for orthogonal state processing.
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4.3 Front-to-Back Example

As a wrap-up of chapter 3 and 4, the following example shows the “journey” of a change
through the different system components, demonstrating how the frontend, the different
“core” mechanisms and the statechart-specific components may work together. This
also again shows how the system’s architecture maps to the diagram editing process as
described in section 2.3.

Consider the case that the user manipulates the diagram by dragging an existing represen-
tation of a state “B” into the area of another existing state representation “A”, in order to
create a composite state. We assume that the state representations have been correctly
inserted before, which means that the corresponding State abstract syntax Elements
and their previous Relations have already been processed by the statechart handling
components.

This triggers the following sequence of processing steps, which is graphically shown in
figure 4.13:

1. As explained in section 3.3.1, the component responsible for the Recognition activity
is the CanvasOperationHandler. Its task is to detect changes in the drawn diagram
and applying them to the render model. Therefore, it updates the coordinates stored
in GraphicObjects according to the executed move operation.

2. The generated DiffCollection is then published (via the frontend component’s Modifi-
cationPort) to the ModificationBusManager, which will publish it to all other Modifi-
cationPorts subscribed to the Element type affected by the changes (in this case,
GraphicObject). This is the COUCHEDIT concept’s implementation of the Transfer
activity.

3. The first Processor to act upon these changes is the SpatialProcessor, which
removes the RightOfBoundary relations towards the (previously) left rounded rect-
angle from both the “B” label and the (previously) right rounded rectangle. Instead,
Include relations are inserted between these Elements.

4. The changes in Include relations are then processed by the ContainmentProcessor,
which consequently generates a new Contains relation between the previously left
and right rounded rectangles. Note that the Contains relation between the previously
right rounded rectangle and the “B” label remains untouched.

5. Finally, the StateHierarchyProcessor only needs to detect that the GraphicObjects
subject to the changed Contains Relation are representing StateElements by query-
ing their outgoing Relations. After confirming this, it can insert the corresponding
ParentOf abstract syntax Relation.
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Figure 4.13: Processing chain of a move action executed on the canvas104



5 Prototype Description

Parallel to the development of the presented concept, a prototypical implementation of it
has been created. Its purpose is to allow experimentation with design alternatives and
have a first executable, demonstrable rendition of the concept, showing its correctness and
applicability. In the future, it can serve as a reference and base for further development
and improvement. Also, the evaluation as described in chapter 6 was executed on the
described implementation.

The following sections describe this prototype system and go into some of the design
choices made and the reasoning behind them.

5.1 Technology Foundation and Description

The prototype system is entirely written in the language Kotlin1, targeting the Java Virtual
Machine platform. This combines the ecosystem of readily available Java libraries and
development tools with a language that fixes common problems occurring in Java (such
as missing null-safety) and greatly reduces the amount of repetitive program code (for
example by eliminating the need for “getter” and “setter” methods through a modern
property system).

Throughout the project, the Guice Dependency Injection framework2 takes care of provid-
ing dependencies to all components of the system. Dependency Injection in general suits
the decoupled architecture of the system well, as it is easy to implement and setup differ-
ent, independent components. Guice specifically was chosen for multiple reasons: First,
it integrates seamlessly with the frontend technologies explained below. Second, using
more advanced features such as scoping and map-bindings, it is possible to configure
requirements such as the independence of components’ ModelRepositories or central “ag-
gregate” services like the one providing shapes for HotSpotDefinitions. As these aspects
are configured centrally, it would be easily possible to replacing their implementations
in the future by changing the Dependency Injection’s configuration. In addition to that,
Dependency Injection simplifies the use of mocks in unit testing.

Gradle3 is used as a build system and for managing dependencies. The project is currently
split into three main sub-projects: Core, Frontend and Statecharts. Statecharts and
Frontend do not mutually depend on each other, except for setting up Dependency Injection
to include the Statecharts module in the frontend. Figure 5.1 shows the current structure

1https://kotlinlang.org/
2https://github.com/google/guice
3https://gradle.org/
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5 Prototype Description

of the prototype’s modules and central external dependencies. Including everything, i.e.
all modules and also counting test code, the prototype has approximately 23000 lines of
code and 6000 lines of comments4.
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Eclipse 
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Extensions

JGraphT-
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Figure 5.1: Current Gradle module structure of the CouchEdit prototype

5.1.1 Core

The Core module, on the one hand side, includes the “common” dependencies like the
ModelRepository and basic data structures like Elements, Relations and DiffCollections,
described in section 3.1. On the other hand, it contains the modeling language mechanism
processors, services and data structures as explained in section 3.2.

The central “transfer” parts of the system are currently driven by RxJava Observables5.
Each ModificationPort gets an “input” reactive stream of DiffCollections, which is filtered
by the ModificationBusManager to only include its specified Element types. Its outputs are
then passed back to the ModificationBusManager via an “output” reactive stream. Initially,
all of the system’s concurrency and caching was managed by RxJava, however this has
since been replaced by more elaborate solutions (see section 5.3.1).

The system’s data objects are implemented as plain data storage objects without further
functionality. Their graph structure is stored in a ModelRepository, as explained later in
section 5.3.2.

In implementing the mechanisms, the JTS Topology Suite6 was of tremendous help
by providing shape-agnostic geometric calculations, covering spatial relations, distance
calculations and parts of the compartment calculation procedure.

The Export and Serialization modules, while not technically belonging to core, also depend
on its data model. They can be used to convert core model Elements to serializable
representations and subsequently export them to data formats such as JSON.

The Core module alone currently has approximately 5200 lines of Kotlin code, excluding
comments, documentation and blank lines, as well as all of the tests. Combined with the
Serialization and Export modules, this raises slightly over 6200.

4These metrics were counted with the cloc tool: https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc
5http://reactivex.io/
6https://github.com/locationtech/jts
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5.1 Technology Foundation and Description

5.1.2 Frontend

The foundation of the frontend component is provided by the Graphical Editing Framework
(GEF) by the Eclipse Foundation7. It was chosen as it seemed to be the only complete
solution which lets one implement a graphical editor based on modern Java technology
without having to “reinvent the wheel”. GEF5, as a complete rewrite of the framework
compared to the previous GEF3 version, uses the JavaFX framework (either built-in
in older Java Virtual Machine versions or provided as an external dependency by the
OpenJFX8 project) as the underlying User Interface technology.

GEF takes care of basic editor tasks such as providing a scrolling and zooming canvas
and its operations: inserting, moving, resizing and deleting shapes. Other features include
the management of attachment and parent-child relations between shapes, as well as
undo / redo functionality for all actions executed on the canvas.

Being an Eclipse project, GEF is usually meant to be used in an Eclipse-centric environ-
ment, using their plugin architecture and potentially a whole Eclipse application based
on their Rich Client Platform. The CouchEdit prototype does not use these other Eclipse
components, instead GEF has been integrated into the Gradle build script like all other
dependencies. Unfortunately, repositories like Maven Central currently do not host GEF,
making it necessary to provide these artifacts manually as JAR files.

The GEF components have then been embedded in an interface realized using the
TornadoFX framework9. This framework allows easier and more idiomatic usage of
JavaFX in Kotlin, additionally providing useful extensions for commonly-needed use
cases.

The user-facing components of the frontend are supplemented by a set of background
components providing the connection to the processing parts of the system like illustrated
in figure 3.36. For their internal communication, these components also mostly utilize
RxJava streams, making it easier to execute certain actions on the JavaFX thread, while
offloading others to the background.

The Frontend module currently contains about 4800 lines of code, again only counting
“real” source code lines excluding the aforementioned categories.

A special module, which could be also counted towards the frontend, is the DebugUI
component. This separate user interface allows for live introspection into the system’s
details to find issues, implemented in approximately 1200 lines of code.

5.1.3 Statecharts

The Statecharts module is the second module making up the prototype’s “backend”, along
with the Core module. It implements interpretation for a subset of the statechart visual
language, following the description in chapter 4.

7https://www.eclipse.org/gef/
8https://openjfx.io/
9https://github.com/edvin/tornadofx
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5 Prototype Description

The Statecharts module does not require additional dependencies, as all of its needed
services are already provided by the Core module. Like in the description above, the
processing steps of the Statecharts module predominantly consist of queries on the
“mechanism” data objects provided by the upstream processors, thus greatly reducing
the implementation effort for this module. Therefore, the source code of the statecharts
module has only about 1900 lines of code.

5.2 Implemented Functionality

Due to the given time and effort constraints, the described prototype does not make the
claim to be a feature-complete editor for the statecharts language. Instead, a subset of
its features have been implemented along with the core components to demonstrate the
concept and provide a basis for its evaluation.

Implemented statechart features are:

• “Regular” states, including their labels

• Hierarchical relations between states

• Orthogonal regions

• Transitions and “dangling” transitions

• Detection of transition labels

Missing from the current implementation are:

• Pseudostates (initial, history, . . . )

• Event / Condition / Action and Activity string parsing

The main window of the COUCHEDIT prototype is shown in figure 5.2. The window consists
of three main areas: centrally, there is the canvas, where the diagram can be drawn and
manipulated. Insertion of GraphicObjects on the canvas is achieved by first selecting
the element type in the palette panel, then clicking at the desired spot in the canvas to
insert the corresponding element. Currently, the prototype only supports the insertion of
elementary GraphicObjects, this should be expanded with the support of insertion actions
for entire concrete syntax structures as described in section 3.3.2. On the right side, the
attribute panel can be seen. This allows the manipulation of AttributeBags of the currently
selected Element as described in section 3.2.1.1.

The toolbar at the top of the window currently allows for:

• Load / save operations,

• undo / redo,

• enabling or disabling publishing of “uncommitted” actions, i.e. if this feature is
activated, changes get published before the user has released the mouse button
when manipulating a graphical object,

• changing the z-order of objects on the canvas and
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Palette panel

Main Toolbar

Attribute panel

Canvas area

Figure 5.2: Empty window of the COUCHEDIT prototype.

• opening the debug user interface in a separate window

When the user clicks on a diagram element, it is selected for further manipulation, as
demonstrated by the examples in figure 5.3. Lines can be freely dragged at their handles
without needing to “connect” them to another element. Lines can have an arbitrary number
of points, which are connected by straight line segments. The first and the last point
are attached to another Element if a ConnectionEnd relation with probability Explicit is
present, and thus they are moved along with this “anchor” Element. Text labels can be
edited “in place” without having to leave the main editor interface, as shown in figure 5.3b.
To this end, the user can start typing when a label is selected, or the editing mode can be
enabled by double-clicking the label. Label changes are confirmed by the ENTER key or
by clicking outside the label area. The change can be canceled at any time by pressing
ESCAPE.

Also visible in figure 5.3a is the attribute editor. Attributes are shown in a tabular tree view,
where the first level of nodes represents the AttributeBags associated with the selected
Elements. The user can choose to add more AttributeBags with the “Add attributes” menu,
if there is a type of AttributeBag registered in the central AttributeBagFactory for the cur-
rently chosen GraphicObject type of which no instance exists for this GraphicObject. Note
that the LineAttributes shown in figure 5.3a are entirely responsible for the appearance of
the line – this again stresses the point that the graphic objects shown are not “pre-defined”
for a certain purpose, but are interpreted dynamically based on their visual features.

The editor also offers a context menu for every GraphicObject if clicked with the right mouse
button, as shown in figure 5.4. This menu is split into two parts: The top items provide
generic operations available for every object. The bottom ones are a first implementation
of the Suggestion system, as described in section 3.3.2. This means they are dynamically
generated by the backend. The figure shows three of these Suggestions: The first one
changes the Attributes of the Line, the second allows the user to make the ConnectionEnd
between the right-clicked Line and the two RoundedRectangle GraphicObject Explicit
in order to attach the line ends, while the third suggestion marks the LabelFor relation
between the abstract syntax Transition and the label above the line as Explicit.

As the prototype is primarily meant as an experimentation and development platform,
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(a) Editing of a line, also shown are the line attributes

(b) Editing of a label

Figure 5.3: Editing interfaces for different GraphicObjects in the COUCHEDIT prototype.

Figure 5.4: Context menu for a GraphicObject in the COUCHEDIT prototype
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Figure 5.5: Example diagram drawn in the COUCHEDIT prototype.

Figure 5.6: “Graph” view of the DebugUI component showing the abstract syntax model
comprehended from the diagram in figure 5.5. CR = ContainsRegion, PO =
ParentOf, T = Transition
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Figure 5.7: “DiffCollection” view of the DebugUI component showing the DiffCollections
exchanged when loading the diagram from figure 5.5.

an important part of its functionality is the Debug UI. This user interface, provided by
an encapsulated module, gives insights into the processing steps and internal states of
system components. The main Debug UI screen can be accessed by clicking on the “bug”
icon in the editor’s main toolbar. The debug view currently contains the following modules:
The Processor states tab allows the selection of an arbitrary Processor in the system;
if this processor contains a ModelRepository, the state of that Repository is shown in a
live-updated graph view as shown in figure 5.6. The user may select any of the nodes
shown in the graph to display the corresponding element’s properties in the right pane
of the window. A toolbar shown at the top of the graph view enables the user to tweak
the display style of the graph, for example the style in which nodes are labeled, or enable
automatic layout.

The second current part of the Debug UI is the DiffCollection tab (shown in figure 5.7),
which is attached to a special ModificationPort for logging the DiffCollections exchanged in
the system, thus observing its behavior. The “Connect” button at the top left corner of the
window adds the Debug UI’s associated ModificationPort to the ModificationBusManager,
enabling it to record and display incoming DiffCollections. The user interface consists
of three panels: In the leftmost column, the DiffCollections that arrived on the Modifica-
tionPort are listed, along with the contained Element types and counts of diff types (add,
modify and remove). When a DiffCollection gets selected, the single diffs contained in this
DiffCollection are displayed in the middle column. The user may then again select one of
these diffs, which causes the affected Element’s properties to be displayed in the upper
table of the rightmost pane, along with the components of the timestamp associated with
this diff below that.
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5.3 Implementation Details

The following sections cover the solutions for some important and central details of the
prototype system, to give suggestions for their implementation on the one hand and
context for the improvement suggestions given in chapter 6 on the other hand.

5.3.1 Processing

Like described in section 3.1.2, the system fundamentally works with a set of independent
components, all hidden behind one ModificationPort each and connected by the
ModificationBusManager. This structure is carried over to the prototype, where these
components are strictly separated by Guice scopes, so that their ModelRepository and
other needed facilities are encapsulated in a “logical” package. The classes responsible
for processing in the prototype are shown in figure 5.8.

+id : string

+consumes() : List<Class<Element>>
+connectInputTo(publisher : Observable<TimedDiffCollection>)
+getOutput() : Observable<TimedDiffCollection>

<<Interface>>
ModificationPort

ProcessorModificationPort

+id : string

+consumes() : List<Class<Element>>
+process(diffs : TimedDiffCollection) : TimedDiffCollection
+getNumberOfThreads() : int

<<Interface>>
Processor

+ModificationBusManager(initialPort : List<ModificationPort>)
+registerPort(port : ModificationPort)

ModificationBusManager

+connect(input : Flowable<TimedDiffCollection>, output : Observer<TimedDiffCollection>)
+dump() : TimedDiffCollection
+attach(port : ModificationPort, observable : Observable<TimedDiffCollection>)

ModificationBusStateCache

<<Interface>>
ExecutorService

cache

1

ports0..*

1

processor

1

executor

Figure 5.8: Service classes used for processing in the prototype.

The ModificationPort interface, by directly exposing its input and output RxJava
Observables, gives a component the freedom to asynchronously publish DiffCollections
at any time, without requiring input. This is important for the frontend ModificationPort and
future uses, where changes can be triggered from outside. However, most components
have the form of Processors described in section 3.1.2.3. A Processor is characterized
by providing a synchronous process function, converting the input DiffCollection into an
output DiffCollection.

The flows between the different Processing components are shown in figure 5.9.

To integrate a Processor into the system, the ProcessorModificationPort is used.
Initially, this was conceived as a thin adapter from the Processor interface to the Modifica-
tionPort interface, observing the incoming DiffCollections and using RxJava’s integrated
threading facilities for calling the Processor function. RxJava’s implementation of “back-
pressure” would then automatically allow buffering objects while the Processor is blocked.
However, this lead to congestion issues: If a DiffCollection took a longer time to process
(for example spatial relation calculation being executed on a DiffCollection with a high
number of modified Elements), further incoming DiffCollections would build up in the
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Figure 5.9: Data flows between components in the COUCHEDIT prototype

incoming Observable of the ProcessorModificationPort. Depending on the duration of pro-
cessing for these successional buffered DiffCollections, the Processor would be occupied
for long stretches of time processing these DiffCollections one by one.

Instead, the current implementation of the ProcessorModificationPort uses the Java
ExecutorService interface and a single “buffered” DiffCollection. Whenever a DiffCollection
comes in, it is merged into the previously buffered DiffCollection of the ProcessorModifica-
tionPort. Then, if the ExecutorService’s queue is currently empty, the ModificationPort
requests a processing “flush” of the buffered DiffCollection at the Executor, which passes
the DiffCollection into the Processor and publishes the results to the ProcessorModifica-
tionPort’s output. The maximum number of parallel threads for “flushing” is defined by the
Processor.

Another problem to be considered is the global “caching” / collection of the exchanged
DiffCollections. This is necessary to be able to introduce a Processor into the system at
any given time, which should then receive the current state of the system. The RxJava
ReplaySubject fulfills this requirement by simply keeping a list of all published objects and
re-publishing them to any new subscriber. However, this means an ever-increasing number
of stored DiffCollections, also containing old Element states and long-deleted Elements.
Instead, the ModificationBusStateCache is used, which keeps the last versions of all
published Elements in its own ModelRepository. When a new ModificationPort is to be
added to the system, the cache ensures that the port’s input first gets the stored system
state as a DiffCollection, and only after that starts receiving newly published DiffCollections
from the other components.

5.3.2 ModelRepository

Also introduced in section 3.1.2, the ModelRepository class serves as the general data
storage service in the COUCHEDIT architecture. Its main purpose is to manage the
hypergraph structure of Elements and Relations and allow reading as well as modifying
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operations. While fulfilling these needs, it also needs to provide support for the auxiliary
data structures of the system, namely DiffCollections and VectorTimestamps.

As shown in figure 5.10, the prototype contains the class RootGraphBasedModelReposi-
tory, which serves as the main read/writable storage of a Processor. Additionally, the
ChildGraphBasedModelRepository can be used to provide a view on a subset of the el-
ements of a “parent” repository. This view is also controlled by a graph – only the Elements
contained both in the parent repository and the child’s graph are returned by the child
repository’s retrieval methods. This functionality is used by the Containment mechanism’s
Processor to generate the transitive reduction of Include and HotSpotDefinition relations
as described in section 3.2.6.

Like evident from the class diagram, all of the ModelRepository’s modifying operations
(store, remove and clear) return a TimedDiffCollection. This is an essential part of
the processing flow as introduced in figure 3.5 – Processors can easily generate the
“actual” differences caused by incoming diffs; for this, they make use of the DiffCollections
returned from store and remove calls (the prototype framework provides the Applicator
class for automating the application of incoming DiffCollections). Similarly, diffs caused
by the processing itself can be collected and returned at the end of a processing run.
Through this usage of the actual differences calculated by the ModelRepository instead of
the “raw” incoming diffs, unnecessary processing steps and endless loops are avoided.

Internally, the ModelRepository implements a hypergraph structure like introduced in
section 3.1.1 and especially shown in the figures of chapter 4. The complexity of this

+store(element : Element, timestamp : VectorTimestamp = null) : TimedDiffCollection
+remove(id : string, timestamp : VectorTimestamp = null) : TimedDiffCollection
+clear() : TimedDiffCollection
+dump() : TimedDiffCollection

<<Interface>>
ModelRepository

+get(id : string) : Element
+getAll(type : Class<Element>) : Result
+getElementAndRelated(ref : ElementReference) : Result
+getRelationsFromElement(id : string, type : Class<Element>, subtypes : boolean) : Result
+getRelationsToElement(id : string, type : Class<Element>, subtypes : boolean) : Result
+getRelationsAdjacentToElement(id : string, type : Class<Element>, subtypes : boolean) : Result
+getRelationsBetweenElements(fromId : string, toId : string, type : Class<Element>, subtypes : boolean) : Result

<<Interface>>
ModelRepositoryRead

GraphBasedModelRepository

RootGraphBasedModelRepository ChildGraphBasedModelRepository

+get(id : string) : Element
+get(ref : ElementReference) : Element
+getKeys() : String[]
+getValues() : Element[]

Result

parent

1

<<use>>

Figure 5.10: ModelRepository class structure of the COUCHEDIT prototype
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model lies in the nature of the hypergraph data structure, i.e. the potential of multiple start-
and endpoints per Relation object. This is accompanied by the potential directedness of
Relations and the status of Relations as a type of Element, which means they can also
be sources and targets of other Relations. In the prototype, the ModelRepository was
implemented using the JGraphT library10. This library was chosen for the flexibility and
expressiveness of its data model, where nodes and edges can carry arbitrary objects as
their payload. However, JGraphT does not include support for hypergraphs at all, which
made it necessary to manually implement this functionality. As a result, the internal graph
data structure of the ModelRepository actually contains at least three items per Relation
object – the Relation’s node (just like a “regular” Element) and edges connecting the
Relation’s source / target Element nodes to the Relation’s node. Due to the encapsulation
inside the ModelRepository, it would be possible to swap this implementation for a more
efficient solution in the future, without changing the rest of the prototype (see chapter 7).

5.3.3 Timestamps

Early in the prototype’s development, it became apparent that there can be situations
where DiffCollections arrive out-of-order, thereby overwriting newer states of Elements. As
there also is no explicit safeguard against loops in processing, it could also happen that
published older states overwrite newer ones in the same component, if the component
consumes the same type of Elements as it produces. Therefore, it is clear that functionality
for determining the temporal relationships between different states of an Element needs
to be integrated into the framework.

However, to prepare for future requirements such as system distribution, the system clock
is not used for this. Thus, the system of VectorTimestamps, as previously mentioned in
section 3.1.1.3, was introduced.

In the prototype system, a VersionManager instance is attached to every root Model-
Repository, saving the VectorTimestamps of the currently stored Element versions. The
ModelRepository updates this timestamp during runs of the store and remove proce-
dures:

• A timestamp can be given to the store / remove call, which causes the Element
to be stored with that timestamp. This is used by the Applicator for applying the
external changes.

• If no timestamp is given, the Element is stored with a timestamp of which all
components have the maximum values of all “external” timestamp components,
and the component’s own timestamp component increased by 1. This implies that
the Element’s new state is causally dependent on the states of all other Elements
currently stored in the ModelRepository, i.e. it has been generated considering all
of these.

The timestamps of Elements affected by an operation are included in the TimedDiffCollec-
tion that is returned by the operation and are thus also published to other components at
the end of a processing run.
10https://jgrapht.org/
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A problem that arises with this system, which needs to be addressed in the future, is the
handling of parallel timestamps, where neither the state coming in via a DiffCollection is
causally dependent on the one stored inside a component’s ModelRepository nor vice
versa. Currently, the Applicator is configured to ignore the incoming Element state in this
case. This cannot be a permanent solution, especially in preparing for real distributed
modeling, as it leads to inconsistencies between the states of Elements in different
components. A discussion of possible solutions can be found in section 7.2.
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An important part of a Design Science Research project is the evaluation of the developed
artifacts, leading to an assessment of how well the problem established as the starting
point for the research is solved by its results [12].

In the case of the project described here, there are multiple possible ways in which the two
resulting artifacts, the COUCHEDIT concept and prototype, could be evaluated. This stems
from the broad requirements and the nature of the project creating a fundamentally new
framework and even a completely new style of architecture and interaction for graphical
editors, and could be seen as a bottom-to-top evaluation hierarchy:

1. The basic concept of distributed components connected via a publish / subscribe
system, independently processing a hypergraph structure, can be tested on its
“correctness” / suitability for the given purpose of supporting the conversion between
concrete and abstract syntax.

2. Accompanying item 1, it also seems worthwhile to investigate the performance of
the current implementation and identify starting points for optimization.

3. As one of the main goals of the system was applicability towards multiple concrete
and abstract syntaxes, one form of evaluation would be to check developer usability,
i.e. the easiness of implementing additional components for supporting different
concrete-abstract syntax pairs. This would also help to further demonstrate the
generalizability of the approach.

4. Finally, the most “high-level” evaluation question is that of end-user usability. This
not only evaluates the concept and prototype as such, but also the general idea of
relaxed conformance editing.

Due to the given time and effort constraints, and thereby also the current maturity of
concept and implementation, item 3 and 4 do not seem feasible or relevant at the moment.
In the case of item 3, it became clear during the implementation of the prototype that
hard-coding the Comprehension logic as done in the prototype (especially considering
the diff-based design) is an error-prone and laborious task, even with the help of the core
mechanisms. Thus, it seems worthwhile to investigate a more declarative approach, as
described in section 7.1.

For item 4, due to the focus on the basic concept, the elaborateness of the prototype’s
frontend is too low to produce meaningful results. Key end-user features such as global
actions (described in section 3.3.2) are not implemented at this stage and interactions
such as creation of Line GraphicObjects have not been implemented in a user-friendly
way yet. Systematically developing an interface for relaxed conformance editing with the
goal of best Modeling Experience [5] is a task that should be tackled in the future, see
section 7.4.
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Due to these reasons, the evaluation goals pursued in this iteration were the ones de-
scribed in item 1 and 2 above. The evaluation results are then interpreted especially
regarding the system’s architecture and implementation traits, to gauge their reasonable-
ness and derive change recommendations for future development.

6.1 Test Setup

Leaving out the developer and end-user usability means one focus of the evaluation is
the reproducibly correct interpretation of the implemented statechart concrete syntax. On
the other hand, the performance of the prototype, especially under “stress” with diagrams
bigger than what is usually drawn in manual testing, is evaluated in the same go. To this
end, automatic test cases were designed and implemented.

Due to its modular structure, the COUCHEDIT prototype can be tested on multiple levels:

1. At the most atomic level, the correctness of the system’s services can be assessed
using “regular” unit tests. These check the correct output of a single common
“infrastructural” service like the ModelRepository or an auxiliary service used by
one of the system components, given a controlled input generated by the test case
itself. The service’s dependencies, otherwise provided by the Dependency Injection
framework, are replaced by “dummy” / mock implementations.

2. Similarly, as a larger-scale “unit” or integration test, entire components can be tested
in the same form as they would be used in the system itself. This means, they
are setup using the dependency injection container including all their respective
dependencies. The tests then pertain to the output DiffCollections produced in
reaction to generated input DiffCollections. This tests the correct functionality of
the singular components, but does not assess the framework as such. Due to
the diff-based operation of the system, it is sensible to construct these tests as
scenarios, where a sequence of diffs is given to the same instance of the component
in different steps of the test.

3. In contrast to that, system tests work with a complete configuration of the core and
language-specific parts of the system, i.e. the same system used by the end-user
minus the frontend. The test cases interact with the system like the frontend would,
via a special ModificationPort, and will consume DiffCollections exchanged on the
system’s ModificationBus like a normal Processor. These tests are also built as
scenarios. Here, the processing parts of the system are covered in their entirety, i.e.
all services participating in the interpretation of the situation given by the test are
covered, from the mechanism / language-specific interpretation processors to the
commonly used services such as the ModelRepository and the central processing
facilities surrounding the ModificationBusManager.

The most comprehensive type of tests are the ones described by item 3, and therefore
also will be the focus of the evaluation. For the prototype, furthermore unit tests (item 1)
have been implemented for the common core components (ModelRepository classes,
ModificationPort, . . . ) and single-component integration tests (item 2) are realized for
the Spatial component.
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One challenge about the system tests is that they have to deal with the asynchronous and
sequence-free nature of the system architecture – it is not intended in the “production”
version of the prototype that a DiffCollection can be processed synchronously waiting on
the results, however this is necessary in the test scenarios, in order to make assertions
on the resulting data afterwards. A potential solution would be to specifically listen for
the expected Element states and finish the test after this is completed, however this
would mean that tests would never fail, only get “stuck” if the expected Elements never
occur. This, in turn, would make timeouts necessary, which again have the potential to
prematurely cancel tests if they run too slow.

Instead, the solution chosen is to extend the central processing components with test-
specific hooks. This uses the fact that Processor components are purely reactive, i.e. no
DiffCollection except the initial input is generated without another DiffCollection causing it.
Furthermore, the decoupling of Processors from their ModificationPort, as explained
in section 5.3.1, can be exploited to watch the DiffCollection exchange in a component
without modifying the actual Processor’s code. The extensions to the central processing
components can be seen in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Processing system architecture (as shown in figure 5.9) extended by the red
components and steps for testing

As depicted in the figure above, the most important extension is a decorator class for
TimedDiffCollections which allows their identification even after filtering and copy opera-
tions. Every DiffCollection produced by a Processor is wrapped in such a decorator, and
the central TestModificationPortRegistry keeps track of which such DiffCollection
IDs have been handled by which Processors. When finished with a processing run, the
ProcessorModificationPort informs the TestModificationPortRegistry which DiffCollection
IDs have been consumed for this processing step, and which new DiffCollection IDs have
been created.
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The test scenario itself blocks finishing of the test step until it is notified by the TestModifi-
cationPortRegistry that all published DiffCollections (including the original input) were also
processed by all components. In the current implementation, this is realized by a Java
CompletableFuture.

The scenario itself inputs Elements into the processing components via its own, special-
ized TestModificationPort, and it can make assertions on the processing results by
accessing the data stored in the TestProcessor’s ModelRepository.

As for the technology surrounding the test execution, the JUnit 5 framework1 was chosen
for its wide tool support (in Integrated Development Environments and through Gradle).
The COUCHEDIT prototype uses the “Dynamic Testing” facilities of JUnit to provide
parameterized test scenarios as described in section 6.2. While the support in JUnit
for such dynamic testing is not perfect (for example concerning test names not being
shown correctly when run through Gradle, or timeouts set via annotations not supported
for dynamic tests), it still has the benefit of the aforementioned tool support.

The structure of system and integration tests is as follows: The actual JUnit “test” class
is a CouchEditTestSuite subclass. This class provides the basic framework for test
execution and provides a getTests method, which returns a list of CouchEditTest
instances. The reason for this setup is that JUnit does not support parameterization of
entire test classes (scenarios), but only of single test methods. All methods provided by
the CouchEditTest instances which are annotated correctly will then be executed as a
dynamic test by the CouchEditTestSuite. The test instances have the ability to report data
about executed test steps back to the test suite, which will write this data to CSV output
files after completion.

The most important component of the data recorded is the per-processor execution time
of a DiffCollection, which serves as the dependent variable in the performance tests as
shown in section 6.3.1. This designates the sum of nanoseconds that every processor
spent in its process method from start to finish of a processing run (i.e. from publishing
the current input DiffCollection until there are no DiffCollections left in the system). This
data is recorded by the TestProcessorModificationPort and subsequently passed back
to the test suite. As the independent variable, a test scenario specific value (which is
a variable input parameter of the test case itself) is recorded alongside this processing
time. For gathering an additional set of data, the total processing time is stored, which
is the elapsed time between publication of the input DiffCollection until no unprocessed
DiffCollections remain in the system. All of these values are recorded on a per-test-step
basis, which allows comparing the processing performance of different ways of interacting
with the system, like further elaborated in section 6.2.

The last piece of the testing framework is provided by a set of scripts written in Python2.
These scripts use the command line interface of the Gradle build system to facilitate
repeated test execution and subsequently aggregate the output results of these tests.
The purpose of this repeated execution is twofold: First, sporadic errors occurring due
to the asynchronous design are discovered more reliably. On the other hand, the result
accuracy of the performance tests is increased by counterbalancing fluctuations in system

1https://junit.org/junit5/
2https://www.python.org/
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performance, e.g. due to background processes running on the same machine. For
the same reason, the sequence of the single test case instances (i.e. the independent
variable values) in a test suite is also randomized. Through the integration with widespread
testing technology and the scripts, provided alongside the main application code, the
evaluation can be easily reproduced. This also allows easy performance comparison after
optimizations and other changes in the future.

As an additional data set, profiling data was gathered using the JVM async-profiler
tool3, which is an important help in identifying application bottlenecks.

6.2 System Test Cases

For the evaluation, six test scenarios have been developed, each encompassing six to
sixteen test steps (processing steps and assertions). The goal of the test scenarios in
general was to simulate user interactions in arbitrarily scalable concrete syntax instances.
Therefore, an emphasis was put in not only gauging the correctness and performance
of initially loading a diagram (i.e. inserting all GraphicObjects at once), but also that of
different user actions on these diagrams involving only a subset of the diagram’s elements.
Each scenario focuses on a specific mechanism, but due to the nature of the system tests,
all components are always active during the scenarios. The following paragraphs give
short descriptions of the structure and the goals of the tests; refer to appendix A for more
elaborate information on the implemented scenarios.

StateGridTest This is the most basic test scenario, checking the speed and correctness
of detecting “simple” states from the canvas. It generates a grid of state concrete syntax
representations (i.e. rounded rectangles, each containing a label in its interior). None
of the states overlap each other, therefore every pair of RoundedRectangles has a
RightOfBoundary relation, a BottomOfBoundary relation or both between each other. In
subsequent steps, a move operation is executed on some of these state representations,
an additional set of state representations is inserted and a set of state representations
is removed, with assertions pertaining to the abstract syntax data model being executed
after each of these steps. The independent variable is the number of state representations,
which is varied quadratically, i.e. the number of rows and columns in the grid is always
kept equal.

CompleteTransitionGraphTest Checks the system’s correct behavior and performance
in the presence of a big number of transitions (and therefore, elements utilizing the
Connection mechanism, explained in section 3.2.4). Similar to StateGridTest, a variable-
size grid of state representations is generated at the beginning of this test. However, in
addition to that, transition representations (i.e. lines with the correct Attributes set) are
inserted connecting every pair of state representations in this grid (without using Explicit
ConnectionEnds, i.e. the transition has to be decided only based on the distance of the

3https://github.com/jvm-profiling-tools/async-profiler
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line endpoints to the state representations). After that, increasing the transition probability
and inserting a new state with accompanying transition is tested.

OrthogonalStateGridTest This scenario tests the splitting of a state into orthogonal re-
gions (leveraging the Compartments mechanism, see section 3.2.5) where no orthogonal
region is dependent on another. The independent variable is the number of orthogonal
regions to be created represented by the horizontal and vertical grid size, similar to the
StateGridTest. Based on that equally distributed horizontal and vertical lines are generated
inside of an “outer” state representation.

After this constellation has been inserted initially, state representations are inserted in
each of the compartment areas to check the correct calculation of ParentOf relations for
orthogonal regions. The correct interpretation of compartment / orthogonal region change
operations is checked by adding and removing lines to / from the grid in subsequent steps.

RecursiveOrthogonalStateTest Similarly to the previous scenario, this test pertains
to the Compartments mechanism. However, the difference lies in that for the Recursive-
OrthogonalStateTest, as the name suggests, the areas of the orthogonal regions (except
for the first one) created here all depend on other orthogonal regions further “up” in the
hierarchy. Figure 6.2 shows an example of the initial situation generated (the depth, i.e.
the number of splitting recursions executed, is the independent variable for this test).

Figure 6.2: Situation generated by the RecursiveOrthogonalStateTest for depth = 5

Similar to the OrthogonalStateGridTest, state representations are inserted in each com-
partment that is not further split up, to check the correct generation of areas for subcom-
partments. Again, in subsequent steps, the creation of two new compartments from one
“parent” by inserting a line, and the removal of a splitting line to merge two compartments
is tested.

ChildStateChangeTest Predominantly utilizing the Containment mechanism like de-
scribed in section 3.2.6, the steps of this scenario verify the correct Comprehension
of hierarchical relations between states, as explained in section 4.2.2. An emphasis
is also put on operations that stress the benefits of the parsing-based approach of the
COUCHEDIT architecture and its flexible graphical model – for example being able to
move the parent state without affecting the child states, or the possibility to have one state
contained in multiple parent states at once, as proposed in [11].
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Figure 6.3: Processing steps executed by the ChildStateChangeTest. Changed Graph-
icObjects are marked in red for each step. For a textual description of the
scenario steps, refer to appendix A.5.2.

This test case takes a “situation” containing multiple states, like shown in figure 6.3a, as
its starting point. Multiple instances of this situation are inserted in the first step of the test
to simulate diagrams of variable size, and this number of situations also serves as the
independent variable for the test. In the following steps, the first situation is manipulated,
to mimic behavior of a user that manually modifies a part of a diagram. Each of these
modifications should affect the ParentOf relations of the abstract syntax State Elements
in a certain way. These steps are shown in figure 6.3.

OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest Provides an “all-encompassing” scenario. It
aims to incorporate all available concrete syntax elements (and therefore their respective
mechanisms) in one “situation”, the hierarchical position of the states being chosen
systematically as explained in appendix A.6.1. It also serves as an assessment of
performance in medium-sized diagrams, with the numbers of states and transitions
similar to each other. Like in the ChildStateChangeTest, the independent variable for the
performance tests is the number of replicated “situations” inserted in the first step, while
the subsequent steps are executed only on the first situation to simulate the activities
of a user when editing a diagram. As before, the test scenario specifically includes
a step using the “relaxed conformance” features of the system, namely creation of a
“dangling” transition. The initial situation and the subsequent editing operations are shown
in figure 6.4.

Another point worth discussing is the selection of reasonable value ranges for the in-
dependent variables of the test scenarios. This always has to be a trade-off between
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Figure 6.4: Processing steps executed by the OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest.
Changed GraphicObjects are marked in red for each step, while unchanged
Transition representations are marked in green for better readability. For a
textual description of the scenario steps, refer to appendix A.6.3.
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completeness, the time required to execute the tests (both in terms of the number of
distinct data points and the upper limit at which the system takes too long for process-
ing) and the realism of tests. For the last point, it is rather unclear what constitutes a
“realistic” diagram size. As a point of reference, for example the Seven process modeling
guidelines [34], an initiative to give guidelines for creating high-quality models in the
Business Process Modeling (BPM) domain, suggests that a diagram with more than 50
“elements” should be split up (decomposed) into multiple sub-diagrams. However, it is not
clarified what constitutes an “element” in this context (especially whether connectors in
graph-based languages are considered an element).

This guideline, however, is based on [35], which reports empirical studies conducted on
errors in Event-Driven Process Chain (EPC) process diagrams. Here, the claim is made
that the share of erroneous models increases over 50% when containing more than 48
nodes, which exclude the connection-based EPC language’s edges, called arcs. For the
latter, the study resulted in a count of 62 above which more than 50% of the checked
process models contained errors.

Starting from the results in [35], it can therefore be assumed that a “reasonable” diagram
size would be around 50 nodes and 60 edges in a connection-based language. It is
unclear, however, how inclusion of the Containment and Compartments mechanisms
affects this number.

From there, it can be roughly estimated which range of input parameters gives a simulation
of realistic diagrams. Additionally, the range of test input sizes should contain higher
values than that to “stress test” the system. Combined with the other reasons mentioned
above, this results in the following input sets being chosen:

• For the StateGridTest, quadratic grids from 3 × 3 to 15 × 15, equating to nine to
225 state representations, are used. The 2 × 2 grid is excluded as it would not
be possible to move the chosen number of five states to compare against bigger
concrete syntax instances.

• The CompleteTransitionGraphTest is executed with grids of m × n, with m,n ∈
[1, 4]. The 1 × 1 grid is excluded as it would not contain any transitions. This
amounts to two to sixteen state representations in concrete syntax, with up to 240
transition representations connecting them. For more readable evaluation results,
the performance results are displayed only by the number of states contained, which
means for example 3× 4 and 4× 3 grids are agregated into one data point.

• The grid sizes chosen for the OrthogonalStateGridTest are again quadratic, this
time from 2× 2 until 10× 10, i.e. four to hundred orthogonal regions contained in
the “outer” state representation, which are separated by two up to eighteen lines.

• Depths for the RecursiveOrthogonalStateTest range from one to fifteen. Thus, a
range of one to sixteen orthogonal regions is created in its initially inserted diagram,
generated by one to fifteen splitting lines.

• The ChildStateChangeTest uses a range of one to twenty “situations” containing
five state representations each, so the maximum number of states contained is 100.

• Finally, in the OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest, the number of “situations” ranges
from one to five, with each situation containing seventeen state representations,
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CompleteTransitionGraph X X X X X X X
OrthogonalStateGrid X X X X X X
RecursiveOrthogonalState X X X X X X
ChildStateChange X X X X
OrthogonalHierarchyConnection X X X X X X X X X

Table 6.1: Processor outputs checked in each test case

twelve transition representations and four orthogonal regions. Therefore, the maxi-
mum number of states contained in a scenario diagram is 85, with 60 transitions
and 20 orthogonal regions.

As a summary of the test cases, table 6.1 shows which tests check the outputs of which
Processors either directly or indirectly by derived Elements. The outputs of TransitionPo-
tentialLabel and Disambiguation Processors are not checked in the test cases as their
functionality is not yet fully implemented.

6.3 Evaluation Results

All of the system test cases above, after fixing initial small bugs discovered through
testing, are passed by the system in repeated execution (50 runs, 974 individual test steps
executed per run). All currently implemented notation elements except line labels (for
which only a partial implementation is provided) are covered by the tests, while source
code line coverage in processing, statecharts, model and util packages without
the attribute parts (i.e. those relevant for the actual processing tasks) is 84%, with
87% coverage of the statecharts module. Therefore, taking into account the current
prototypical state of realization, it can be assumed with sufficient certainty that these
notation elements can be interpreted correctly using the current state of the concept. The
next question, therefore, is the quality in which this is achieved. The performance (time
taken for processing) of the system in the described test cases is depicted in the following
section 6.3.1. Furthermore, the experience gained during the process of implementing,
debugging and testing the prototype allows reflection on the design decisions contained
in the architecture, elaborated in section 6.3.2.
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6.3.1 Performance

All of the following results are taken from the aforementioned 50 consecutive runs. The
environment was deliberately chosen not to be high-end hardware: The test results
presented in the following sections were gathered on a 2012 Lenovo Thinkpad X230
laptop, which was equipped with an Intel Core i5-3320M CPU, 16GB of RAM and 1TB of
SSD storage. The runtime environment used was the OpenJDK Runtime Environment
1.8.0_222b05, on a Manjaro Linux installation with no applications open except for the
standard KDE Plasma desktop environment. The times shown are the average runtimes
from all 50 runs.

Generally, in all test cases executed, a drastic non-linear increase in the processing times
taken for the initial step of a scenario can be observed with increasing diagram size.
However, the increases in time taken for the comprehension of subsequent editing steps
are less steep. A comparison of total processing times for the initial insertion against
change operations in varying diagram sizes for the StateGridTest is shown in figure 6.5.

This increase in processing time used expectedly intensifies with the number of Graph-
icObjects and mechanisms participating. For example, the addition of transition repre-
sentations to the initially inserted diagram for the CompleteTransitionGraphTest leads to
the processing performance shown in figure 6.6, which is vastly worse as every one of
these transitions also has to be run through the Comprehension process. As can also be
seen in this figure, the difference between initial insertion performance and subsequent
operations is even more drastic than shown for StateGridTest – in the biggest case tested
(not shown in the plot because of limited space), while the insertion of a state grid including
a complete set of transitions (step 1) for 16 states takes approximately 21 seconds, the
subsequent moving of a transition endpoint is completed in 260 ms.

A slightly different picture is yielded from the tests that take advantage of the Compart-
ments mechanism. As explained in section 3.2.5, compartment areas are calculated
dynamically based on the Elements on which they depend, so that a comparatively ex-
pensive recalculation becomes necessary when changing the shape of Compartments.
Due to the system’s architecture using diffs, however, these calculations only need to be
executed if the elements actually influential on the compartment shape change, not on
other operations. This is why the processing time of the OrthogonalStateGridTest step 9,
where child states are inserted without affecting the geometry of the orthogonal states,
stays under one second even for a diagram with very many orthogonal regions.

Actual reorganizations or addition and deletion of compartments in the OrthogonalState-
GridTest, as well as the insertion of big numbers of child states, naturally take a longer time
to process because of the geometric calculations involved. This is evidenced by the steep
increase in processing time for steps 4 and 11. The same applies to the RecursiveOrthog-
onalStateTest, as can be seen in the processing times shown in figure 6.8. However, it
should be noted that such high numbers of compartments in a single containing object
are more a “stress test” of the mechanism than an actually practical modeling situation.

For more realistic diagram sizes, as explained in section 6.2, the ChildStateChangeTest
and OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest can be taken as an example. As can be seen
from figure 6.9 and 6.10, respectively, the initial processing time for inserting still increases
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with increasing number of situations, however operations on individual graphic objects still
use less than 200 ms for Comprehension in a diagram with 85 states, 60 transitions and
20 orthogonal regions.

Therefore, it can be said that performance is sufficient especially for interactive diagram
change operations, where processing times usually stay under one second even for bigger
diagrams. An exception are changes in orthogonal state / compartment geometries,
which take longer processing runs for their Comprehension. However, there is still a need
for performance improvements to be made, especially in the Comprehension of (initial)
insertions of large diagrams.

As explained in section 6.1, the system tests also record the processing time of indi-
vidual components, which can be used to assess the individual components’ needs for
optimization. As a first example the processing times for step 1 of the CompleteTran-
sitionGraphTest, with increasing size of the used state grid, are shown in figure 6.11.
In this plot, one can see that the main components where time gets taken up are the
Processors executing geometric calculations, i.e. those located in the COUCHEDIT core.
The language-specific components StateHierarchyProcessor and TransitionEndProcessor
only take up very small parts of the processing runtime (< 500ms). The reason for this is
that as described in section 4.2, these components only need to match certain patterns in
the model produced by the core components and do not execute complex calculations
themselves. The exception to this is the TransitionProcessor, which has long processing
times in this case; this is most probably due to the inclusion of label detection, i.e. the
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Processor needs to compare the different LabelFor relations for the transitions. In tests
executed before the inclusion of this feature, the TransitionProcessor did also take up less
than 500ms.

Similar results are yielded when including the Compartments and Containment mecha-
nisms in the scenario – for example, in step 1 of the OrthogonalStateGridTest, as displayed
in figure 6.12a, the Spatial and Compartment mechanisms take up the biggest share of
processing time, while the language-specific components use under 300ms each even for
the 10× 10 grid. The same applies for the removal of a row of orthogonal states in step
11, the longest-running operation in all test scenarios – the SpatialAbstractor takes up the
biggest part of the 32-second processing duration.

The bottlenecks causing these long processing times can be identified by analyzing a test
run with the Java Async Profiler. Over all scenarios, it is evident that much time is spent in
the store method of the ModelRepository. This is due to multiple reasons: First there is
the sheer amount of Elements and Relations that need to be processed in bigger diagrams.
For example, a grid of 20× 20 disjoint rectangles yields an amount of 152000 BottomOf
and RightOf relations, leading to a time of about two and a half seconds for the application
of the resulting DiffCollection to a ModelRepository. This problem could be drastically
reduced through different measures, as also explained in section 7.2. Another part of the
processing that takes a long time is the calculation of geometric properties itself. This is
the other reason for the SpatialAbstractor often being the longest-running component in a
processing run. This signals that it is worth optimizing the implementations of the core
mechanisms, as all language-specific implementations will profit from such optimizations.
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6.3.2 Discussion of Framework Design

Through the test results presented in section 6.3.1, it has been shown that the concept
works for the task of Comprehension for the statecharts language. As the design and
selection of mechanisms was based on a broad range of modeling languages, as de-
scribed in the example use cases of section 3.2, it can be assumed that this could also be
applied to many other notations. Concluding the evaluation, it seems sensible to assess
and compare the design decisions made for the COUCHEDIT architecture in the light of
having a working implementation.

6.3.2.1 Modularization of the system

Like described in section 2.1.2, one of basic design goals of the system to be developed
was the comparatively easy reusability for multiple different modeling languages. Based
on this and the literature on visual and diagramming languages as described in section 2.2,
the idea of using distinct components for notational “mechanisms” was developed and
implemented. Furthermore, to enable a high level of parallelism in the system (and to
support future use cases such as system distribution), these components were constructed
to be technically independent from each other like in the Actor model [30], with each
component carrying its own, independent state in the form of an Element graph.

This modularization has paid off in respect to the required effort for implementing the
language-specific processors for the statecharts notation, as big parts of the implemen-
tation can rely on the core mechanisms. As described at the end of section 6.3.1, the
language-specific processors are therefore also lean in the sense that their processing
times only take up a small part in the total Comprehension process time, which can be
used for targeted optimization, as also explained in section 6.3.2.2 and chapter 7.

The major downside of this design is considerable overhead caused by the duplication of
Elements (to avoid shared states) and the application of incoming DiffCollections onto the
respective ModelRepository of each Processor.

An alternative to this design would have been a more tightly coupled system, like providing
the functionality of mechanisms as a “library” which language-specific components can
use. This would lead to a completely different system architecture. However, the chosen
approach of explicitly reflecting abstractions in the form of commonly used notation ele-
ments enables the system to work with more than just the two levels suggested by [8],
Render and Abstract Syntax Model. Instead, the Element types contained in these inter-
mediate levels can be used to realize future functionality such as advanced interactions in
the frontend, declarative concrete syntax definition and bottom-up metamodel generation
(see chapter 7).

6.3.2.2 Diff-based system structure

Another characteristic of the COUCHEDIT architecture is the reliance on difference calcula-
tion and the communication between components using only these differences. This was
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built into the design from the first concept as it was strongly believed that especially geo-
metric calculations would be too slow using the alternative, namely always reprocessing
the entire diagram.

This has proven to be true, at least for the current state of implementation, shown in
section 6.3.1 by the drastic processing time differences between initial diagram insertion
and subsequent changes.

However, the major downside to this is the higher complexity of implementing the system
components, which consequently is prone to errors. In the development and testing of
the system, random changes in diff sequence were often the cause for sporadic test
failures, as the programmer has to take into account all possible temporal relations. For
example, the ConnectionEnd relation of a transition representation may arrive at the
TransitionEndProcessor before or after the RepresentsStateElement relation does, so
both of these possibilities must be handled in its implementation.

To remedy this, there may be potential for a middle course – as evidenced by the results
in section 6.3.1, the language-specific components usually only take up a very small
portion of the total time spent in processing. These are the parts of the system where
ease of implementation is most important, as there will be many different variants of
these components in the future for different modeling languages. Therefore, it may be
sensible to leave out diff-based processing for these parts of the system in favor of
reinterpretation of the entire hypergraph on each change, while keeping the diff-based
approach and performing in-depth testing for the core mechanisms. Long-running portions
of the processing, such as the label detection for Transitions, could be externalized into
separate Processors. Obviously, the feasibility of this approach highly depends on the
performance of the interpretation process, and this is not to say a declarative diff-based
approach would not be possible (cf. section 7.1).

6.3.2.3 Nonsequential processing

The final design property of the system to be discussed here is the arrangement of these
different components in an “unordered” publish-subscribe architecture. The decision for
this structure was made in the name of keeping the structure of the system as simple as
possible – at first, a sequential pipeline-type design with specialized interfaces between
the components was planned, but was subsequently deemed unnecessary.

Thus, the main benefit of using this unordered architecture lies in the ease of implementa-
tion – a pipeline design would require the developer to carefully select the right order of
components, specify which of these may run in parallel to each other and where the pro-
cessing is to be synchronized. Second, such a design, where each change runs through
a fixed sequence of processing components, would also reduce the parallelism in the sys-
tem: For example, if the processing is synchronized after the “core” mechanisms and then
passed to the language-specific processors, the StateHierarchyProcessor would have
to wait for the results of the Containment, Compartments and Connection mechanisms,
whereas it only needs the Containment data. In contrast to that, in the current “unordered”
design, it immediately starts generating data about the state representations. Third, a
pipeline design could reduce the performance in cases where information is passed “back”
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in the processing sequence – as can be seen in figure 4.5, language-specific Processors
frequently utilize this possibility to exchange information among each other, but also to
produce HotSpotDefinitions, which are then re-processed by the core components. For
the language-specific part of the system alone, this could be remedied by choosing an
even more split-up structure of Processors, e.g. splitting up the StateHierarchyProcessor
in steps of detecting qualifying rounded rectangles, identifying the labels and then sepa-
rately merging that information together into a State abstract syntax element. However,
this does not improve the situation for points where HotSpotDefinitions (for example the
CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions for orthogonal regions) are inserted, which would then
require somehow queuing these new Elements back into an entirely new processing run.

A pipeline-based design would, however, not be without its benefits: The behavior of the
system would become more predictable, also reducing or eliminating problems caused
by the sequence in which diffs arrive like described above in section 6.3.2.2. Also, the
problem of dealing with parallel changes of the same Element in different components
could be handled through this – this issue would then only pertain to Elements potentially
manipulated by the user concurrently with external or abstract syntax driven changes,
because Processing components working on the same Element type could be serialized.

That said, the current concept and a pipeline design are not fully contradicting each other:
One possibility again would be to introduce a partial order on processing components
where needed, while keeping the benefits outlined above. This could easily be achieved
by wrapping a group of ModificationPorts behind an aggregate ModificationPort, with the
latter handling the sequential passing of a DiffCollection to the former.
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This work was conceived as an experimental effort for creating a generic, modular
architecture for a modern graphical editing environment, unifying previous ideas:

• “parsing-based” implementation of graphical editing environments (explained in sec-
tion 2.4) as opposed to hard-linking concrete and abstract syntax. This conceptually
allows the usage of multiple different concrete syntaxes for one abstract syntax.

• Relaxed conformance editing and related “flexible modeling” topics as given in
section 2.5, increasing the freedom of users when creating diagrams, for which the
above approach was deemed suitable, and

• Modularization of graphical editing environments, as explained in section 2.3.

The long-term goal of this is to vastly improve the Modeling Experience in graphical
notation editing and to provide a unified platform for use-cases beyond “traditional” top-
down, single-user modeling. During the project, it became ever more clear that this is no
easy task to accomplish. Thus, the presented results are only the first step towards this
end, where it could be demonstrated that the concept works for diagram interpretation.
However, there are still many directions towards which the concept should be refined
and extended in the future, which were identified during the design, development and
evaluation of the current prototype. Additionally, many relations from the current topics
of Blended Modeling and Relaxed Conformance Editing to other research areas and
previous work only became apparent during the experimentation with implementation
solutions. The next sections will explain possible future directions and, where already
present, ideas for their realization.

7.1 Declarative Concrete Syntax Definition

The most far-fetching future extension for the COUCHEDIT project is leaving behind
the current style of implementing the language-specific Processors, which have been
realized through hard-coding queries to the system data model in Kotlin. However, like
already recommended in [8] (see also section 2.3), it is a very promising idea to include
functionality for providing an explicit concrete syntax metamodel. This means, instead
of manually implementing Comprehension and Perceptualization, the handling of these
steps is automatically derived from a definition of the concrete syntax structures that have
a “meaning” in a language.

The big question to answer here is how this declaration would look like and how deriving
a working set of processing components could be implemented. To this end, the mecha-
nisms as explained in section 3.2 could serve as the “vocabulary” of a language definition,
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with the concrete syntax described mainly in terms of these mechanisms. It would always
be possible to extend the system with additional hard-coded Processors should the need
arise, and such Processors may join the current core components as a library of useful
abstractions for modeling language interpretation.

For selecting the methodological underpinning of this declarative implementation approach,
it is important to remember that the presented architecture uses a hypergraph structure
as its general-purpose data representation in all processing steps. Using graphs to drive
the transition from concrete to abstract syntax has been done before, most notably in
the DIAGEN project (see section 2.4). Just like in the approach used there, (hyper)graph
grammars and the field of graph / model transformations are an important technological
building block for the task of declaratively specifying the necessary transformations from
concrete to abstract syntax.

A high-level overview of this wide research field is given in [36], which can be summarized
as follows: Graph grammars are an evolution of the grammar concept used for definition
and rewriting in the field of string-based languages. Graph transformations work on typed
and attributed graphs, i.e. graphs where each vertex is assigned a type from a predefined
type hierarchy and a set of attributes, the keys of which are defined by the type [36]. This
fits the structure of the data model used in COUCHEDIT.

The basic idea behind graph transformation then is providing a set of rules, consisting of a
left-hand side and a right-hand side. The left-hand side defines a specific source subgraph
which is to be searched in the input, whereas the right-hand side is a possible replacement
for this subgraph. To achieve wide applicability to real-world problems, constraints can
pose additional well-formedness criteria on instance graphs, application conditions are
used to forbid the application of rules in the presence of certain constellations, and control
conditions provide means of defining application orders of rules. [36]

For the COUCHEDIT use case, however, a technique providing capabilities beyond the
one-time and unidirectional transformation of one model into another is needed. Instead,
language-specific Processors need to manage the intersection between concrete and
abstract syntax during a continuous series of changes. This is done by keeping corre-
sponding model elements (or groups of model elements, i.e. subgraphs) in sync between
these two “ends” of the modeling process, with processing times kept as short as possible
for best user experience. This principle is called Incremental Model Synchronization [37].

According to Giese and Wagner [37], a suitable technique for handling this problem
declaratively (i.e. a single source defining both the “full” transformation between two
models as well as the update operations) is that of Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs). First
defined by Schürr in 1994 [38] as a formalism for defining graph translations, Triple Graph
Grammars use a third graph in addition to the source and target models. This third
graph is named the Correspondence Graph and serves as an explicit data structure for
“representation” relations between the two other graphs. Each transformation rule in the
triple graph grammar then actually consists of three related sub-rules, one for each of the
graphs [37], [38].

In model synchronization, when either the source or target graph is updated, the rewriting
engine needs to match the executed update operations to a suitable projection in the
graph grammar of the respective model. If such a projection is found, it executes the
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pertinent rules of the two other grammars, starting with a correspondence node connected
to the affected element. [37]

There are some noticeable similarities between the approach described in [37] and the
hard-coded statechart interpretation outlined in section 4.2: For example, the use of
the correspondence graph respectively the CorrNode class for linking together corre-
sponding nodes in the source and target graphs maps to the Represents relations used
in the COUCHEDIT prototype, shown in figure 4.2. Additionally, the incremental model
synchronization engine can operate in a more optimized way if “change notifications”
[37] are supported for the model, which are provided by the DiffCollection objects in the
COUCHEDIT system. The detection of changes itself, as shown in figures 4.6 to 4.11, also
finds an equivalent in the transformation algorithm outlined in [37] – the zones marked
with a dashed border could be translated to the differences between left-hand and right-
hand sides of the concrete syntax transformations in the TGG, while the zones with solid
borders would be the differences provided by the other two transformations. Because of
these extensive conceptual matches, this seems like a promising direction for integration
into the framework in the future.

Integrating such an approach into the COUCHEDIT framework requires multiple secondary
concerns to be taken into account. For example, there is the integration with the user
interface and the fact that model transformation steps to be taken can be ambiguous,
requiring easily-understandable requests for clarification being given to the user via the
Suggestions system (see section 3.3.2). Furthermore, the fact that transformations are
not always executed in a linear, unidirectional fashion needs to be taken into consideration
– for example the possibility to insert HotSpotDefinitions dependent on abstract syntax.
Third, as given by the relaxed conformance part of the requirements, the transformation
/ synchronization logic must be error-tolerant and error-detecting in order to provide
guidance to the user, while the work of [37] always demands that the graphs are both
correct when applying a transformation.

Therefore, a thorough literature and requirements analysis needs to be made for such an
endeavor, making a more precise plan for mapping the concepts of COUCHEDIT to the
described TGG system, which is out of scope for the current work. Furthermore, the tech-
nical components and data structures (e.g. potentially a different internal representation
of the ModelRepository than currently used) need to be adapted to the needs of the Triple
Graph Grammar based transformations.

Potentially, in further steps, an additional abstraction language and/or developer toolkit
should be created, making it easy and intuitive to create a declaratively defined set of
COUCHEDIT components constituting a functional editor.

7.2 Framework Improvements

Due to the results of the evaluation, especially with regard to performance, there are
multiple potential improvements and extensions to the framework that do not affect its
input / output characteristics, but may greatly improve the performance especially when
scaling to large models.
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One route worth pursuing here is to improve the performance and functionality of the core
mechanisms (especially Spatial, Compartments and Connection) in isolation. Like the
evaluation results show (see section 6.3.1), the processing times in these components
increase greatly for larger diagrams. Therefore, and due to the significance of these
implementations, it seems worthwhile to look into improvement possibilities for these
mechanisms, for example through better caching and specialized data structures. An
especially challenging aspect would be implementing a custom algorithm for the Compart-
ments mechanism, as the current realization of the mechanism in the prototype, using
the JTS Topology Suite, does not fully support more complicated compartmentalization
situations due to its inability to detect the reliance of Compartment areas on specific lines
and line segments (cf. section 3.2.5.3), and often requires extensive recalculation for
changes (cf. section 6.3.1).

Extension of Publish-Subscribe expressiveness One phenomenon that has been
observed in the evaluation is the drastic increase in processing time with increasing
model size. One issue that contributes greatly to this circumstance is the calculation and
publication of unnecessary Elements: Due to the decoupled nature of the COUCHEDIT

architecture, the core processors always generate the same set of Relations, whether
they are relevant to the currently interpreted concrete syntax or not. For example, it is
completely irrelevant to the interpretation of the statecharts language if a concrete syntax
element is located right to or below another, it is the disjointness that matters. However,
this is not true for all modeling languages – for example in UML sequence diagrams, the
relation of message-representing arrows on the y-axis represents their temporal relations.

To reduce these situations while still keeping the framework as generic as possible, the
publishing of a component could be made dependent on the subscription of others, i.e.
if for example the BottomOf and RightOf Relations are not consumed anywhere in the
system, the Spatial component could omit their calculation and generation based on that
fact. This would imply functionality in the ModificationBusManager to calculate these
subscription relations and an interface into the components to get notified about them.

A second possible level of this principle would be to include the endpoints of relations in the
specification of subscriptions, for example to avoid calculating spatial relations between
lines as Comprehension of the statecharts language does not need this information,
however this would require corresponding logic in the mechanism processors and a way
to derive the actually needed relations, e.g. from a declarative language description as
explained above. It remains to be seen by how much the performance can be improved
through such measures and if it is worth dealing with the added complexity.

Relation properties Another possibility for reducing the number of Elements that need
to be exchanged in the system would be implementing a system of defining the properties
of Relations (for example transitivity) and only publishing the Relations that cannot be
derived from others. This especially pertains to the Disjoint relations of the Spatial
mechanism, as these relations get generated in very high numbers for big diagrams,
although they are transitive.
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Locking and handling of parallel timestamps As already mentioned in section 5.3.3,
due to the parallel processing in the system, situations can arise where there are two
different states of an Element of which none is causally dependent on the other. Handling
such situations is a tricky problem, as it can lead to inconsistencies between the internal
states of the components. While currently, it is possible to work around this issue by careful
Processor design (having only one Processor generate changes for one type of Element),
this is especially a problem when considering use cases where Elements must be able to
be changed from multiple components. The main examples for this are different concrete
syntax representations for one abstract syntax model, where GraphicObjects need to be
modified both by the Perceptualization components and the frontend, or collaborative
modeling, where it is very likely that different users will execute changes on the same
Element at some point.

Therefore, the system needs some kind of write-write locking functionality, likely imple-
mented with a central locking manager / version registry. It is thinkable that for non
user-facing changes, an optimistic locking strategy would suffice, failing a processing run
on conflicting changes and prompting the component to wait for the Element state from
the other component to arrive. Performance could be an issue here, so it potentially is
best to avoid such situations as far as possible. For user-facing Elements, especially
GraphicObjects, the situation is different; a pessimistic locking system similar to that imple-
mented in FLEXISKETCH TEAM [25] seems more adequate here. This means that objects
are automatically locked as soon as a user starts editing them, and this is unambiguously
displayed to the other users in the User Interface.

ModelRepository sharing The final improvement opportunity of the framework is
caused by its basic design with multiple distinct and self-contained components. As
each component receives Diffs individually and has to re-apply them and store them for
itself, for bigger sets of Elements this causes noticeable overhead both in processing time
and memory usage. Depending on how big of a problem this is in practical usage, it could
be reasonable to make multiple components share a common ModelRepository backend,
so that such a group of components just needs to exchange change notifications and not
the entire state of Elements. However, in order to still keep the framework as decoupled
and distributable as possible and not break the basic assumptions made, this change
should be made in a way that is transparent to the components, i.e. the interface of the
ModelRepository does not change.

7.3 Additional Functionality and Use Cases

Apart from these technical improvements and changes, it is also worthwhile to take a look
at potential future applications of the framework beyond the diagram interpretation tasks
outlined in this thesis. Because of this, one of the main design goals of the COUCHEDIT

concept, and the driving force behind decisions, was the design for extensibility with
regard to future use cases and research topics in the area of Model Driven Engineering,
beyond the current single-user diagram editing. The goal is to have a multi-purpose
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framework that can be reconfigured and rearranged to fit many scenarios, while allowing
the maximum amount of reuse possible. In the following paragraphs, a few additional
functionalities – largely orthogonal to diagram interpretation – are explained that could be
integrated into the concept into the future.

Perceptualization An important part of the editor architecture presented in [8] is the
“reverse” way from abstract syntax to concrete syntax, named Perceptualization. This
is required whenever the abstract syntax model can change without this change being
triggered by a modification in the edited concrete syntax model, for example in use cases
such as collaborative modeling with a shared abstract syntax model and different concrete
syntax models or the Blended Modeling [6] idea of working with multiple types of concrete
syntax at once.

The Perceptualization process faces a set of problems different to those of the Com-
prehension process, which was the focus of this thesis: While potentially, the definition
of the mechanisms given in section 3.2 may be a good starting point, in many cases
there is an infinite number of diagrams adhering to a concrete syntax metamodel which
represent the same abstract syntax instance: For most notations, the spatial placement of
GraphicObjects may be changed arbitrarily as long as the Containment and Intersection
relations between these objects are the same, so that Perceptualization components
need to find a suitable layout for newly inserted diagram elements. Additionally, means of
defining concrete syntax representations for abstract syntax constructs have to be found,
ideally basing on the same abstractions that have been defined for Comprehension and
integrated with a declarative concrete syntax metamodel as described in section 7.1.

Bottom-Up metamodel generation As already outlined in section 2.5, a current re-
search direction is that of Bottom-Up metamodel generation, which designates modeling
scenarios where the concrete syntax instance exists before concrete or abstract syntax
metamodels. The goal of this style of working is to then create these metamodels “by ex-
ample”, which facilitates agile development methods and participation by domain experts
[3].

The decoupled nature of the COUCHEDIT architecture is well-suited for such an use case,
as the frontend is able to operate in complete independence from metamodels, only
utilizing the generic shapes of the render metamodel. Like with the declarative definition
of concrete syntax, modeling language mechanisms could then serve as the “vocabulary”
that can be used to describe concrete syntax, making it possible to attach meaning to
more than just graph-like diagrams. The user experience and user interfaces for this
style of working, as well as the practical potential of this approach are entire research
directions by themselves. Most probably, this also needs to integrate with the discoveries
on declarative concrete syntax specification (section 7.1).

Distributed and collaborative modeling The last use case that has been explicitly
considered when designing the presented architecture is the potential to distribute the
system over multiple machines. Van Tendeloo et al. [14], based on their idea of a
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decoupled modeling framework presented in [8] (see also section 2.3), have also brought
up such a possibility. In COUCHEDIT, due to the sharply defined interaction points of the
encapsulated components (in the form of ModificationPorts), the possibility is given
to have these components communicate via a network instead of through local data
flows. Furthermore, through the decoupling of the frontend and its general applicability
(as all metamodel-related and language-specific aspects are handled outside of it), the
implementation effort required for different frontend components is comparatively low.
Furthermore, these frontends can be maintained independently from language-specific
system parts. This makes it possible to have multiple implementations of the frontend,
even on different platforms, working together: For example, the current JavaFX / GEF
based frontend could collaborate with a web browser (JavaScript) implementation and
another instance running natively on an iPad, with the Comprehension code implemented
only once in a server application. This is another noticeable difference to other approaches
like DIAGEN ([23], see section 2.4), where every notation demands implementations of its
specific shapes to be manually carried out in the Java programming language.

7.4 Frontend Improvements

Lastly, to achieve the goal of best possible end user Modeling Experience, the frontend(s)
to a COUCHEDIT system play a key role. It has to be investigated which possible ways of
interacting with the system (down to detail questions like the optimal workflow for editing
a label on the canvas) exist and which of these are the most comfortable and efficient
choices. Such interaction patterns are especially important regarding new possibilities and
issues created by relaxed conformance editing instead of traditional approaches where
conformance is required and implicitly enforced, and where objects in abstract syntax
usually are mapped in a one-to-one fashion to fixed, atomic counterparts (“shapes”) in
concrete syntax.

The framework has been structured based on taxonomies given in literature and addi-
tionally an analysis of notations used in practice (cf. section 3.2). However, this has
not touched on the potential ambiguities that may arise in concrete syntax instances.
During the implementation of language-specific components, it became clear that this is a
considerable issue.

The prime example for this is handling of labels, which can not only clash within one
mechanism (spatially-defined labeling of transition representations), but also between
different mechanisms (for transitions nested in a parent state, it is not always clear whether
a label belongs to the transition or to the parent state). A mix of heuristics (probability
system) and user intervention (model action / suggestion system) is needed to resolve
these problems.

These topics cannot be decided and implemented on the user interface level alone. An
important part of the development effort to be done is integrating the necessary interfaces
and implementations to the backend for defining and supporting user interactions in a
decoupled, abstract syntax agnostic way. Such requirements also need to be considered
for future additions to the framework and in the tools available for definition of concrete
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syntax. Only by providing such facilities at the intersection of frontend and backend, the
system can truly achieve its goal of maximizing user-friendliness for a wide array of Model
Driven Engineering tasks.
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This appendix contains the steps taken in all system test cases. These steps are also
included as part of the code documentation (KDoc). In the following sections, Process
refers to a test scenario step where a DiffCollection is passed into the system via the
TestModificationPort, which also means that for this step, the time taken is recorded
as explained in section 6.1. In contrast, Assert steps, as the name suggests, per-
form assertions on the data model that is now present in the SystemTestProcessor’s
ModelRepository instance.

A.1 StateGridTest

A.1.1 Scenario Parameters

• gridSizeX and gridSizeY: Number of rows and columns in the generated state
representation grid, respectively.

• numberOfStatesToMove: Amount of state representations in the concrete syntax
that will be selected in step 3 and moved to the right of all other state representatons

• additionalGridSizeX and additionalGridSizeY: Size of the grid of additional
states that will be inserted in step 5.

• toRemoveGridSizeX and toRemoveGridSizeY: Number of columns respecively
rows of the grid that should be deleted in its top left corner in step 7.

A.1.2 Test Steps

1. Process: Generate a grid of gridSizeX x gridSizeY concrete syntax state repre-
sentations (rounded rectangle + label) and insert them as one DiffCollection

2. Assert that for every concrete syntax representation, a State abstract syntax
Element has been created and that the State name property is equal to the concrete
syntax representation’s label’s content text.

3. Process: Move a set of numberOfStatesToMove concrete syntax state representa-
tions out of the middle of the grid so that they now are to the right of the previously
right border of the state representation grid.

4. Assert that all moved Elements still represent the same state, as such purely
graphical changes should not change the abstract syntax representation of the
statechart.
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5. Process: Insert a new grid of additionalGridSizeX x additionalGridSizeY
state representations to the bottom right of the existing grid

6. Assert that for all of the new grid elements of step 5, an abstract syntax State
Element has also been inserted

7. Process: Remove toRemoveGridSizeX x toRemoveGridSizeY state representa-
tions from the top left of the grid

8. Assert that for all of the removed state representations, the corresponding State
abstract syntax Element has also been deleted.

A.2 CompleteTransitionGraphTest

A.2.1 Scenario Parameters

• gridSizeX and gridSizeY: Number of rows and columns in the generated state
representation grid, respectively. Therefore, if n = gridSizeX× gridSizeY, then
the number of generated transitions is n× (n− 1).

A.2.2 Test Steps

1. Process: Generate a grid of gridSizeX x gridSizeY concrete syntax state repre-
sentations, along with Line GraphicObjects, AttributeBags and AttributeFor
Relations representing transitions between all pairs of these state representations.
All of these Elements are inserted as one DiffCollection.

2. Assert that for each pair of states, at least one abstract syntax Transition Relation
has been created, and amongst these Transition Relations there is at least one
represented by the designated transition representation line (depending on the
distance between objects, other Transitions may inadvertently also be created,
which are ignored)

3. Process: Select one transition representation in the middle of the grid and modify its
start point so that the distance between "origin" state representation and transition
representation is half that of the previous value

4. Assert that Step 3 has increased the transition’s Probability value

5. Process: To the bottom right of the state Representation grid, insert one more state
representation with one transition representation going to it from the bottom right
Element in the grid

6. Assert that this transition representation has also been correctly translated into an
abstract syntax Transition Element.
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A.3 OrthogonalStateGridTest

A.3.1 Scenario Parameters

• gridSizeX and gridSizeY: Number of rows and columns of orthogonal regions
to be created in the outer state representations. This means the test will generate
gridSizeX− 1 vertical lines and gridSizeY− 1 horizontal lines.

• outermostWidth and outermostHeight determine the dimension of the “outer”
state representation, i.e. the state the orthogonal regions will be contained in

A.3.2 Test Steps

1. Process: Insert a rounded rectangle of size outermostWidth×outermostHeight,
along with a set of gridSizeX−1 equally spaced vertical and gridSizeY−1 equally
spaced horizontal lines, all in the previously mentioned rounded rectangle’s interior.
All of these Elements are inserted in one DiffCollection.

2. Assert that the processing has produced a grid of CompartmentHotSpotDefini-
tions which are all

• Dependent on the entire set of lines inserted

• Not dependent on each other

3. Assert that for every one of these HotSpotDefinitions, an OrthogonalRegion ab-
stract syntax Element has been created.

4. Process: For all areas created by the orthogonal state grid, insert a representation
for a “child state”. All of these “child state representations” are inserted as a single
DiffCollection.

5. Assert that

• all of these “child state” representations have been assigned a State abstract
syntax Element and

• that this State Element has got a ParentOf Relation from the Orthogonal-
Region which is represented by the compartment’s area it has been inserted
in.

This checks two important properties of the generated data model:

• whether the Compartment mechanism correctly generates the geometries of
"peer" Compartments as described in section 3.2.5 and

• whether Concrete-Syntax Contains relations from the core containment mech-
anism (see section 3.2.6) are correctly translated into abstract syntax ParentOf
relations for the represented Elements.

6. Process: Remove the bottom right "child" state from the grid again. This is to
prepare for step 7.
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7. Process: Insert a horizontal splitting line in the bottom right orthogonal state, similar
to the steps of the RecursiveOrthogonalStateTest (appendix A.4).

8. Assert that the original OrthogonalRegion represented by the bottom right split
area has been removed, instead two new OrthogonalRegions were inserted which
are represented by new CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions.

9. Process: Into the designated areas of the new dependent
CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions created by the line from step 7, insert two new
state representations.

10. Assert that both of these state representations have been assigned a State ab-
stract syntax Element and that each of these two State Elements has a ParentOf
Relation from the correct OrthogonalRegion.

11. Process: Move the topmost horizontal line aside, to the right of the parent state
representation. This merges the first two rows of orthogonal region representations
in the concrete syntax. The reason why this is done via a move operation and
not by deletion is to make it “harder” for the Comprehension process – as the
CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions are also Relations (explained in section 3.2.5.1),
they would be automatically deleted alongside the line. By not removing the line, the
PotentialCompartmentProcessor is required to actually re-evaluate the spatial po-
sition of the line and remove the corresponding CompartmentHotSpotDefinition
Elements correctly.

12. Assert that the compartments with the biggest index in Y direction have been
removed (because through the removal of the line, the total number of Compartment
rows is now one less than before. Compartments are never deleted “in the middle“
of the previous index range, thus the bottommost Compartments get removed and
the grid is rearranged).

13. Assert that for each previously inserted child state in the grid (except for the deleted
bottommost right one) the parent of the state in the abstract syntax is now the
orthogonal region represented by the CompartmentHotSpotDefinition one row
higher up. The State Elements represented by the first row of GraphicObjects
should stay children of the OrthogonalRegions represented by the (x, 0) row of
CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions.

14. Assert that the sub-compartments generated by the line inserted in step 7 are still
intact after the removal of the line.

A.4 RecursiveOrthogonalStateTest

A.4.1 Scenario Parameters

• depth is the number of split lines that will be inserted.

• minimumInnerSize is the minimum size that the Compartments resulting from
the last split must have. Therefore, the size of the outer state representation is
minimumInnerSize× 2ddepth/2e
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A.4.2 Test Steps

1. Process:

• Generate an “outer” state representation which spans minimumInnerSize×
2ddepth/2e in both width and height.

• Along with it, insert horizontal and vertical line GraphicObjects to recursively
divide the State representation into sub-compartments (alternating between
horizontal and vertical lines). This is done so that (apart from the first splitting
line) no line would constitute a Compartment by itself, rather needing the line
inserted in the previous step(s). The top or left compartment resulting from
each splitting step is referred to as the "first" compartment in the following, the
bottom or right compartment as the "second". In each step, the splitting line is
inserted into the second compartment, leaving the first compartment as-is.

• This whole graphical constellation is then inserted in a single DiffCollection,
each line associated with a LineAttributes object making it dashed so that
it is recognized as an orthogonal state divider.

2. Assert correct insertion of the “core” mechanism’s CompartmentHotSpotDefini-
tions as defined in section 3.2.5.1 – for each “splitting step”, two Compartment-
HotSpotDefinitions should have been inserted which:

• depend on the splitting line on their “b” side and

• have the “second” next-higher compartment as their splitCompartment value

• If the split was horizontal, the
CompartmentHotSpotDefinition.index.indexUL values have to be (0, 0)
and (0, 1), if the split was vertical, they have to be (0, 0) and (1, 0).

3. Assert correct insertion of the abstract syntax OrthogonalRegion Elements - as-
sert that for all splittings but the last:

• Only for the “first” CompartmentHotSpotDefinition of each splitting step, an
OrthogonalRegion abstract syntax Element has been inserted, and

• no OrthogonalRegion Element has been inserted for the "second"
CompartmentHotSpotDefinition, as explained in section 4.2.4.

This is the correct behavior as Compartments which are further split up should not be
marked as representing an OrthogonalRegion - the number of OrthogonalRegions
should be the same as “Regions” visible in the concrete syntax instance. Only for the
last “splitting step”, both generated CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions should be rec-
ognized as representing OrthogonalRegions, as here the “second” compartment
is not split up further.

4. Process: Generate a set of concrete syntax state representations where each is
contained in the “first” Compartment of a split step (which represents an
OrthogonalRegion as checked in step 3). Also create one state concrete syntax
representation that is contained in the “second” compartment of the last split step.
These state representations are inserted in one DiffCollection. This is done to check
that:
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• Recursive OrthogonalRegion concrete syntax / geometric “regions” are cal-
culated correctly and

• Contains Relations from the core containment mechanism (see section 3.2.6)
are correctly translated to ParentOf Relations in the abstract Syntax.

5. Assert that for each of the inserted states, a ParentOf relation exists towards the
OrthogonalRegion interpreted from the compartment of the split step it has been
associated to.

6. Process: Remove the state representation from the outermost "first" compartment.
This is to prepare for step 7.

7. Process: Add a new line that splits the outermost "first" compartment into two
sub-compartments. This is to measure the time it takes to process an insertion of a
new compartment by the user.

8. Assert that two new CompartmentHotSpotDefinitions have been created de-
pending on the outermost "first" compartment.

9. Assert that the operation in step 7 has resulted in

• Each of the “new” compartments resulting from the newly inserted line repre-
senting one OrthogonalRegion

• The “old” first Compartment of the first split level no longer representing an
OrthogonalRegion (as it now has other Compartments dependent on it, as
described in section 4.2.4)

10. Process: Move the last split step’s line out of the outer state’s shape. This is to
check the correct detection if a Compartment is no longer valid – first, this has to be
recognized by the core Compartments mechanism, second the appropriate abstract
syntax OrthogonalRegion, ContainsRegion and ParentOf relations have to be
deleted.

Again, like already explained in step 11 of the OrthogonalRegionGridTest, this is
achieved by moving the line to check the correct operation of the Compartments
mechanism.

11. Assert that the OrthogonalRegions represented by both compartments previously
dependent on the last split step’s line have been deleted out of the abstract syntax.

12. Assert that the abstract syntax States which previously were children of those
OrthogonalRegions now have a correct ParentOf relation coming from the Ortho-
gonalRegion represented by the “second” CompartmentHotSpotDefinition of
the next-higher split step.

A.5 ChildStateChangeTest

A.5.1 Scenario Parameters

• size controls the number of replicated “situations” present in the diagram inserted
in step 1. The operations starting from step 3 are always only executed on the
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first situation as they should simulate user interactions in a small part of a larger
diagram.

A.5.2 Test Steps

For a schematic graphical illustration of the processing steps included in this test scenario,
refer to figure 6.3. For readability purposes, the states will be referenced by their labels in
the following list.

1. Process: Generate size instances of the situation displayed in figure 6.3 and insert
them in one DiffCollection

2. Assert that the State abstract syntax Elements were generated correctly and that
they are accompanied by correct ParentOf Relations.

All following steps will all be executed with the first situation only to emulate the user
making changes in the diagram.

3. Process: Move the representation of state 1AA into the inner area of the represen-
tation of state 1B.

4. Assert that State 1AA:

• is now a child of 1B,

• but not of 1A (where it has been moved out of)

• nor 1 (transitive reduction, as described in section 3.2.6)

5. Process: Move the representation of state 1B to the inner area of the representation
of 1_peer. This is to test whether the ParentOf relations are changed correctly if a
state representation is moved out of the middle of the nesting hierarchy.

6. Assert that:

• 1_peer is the parent of 1B

• 1 is the parent of 1AA

• 1B no longer is the parent of 1AA

7. Process: Resize the representation of 1_peer so that it includes the representation
of 1. This is to test whether the ParentOf relations are changed correctly if the
outer state representation is moved or resized to include the inner one.

8. Assert that:

• 1_peer is the parent of 1

• 1_peer is (still) the parent of 1B

• Neither 1A nor 1AA are children of 1_peer (transitive reduction).

9. Process: Resize the representation of 1B so that its inner area includes the
representation of 1AA. This is to test what happens if a state representation is in the
intersection of two outer state representations.
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10. Assert that

• both 1 and 1B are now parents of 1AA

• 1 is still not a parent of 1B (as their representations only intersect and not
include each other)

11. Process: Remove the representation of State 1

12. Assert that in abstract syntax:

• State 1 has been removed

• State 1_peer is the parent of 1A

• State 1_peer still is the parent of 1B

• 1B still is the parent of 1AA

• 1_peer still is not the parent of 1AA

A.6 OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest

A.6.1 Scenario Situation Construction

The scenario of the OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest has been developed systemati-
cally based on the “nesting” capabilities present in the statechart concrete syntax. A state
can be in the following locations:

• Top-level, i.e. it is not contained in any area of another state, and thus has no
incoming ParentOf Relation in the abstract syntax model.

• Nested in a “regular” state, i.e. it has an incoming ParentOf relation from a State
abstract syntax Element, or

• nested in an orthogonal region of another state, with an incoming ParentOf Relation
from an OrthogonalRegion abstract syntax Element

Of course, these hierarchies can be arbitrarily deep. For practicality reasons and as the
detection of multi-level state nesting and complex orthogonal region detection has already
been tested by the other test cases, this scenario is limited to one level of depth.

Additionally, this scenario involves Transition detection. To systematically check the
detection of transitions towards states in different locations, a matrix has been developed
to cover every from-to pair of locations, for nested states additionally distinguishing
between children of:

• The same parent StateHierarchyElement

• A different parent StateHierarchyElement

• (For children of orthogonal states only) a different orthogonal state of the same
parent state. Note that this kind of transition is not actually valid in the abstract
syntax of statecharts. However, for providing syntax correctness checking in the
future, these incorrect transitions must also be able to be comprehended in the first
place.
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These requirements have lead to the diagram situation as depicted in figure 6.4a. Which
transition representations are used for covering specific from / to state position combina-
tions is described in table A.1.

A.6.2 Scenario Parameters

• size controls the number of replicated “situations” present in the diagram inserted
in step 1. Like in the ChildStateChangeTest as described in appendix A.5.2, subse-
quent change steps are only executed modifying the first situation.

A.6.3 Test Steps

In the following list, the states will once again be referred to by their names / labels for
readability.

1. Process: Insert size instances of the initial situation as shown in figure 6.4a, each
situation located to the right of the previous one.

2. Assert that each situation has been interpreted correctly (where xY stands for 1Y,
2Y, . . . depending on the index of the situation):

• Every concrete syntax state representation in the situation has been assigned
an abstract syntax State Element.

• Each state has a LabelFor relation from the Label GraphicObject contained
in the state’s representing GraphicObject.

• For all lines representing transitions in concrete syntax (green lines in fig-
ure 6.4a), Transition Elements connecting the correct States have been
created.

• Correct Contains / ParentOf Relations for “regular” composite states (OR-
States):

– The composite State xC has a ParentOf Relation to the States xCA and
xCB.

– The composite state xD has a ParentOf Relation to the state xDA.

• Correct Contains / ParentOf for orthogonal states:

– The left OrthogonalRegion of xE has a ParentOf Relation each towards
the abstract syntax. State Elements xEAA and xEAB

– The right OrthogonalRegion of xE has a ParentOf Relation each to-
wards the abstract syntax State Elements xEBA and xEBB.

– The left OrthogonalRegion of xG has a ParentOf Relation towards the
abstract syntax State Element xGAA.

– The right OrthogonalRegion of xG has a ParentOf Relation towards the
abstract syntax State Element xGBA.
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The following steps are all executed within situation 1, to simulate the user making changes
to a part of the diagram.

3. Process: Move the concrete syntax representation of 1CB into the interior of the
1D representation, while simultaneously adapting its attached connection lines to
point to its new position (so that the line endpoints were moved alongside the state
representation).

4. Assert that:

• The composite state 1D now has ParentOf Relations towards the states repre-
sented by 1DA and 1CB, and

• both the transitions 1CA →1CB as well as 1CB →1EAA have stayed in the
abstract syntax model; they also still have the same ID.

The following steps are designed so that every of the three categories of states (columns /
rows of table A.1) is an endpoint of the transition once.

5. Process: Insert a new transition representation between the representations of
1EBA→1EBB. The purpose of this is to check if:

• Inserting transition-representing lines connecting already present state rep-
resentations in concrete syntax will create the Transition abstract syntax
Elements, and

• Transitions between states of the same parent state are correctly interpreted.

6. Assert that the correct abstract syntax Transition Element has been created for
step 5.

7. Process: Modify the transition representation from step 5 to now connect 1EBA
→1G.

The purpose of this is to check if:

• Updates in line position correctly modify the Transitions in abstract syntax
and

• Transitions to a state are correctly inserted even if that state contains
orthogonal regions in its interior

8. Assert that a new abstract syntax Transition Relation has been inserted connect-
ing the States 1EBA and 1G

9. Assert that in abstract syntax, a Transition Relation between the States 1EBA
and 1EBB does no longer exist

10. Process: Move the line already modified in step 7 so that it now connects 1EBA
→1CB

11. Assert that a new abstract syntax Transition Relation has been inserted connect-
ing the States 1EBA and 1CB

12. Assert that in abstract syntax, a Transition Relation between the States 1EBA
and 1G does no longer exist
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13. Process: Move the transition representation which would previously connect 1B
→1CA so that it is below the concrete syntax representation of 1H (i.e. a dangling
transition).

The purpose of this is to check if:

• Existing Transition Relations are removed on move of representing lines
even if no new Transition is instantly created

• The system can handle the Comprehension of a dangling edge

14. Assert that the line moved in step 13 no longer has any Represents Relations
attached to it, and that there is no longer abstract syntax Transition Element
between states 1B→1CA

15. Process: Insert a new state representation 1I below the line moved in step 13

16. Assert that now, an abstract syntax Transition Relation exists between 1H and
1I.
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A.6.4 Transition matrix

To
From

Top Level Nested in OR state Nested in AND (orthogonal) state

Top Level 1A→1C 1DA→1F 1EAB→1H

Nested in OR state 1B→1CA
Peer

In other
parent state 1EBA→1DA

1CA→1CB 1CA→1DA

Nested in AND
(orthogonal) state

1F→1EBA 1EBA→1DA
Peer

In other
orthogonal section
of same parent

In other
parent state

1EBA→1EBB 1EAA→1EBA 1EBB→1GAA

Table A.1: Combinations of hierarchical state positions and transitions covering them in the OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest
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This appendix contains the source data for the evaluation charts shown in section 6.3.1.
The raw results of the evaluation run used as the basis for this are included in the files
attached to this thesis.

totalStateCount Step 1 Step 3 Step 5 Step 7
9 16.043 10.939 16.854 8.069
16 39.357 17.347 24.449 11.705
25 98.346 25.782 36.618 16.676
36 203.675 43.620 51.584 25.284
49 381.858 56.958 69.011 34.535
64 690.248 87.371 94.178 49.164
81 1186.828 108.199 173.034 54.373
100 1797.145 141.352 174.517 90.923
121 3017.039 168.656 172.952 88.429
144 4302.675 254.462 220.336 128.851
169 6348.107 324.563 336.562 144.395
196 8933.171 419.723 647.348 241.008
225 14509.611 510.703 2312.703 182.546

Table B.1: Average total processing times of the StateGridTest (ms, rounded to 3 decimal
places) depending on the number of state representations in the diagram

totalStateCount Step 1 Step 3 Step 5
2 12.204 3.254 10.559
3 29.150 6.588 16.282
4 69.173 11.680 23.613
6 330.839 12.743 46.166
8 1047.866 57.764 110.117
9 1659.894 26.165 105.789
12 6018.334 121.254 219.300
16 21377.437 256.027 1177.220

Table B.2: Average total processing times of the CompleteTransitionGraphTest (ms,
rounded to 3 decimal places) depending on the number of state represen-
tations in the diagram
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numberOf
Orthogonal
States

Step 1 Step 4 Step 6 Step 7 Step 9 Step 11

4 56.572 16.204 3.371 75.941 14.080 165.255
9 128.485 61.600 5.411 143.647 21.668 375.208
16 261.716 183.137 7.484 247.084 36.166 792.820
25 503.819 493.610 11.728 396.917 65.100 1664.837
36 846.481 1102.267 16.736 573.891 106.955 3366.904
49 1436.224 2176.467 43.665 872.950 134.126 6290.718
64 2275.799 4311.890 35.260 1232.778 229.684 11291.097
81 3616.846 8349.527 57.659 1933.340 361.392 19299.909
100 5644.105 14606.036 180.214 2308.637 346.882 34322.583

Table B.3: Average total processing times of the OrthogonalStateGridTest (ms, rounded to
3 decimal places) depending on the number of orthogonal states in the diagram

depth Step 1 Step 4 Step 6 Step 7 Step 10
1 36.893 16.949 5.370 31.667 16.912
2 47.924 24.225 5.794 32.401 27.205
3 70.328 36.353 6.693 50.663 51.547
4 150.305 67.882 8.935 67.713 72.368
5 206.430 85.056 10.477 94.172 112.615
6 208.256 110.012 11.988 112.653 141.974
7 355.410 159.774 12.210 166.412 237.859
8 559.902 241.942 16.329 196.715 293.590
9 928.955 339.992 16.577 375.316 550.593
10 981.326 422.869 19.660 378.474 561.657
11 1586.983 579.003 20.147 729.422 1276.183
12 2133.166 791.527 24.122 869.204 1358.478
13 4504.321 1469.289 28.552 2219.229 3924.776
14 4830.098 1714.811 30.318 2286.456 4073.047
15 12463.710 3557.079 33.722 7338.425 13470.663

Table B.4: Average total processing times of the RecursiveOrthogonalStateGridTest (ms,
rounded to 3 decimal places) depending on the number of split steps generated
for the diagram
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size Step 1 Step 3 Step 5 Step 7 Step 9 Step 11
1 10.729 4.865 4.289 4.038 4.500 3.625
2 20.464 6.649 6.085 5.324 5.965 4.190
3 39.183 7.890 7.873 7.074 7.125 5.248
4 66.665 8.704 8.887 9.030 8.971 5.855
5 103.498 8.629 9.933 9.812 10.405 7.071
6 136.829 9.842 11.799 11.642 12.388 8.196
7 196.679 11.801 12.224 13.075 13.264 9.420
8 233.340 12.224 13.344 13.662 15.218 9.796
9 300.339 13.205 16.860 15.804 16.669 10.239
10 369.609 13.970 15.634 17.373 18.547 10.577
11 459.800 15.714 18.699 20.010 20.990 12.218
12 544.183 15.516 18.795 19.765 22.505 13.298
13 649.537 16.921 20.060 21.174 23.838 13.759
14 728.350 16.847 20.203 21.845 26.078 14.810
15 848.777 18.103 23.045 23.796 28.023 15.899
16 941.495 21.293 30.256 36.296 31.251 22.034
17 1141.921 34.227 38.062 54.646 39.649 18.918
18 1341.993 22.871 35.275 28.128 29.914 17.821
19 1585.106 21.538 27.898 28.489 33.214 18.533
20 1694.491 22.522 29.550 31.684 35.864 20.144

Table B.5: Average total processing times of the ChildStateChangeTest (ms, rounded to 3
decimal places) depending on the number of “situations” in the diagram

size Step 1 Step 3 Step 5 Step 7 Step 10 Step 13 Step 15
1 242.136 37.910 22.882 16.397 21.569 24.908 22.110
2 1059.727 65.739 49.799 26.293 34.446 47.884 39.190
3 2606.548 84.148 72.153 44.582 48.238 74.996 63.957
4 5087.577 122.440 134.282 53.162 71.749 101.808 98.877
5 8558.688 165.537 127.254 108.180 112.839 148.753 118.140

Table B.6: Average total processing times of the OrthogonalHierarchyConnectionTest (ms,
rounded to 3 decimal places) depending on the number of “situations” in the
diagram
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total
State
Count

Spatial
Abstractor

ConnectionEnd
Detector

Potential
Compartment
Detector

Containment
Processor

State
Hierarchy
Processor

Transition
End
Processor

Transition
Processor

2 2.542 1.097 1.474 0.875 0.980 0.905 2.029
3 10.123 4.193 6.796 2.235 1.998 1.941 6.057
4 30.813 13.016 18.671 4.867 3.650 3.385 17.640
6 146.655 81.635 34.006 6.738 8.955 9.443 67.658
8 442.861 281.257 111.236 17.693 22.581 20.152 306.954
9 759.089 460.837 115.066 15.828 32.831 28.375 531.575
12 2511.127 1956.417 426.233 42.049 110.396 69.466 2145.584
16 7845.379 8448.211 1614.707 93.559 252.101 196.800 7973.600

Table B.7: Average per-component processing times of step 1 of the CompleteTransitionGraphTest (ms, rounded to 3 decimal places)
depending on the number of state representations in the diagram
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numberOf
Orthogonal
States

Spatial
Abstractor

ConnectionEnd
Detector

Potential
Compartment
Detector

Containment
Processor

State
Hierarchy
Processor

State
Compartment
Processor

4 7.486 0.428 43.307 1.625 1.274 1.772
9 24.198 1.624 96.519 2.156 2.072 2.901
16 63.422 3.999 183.690 3.986 2.907 5.148
25 179.360 8.873 295.119 7.407 4.692 8.285
36 383.749 17.373 406.667 11.931 6.244 13.323
49 774.917 28.776 559.809 18.963 8.824 20.827
64 1387.322 48.854 707.810 30.841 12.813 31.342
81 2387.029 94.087 917.241 52.945 15.110 46.306
100 4007.486 133.376 1136.144 81.668 21.119 69.928

Table B.8: Average per-component processing times of step 1 of the OrthogonalStateGridTest (ms, rounded to 3 decimal places) depending
on the number of orthogonal state representations in the diagram
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numberOf
Orthogonal
States

Spatial
Abstractor

ConnectionEnd
Detector

Potential
Compartment
Detector

Containment
Processor

State
Hierarchy
Processor

State
Compartment
Processor

4 156.614 3.781 118.702 5.477 3.201 2.299
9 356.051 9.889 239.169 10.957 5.611 3.798
16 750.815 27.154 411.106 21.392 9.537 6.324
25 1567.092 54.879 650.400 37.780 15.627 11.811
36 3141.954 101.369 1002.346 64.094 22.073 24.795
49 5816.748 200.731 1398.986 110.385 42.182 42.805
64 10415.785 336.970 1855.857 169.030 44.314 55.402
81 17447.377 728.119 2556.618 339.663 54.209 85.412
100 30187.812 1261.870 2878.998 411.002 74.998 148.910

Table B.9: Average per-component processing times of step 11 of the OrthogonalStateGridTest (ms, rounded to 3 decimal places)
depending on the number of orthogonal state representations in the diagram
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